If you know how your bike
works you will be wiser and
safer. You may even be
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repairs . For these reasons
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repeatedly prove its worth.
Its detailed information and
dlag iClms will help solve
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Preface

THIS new edition of Pitman's handbook (thoroughly revised) includes
all essential maintenance instructions applicable to 195~ 69 350, 500 and
650 c.c. spring-frame Triumph Twins. These machines are.
I. The 1958-66 348 c.c. T wenty-one (Model 3TA).
2. The 1963-68 348 c.c. Tiger 90 (Model T90).

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The 1956-66 498 c.c. Speed Twins (Models 5T and 5TA).
The 1956-69490 c.c. Tiger 100 (ModelsTIOO, TIOOAandTIOOS(S).
The 1956-66649 c.c. Thunderbird (Model 6T).
The 195~69 649 C.c. T[()phy (Models TR5 , TR6 and TR6S(S).
The 1956- 61649 c.c. Tiger 110 (Model TIIO).
The 1959-69 649 c.c. Bonneville (Model TI20).

The 1968-9 Triumph twins modifications include the following: the
fitting of: a different type cylinder head on 1968-9 500 c.c. models; to
provision of an oil tank dipstick (1969 only); Amal "Concentric" instead
of " Mono bloc" type carburettors; an oil-pressure red warning-light on the
headlamp top-face (1969 only); improved push-rod cover tubes (1969
only); a slightly modified contact-breaker; a quickly-detachable plug at
the rear of the cylinder block for quickly positioning and locking the
pistons at T.D.C.; a repositioned Zener diode (beneath the head lamp) ;
an improved hinged side-panel on the nearside; redesigned telescopic
front forks; twin-leading-shoe front brakes ; a stop-lamp switch in
corporated in the front brake linkage (1969 only); and a modified clutch
adjustment .
The 1968- 9 Triumph twin modifications where not dealt with in detail
in the appropriate chapters or sections of this book, are referred to on
pages 121-130. In conclusion I sincerely thank the Triumph Engineering
Co . Ltd. for assisting me with regard to technical data and for ki ndly
according me permission to reproduce various Triumph copyright illustra
tions in this handbook. Several motor-cycle accessory firms are also
thanked for their helpful co-operation.

w. C.
MADE IN GREAT BRITAIN AT THE PITMAN PRESS , BATH

GO-(G.4250)

BEDFORD ROW,
WORTHING,
SUSSEX .
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THOSE who have previously handled other makes of four-stroke motor
cycle should acquire the knack of handling a Triumph almost immediately.
But novices should not attempt to ride on the road until they thoroughly
understand the layout and use of the various controls.
Taking over the Machine. The following points should be noted when
taking over the machineCheck that there is a full supply of oil in the various units.
Carefully check that the oil tank, primary-chain case and gearbox levels
are correct .(see Chapter 3), that the battery is in a charged condition,
"topped up" to the correct level', and that the battery connexions are
secure (see Chapter 4). Check the tyres with a pressure gauge and
adjust pressures as necessary (see page 77).
THE CONTROLS
Controls and Instruments. Clutch Lever. This is situated on the left of
the handlebars. It should not be operated when the machine is in motion
except to change gear and when stopping.
Front Brake Lever. This is situated on the right of the handlebars.
Only gentle pressure should be applied, and the front brake should be
used in conjunction with the rear brake. Handlebar adjustment is pro
vided.
Throttle Control. A twist-grip operated by the right hand controls the
throttle. Twist towards you to open and away from you to close.
Magneto Control Lever. On the left-hand side of the handlebars on
1956-59 TR5, TR6, T100, TI 10 and Tl20 models ; to advance the spark
close the lever anti-clockwise; to retard open the lever clockwise.
Carburettor Air Control. A lever is provided on the right-hand side of
the handlebars on most 650 c.c. Triumph Twins fitted with an Amal
carburettor; pull it clockwise to open the air valve, and close the lever to
the stop provided, when it is necessary to enrich the fuel mixture for
staliing a cold engine, excluding model T120.
Where a handlebar air-control lever is not provided on 650 c.c. models
having an Amal carburettor, there is a knob on top of the instrument ; to
close the air valve for starting a cold engine, press this knob down and
turn it until locked .
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An S.U. M.C.2 carburettor is fitted to the 1956- 58 650c.c. model 6T.
With this instrument a mixture-control lever is fitted to its base and
connects to the jet; raise this lever to enrich the fuel mixture for cold
starting, and depress it to its lowest point for normal running afterwards
(see page 7).
On 350 and 500 c.c. models not provided with either of the first two
abo ve-mentioned air controls, the Amal carburettor has a metal handle ;
prior to starting a cold engine, press down the handle and turn it until
locked in the rich mixture position.
Hom Blliton. On the left of the handlebars; push to operate.
Head/amp Dipper Switch. On the left of the handlebars (combined
with the horn-push on later models); depress or raise the lever to operate.
Ignition Cut-oul Bulton. A cut-out button for stopping the engine is
included on certain 500 and 650 c.c. models. In the case of models TR5,
TR6 and TI20 it is mounted on the near side of the handlebars, but on
models TIOOA and T110 it is positioned in the centre of the nacelle as
shown in Fig. I. To stop the engine, depress the button. Afterwards on
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central figures indicate in hundreds the engine. I:.~u tions in second,
third and top gears. Speedometer illumination for nIght riding is con
trolled by the main lighting switch. To return the trip position to zero,
pull down the flexible cable beneath, or on the right-hand side of, the
nacelle and turn the knob clock wise. Do not pull the cable hard.
Lighting Swil ch (Dynamo Lighting). On 1956-9 models TR5, TR6,
TlOO and TIIO, and the 1959 model T120, with magneto ignition and
Lucas dynamo lighting, turn the lever to operate. Switch positions
"OFF"
All lights off
"L"
Tail and parking light on
"H"
Tail and headlight on
On early models TR5 and TR6 the lighting switch is fitted into the head
lamp, but the switch positions are the same. On the later models TR5,
AMMETER

CUT -OUT
BUTTON
AMMETER

SPEEDOMETER

STEERING
DAMPER

IGNITION &.
LIGHT SWITCH

Fig . 2. Layout of Triumph handlebar controls on 1958-67
unit construction models. For 1968-9 layout see Fig. 71

HORN PUSH &.
DIP SW ITCH

Fig. 1. Layout of Triumph handlebar controls
(Except unit construction models)
An air lever (not show n) is provided as illustrated in Fig. 2 unless the carburetlor ajr~contro/ is
mounted on the instrument itself (see page 1). The ignition CUL 0ut button on models T100A and
T110 is fitted as shown, but on models TRS, TR6 and T120 ;s pOSitioned on the near side of the
hond/ebars. A magneto advance-ond~retard control le ver is neor to the clutch lever on 1956-9

The above Jarour appfies specifically to models 3TA, STA and 6T , but in general is applicable to
0111958-69 unit-construction models. On some 500 and 650 c.c. models. however, an ignition cut
out buaon is fitted to the left side of the handlebars. All models have a key-operated ignition
switch. Note that the lighting and ignition switches on models T90, T1 OaSIS, T120 and TR6 ore
both mounted on the near-side panel below the duo/seat; 0 nacelle is then omitted
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models TRS, TR6, T100. T11 0 and T120

all models having a combined lighting and coil ignition system, turn off
the ignition with the key provided. This prevents battery discharge and
switches off a red warning light.
Speedomeler. The speedometer registers speed, trip and total mileage.
Where a combined speedometer and revo lution counter is fitted , the

TR6 and TI20 the lighting switch is on the frame beneath the nose of the
dualseat. On models TlOO and TllO the lighting switch is located on the
central nacelle.
Lighting and Ignilion Swilches-(a.c./d.c. Lighting-ignition Systems).
On all except the five previOUSly-mentioned 1956-9 models with magneto
ignition and Lucas dynamo lighting, a combined Lucas lighting and coil
ignition system, with its battery fed from an alternator, is used. The
models concerned are numerous.
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Lighting Switch-Where the ignition and lighting switches are combined
(as shown in Fig. I), turn the switch lever as required to operate the lights.
The three switch positions are
"0"
" P"
"H"

All lights off
Tail and parking light on
Tail and headlight on

Ignition Switch (Key)
"Central"
"IGN"
"EMG"*

Ignition off
Ignition on (normal)
Ignition on (emergency)

Where the ignition and lighting switches are separate (as shown in
Fig. 2), the correct procedure for switch operation isLighting SwitchTurn the knob clockwise one notch for illuminating the tail and parking
lights, and to the second notch for illuminating the tail lamp and headlamp
main bulb. 1968-9 models have a toggle-type switch on the headlamp.
Ignition SwitchTum the key clockwise to switch on the ignition and anti-clockwise to
switch off. In an emergency, such as a discharged battery, press in the
ignition key and then turn it alit i-clockwise ; start up the power unit and
afterwards turn the key clockwise to its normal position for engine tick
over. See also page 7.
Ammeter. This instrument indicates the charging rate of the dynamo or
alternator when the engine is running and the amount of discharge when
the engine is stopped and the lights are on.
Steering Damper . To increase damping, turn the damper knob clock
wise.
Oil-pressure Indicator. This button operates through the oil-pressure
release valve positioned in the timing cover. The indicator button is
located at the front of all 350, 500 and 650 c.c. engines on the off side,
except on 350 and 500 c.c. engines from engine No. H 40528.
Where an oil-pressure indicator is fitted its button should on all 1956-69
engines not protrude until after the engine is started from cold, but
about :Ie in. when the engine is hot and the motor-cycle travelling at about
30 m.p.h. in top gear. At about this road speed protrusion of the button
should always begin. Only when the engine is ticking-over with the oil
hot is it likely and normal for no protrusion to occur. See also page 26.
Foot Controls. Rear Brake. This is a flat pedal in front of the left
footrest; depress to operate. Apply gently at first and increase pressure
as the road speed decreases. Always use the rear brake pedal ill con
junction with the front brake lever. On most models the pedal position i~
• See page 7 before using this switch position and also page 48.
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adjustable to suit that of the footrest. A knurled hand nut on the end of
the brake-operating rod enables free movement of th<:;"E,edal to be varied
as required.
Gear Change. A small lever in front of the right-hand footrest. Move
down to select a low gear and up to select a higher gear. The gear selected
is shown by a small pointer on many gearboxes. Neutral pOSition is
between first and second gears, and the marking "N" on the indicator
(where fitted) shows the selected position. The gear-change lever is spring
loaded and always returns to the same central position. On all 1956-69
models it is fitted to a serrated shaft and can be repositioned to suit
individual taste.
Kickstarter. Located behind the right-hand footrest. Earlier models
TR5 and TR6 and all 1958-69 unit-construction models have the fOlding
pedal type.
POSITION OF CONTROLS, ETC.

H is important after buying a new or second-hand Triumph Twin to make
quite sure that the position of the footrests, handlebars and all controls
is such as to suit your own physical specification and provide maximum
comfort and minimum difficulty w.hile riding.
The Dualseat. Its height has been calculated to suit the physique of the
average motor-cyclist, and it is not adjustable.
Footrests. On most 500 c.c. and all 650 c.c. models the offside and
nearside footrests are located by two and four pegs respectively and no
adjustment for position is proVided. In the case of the 500 c.c. models
5TA, TJOOA and TlOOS/S, however, and on 350 c.c. models, each footrest
is mounted on a taper and secured by a nut. If an adjustment for position
is required, loosen the securing nut, tap the footrest until free on the taper,
re-position it and then firmly re-tighten the securing nut.
Note that when the footrest positions have been altered it is often
necessary to make a corresponding adjustment of the foot gear-change
lever and rear brake pedal positions.
The Gear-Change Lever. On all models this is fitted to a serrated shaft
and it can be re-positioned to suit individual taste; to do this loosen the
set-screw and withdraw the lever from the shaft serrations. Then re
pOSition it and firmly secure the lever !:>y means of the set-screw.
Rear Brake Pedal. On all except some recent models the best "OFF"
position of the rear brake pedal can be adjusted to suit the position of the
footrest ; where a near-side rear panel is provided, remove this and after
slackening the brake-rod knurled adjuster nut, loosen the lock-nut on the
adjustable stop-screw for the pedal and screw the latter in or out as
required .
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The Handlebars. You can turn these to the desired pOSItIon after
loosening the four "U"-bolt securing nuts, except in the case of a few
650 c.c. machines (e.g. models TR6 and T120) where the handlebars are
clipped to the top lu g by means of four set-screws which must first be
released. After obtaining the optimum h andlebar pOSition, see that the
four nuts or set-screws are firmly re-tightened and adjust the control
lever positions if necessary.
Handlebar Control Levers. Quick accessibility and easy hand operation
are essential. The position of most control levers can be adjusted to suit
your personal preference after loosening the lever assembly-unit clamping
screws.
STARTING
Starting the Engine from Cold (Arnal Carburettor). For machines including
models 3TA and 5TA, proceed as followsPlace the gear lever in neutral (between first and second gear).

o./ H TAP

RESERVE
SVPPLY

_'~l~~_~;~""'~\~~' m I\~~~~"
RESERVE

!

.5UPPL.Y

~" "':D~
If

1 ~ ~-~f!~·J!!!~
RESE RVE

.......1........

Fig. 3. The two types of petrol taps fitted
Either a pair of separate (L.H. and R.H.) lev er-typ e taps is fjued, as shown above on th e (eft,
or else one single combined plunger-type tap is fitted 0$ shown on the right. In both cases (except
on the 1959-62 model T120 ) provision is made (o r turning on the main or reser ve petrol suppfy.
On all models tu rn on reserve tap (by pulling its lever down, or ics hexagon-headed plunger ou t )
only in an eme rgency. and when doing this do not close the main lap. When parking your mouM
turn off both tops

Turn the main petrol tap on.
Lift the clutch lever and operate the kickstarter two or three times.
This separates the clutch plates.
In cold weather close completely the carburettor air valve (the choke)
by means of the air lever on the handlebars, or the knob or wire handle
on top of the Amal carburettor (see page I).
Retard the spark a little by turning the control lever on 1956-59 magneto
ignition models clockwise, i.e. away from the closed position.
Flood the carburettor by means of the tickler on the float bowl until
the base of the carburet tor is just we t. Over-flooding may cause difficult
starting.
Turn the engine over until compression is felt on one cylinder. Free the
clutch to re-positi on the kickstarter almos{ to the horizontal position.
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Where the ignition and li ghting switches are combined as shown in
Fig. I , switch on the ignition by turning the detach.a ble ignition key to the
" ION" position. Where the ignition and lighting s~hes are separate as
shown in Fig. 2, insert the key in the ignition switch and switch on the
ignition by turning the key clockwise. Note that on the earlier model
TlOOA (with independent energy-transfer ignition) no ignition swi tch is
fitted.
Turn the twist-grip about one-eighth of a turn to open the throttle
sLightly. Depress the kickstarter smartly and the engine should fire
immediately. Incorrectly set controls may neccessitate a second or third
kick.
A model with combined li ghting and ignition switch (see Fig. I) may
refuse to start jf the battery is fia t (see page 48). In this event turn the
ignition key to " EMO"- the emergency start position. The engine will
fire when the kickstarter is depressed, but as soo n as the engine is running
the ignition key must be returned to the "ION" position.
As the engine warms up, the air lever (or air control) should be fully
opened as soon as possible, otherwise the mixture strength may be too
rich, in which case the oil on the cylinder wa lls is washed off, with harmful
results. Fully advance the ignition lever on 1956-59 magne to-ignition
models.
Do not allow the engine to idle slowly when cold . To warm the oil
quickly and ensure proper circulation, the throttle should be adjusted to
give a moderately fast tick-over.
Watch the oil-pressure indicator (where fitted) as soon as the engine
starts, and remember that the indicator button must protrude from the
release va lve cap. Stop the engine and investiga te the failure if the button
does not protrude, or oil is not observed returning to the oil tank.
Starting from Cold (S.u. Carburettor). For the 1956- 58 650 c.c. model
6T fitted with an S.U . ca rburettor, proceed as follo ws
Engage neutral gear (N).
Turn on the main petrol tap.
With the clutch lifted , depress the kickstarter two or three times to
separate the clu tch plates.
To increase the strength of the mixture for a cold start, raise the jet
lever on the left-hand side of the carburettor. No definite positi on can be
given, but the rider will qui ckly find the best lever position. When the
engine is wa rm, put the lever in the lowest pOSition.
Turn the engine over by the kickstarter until compression is felt on one
cylinder. By freeing the clutch, re-positi o n the kickstarter pedal almost
to the horizontal position.
Turn the key in the centre of the lighting switch to "ION," open the
throttle about one-eighth of a turn, then smartly depress the kickstarter.
The engine should fire at once. If not, re-position the jet leve r and the
throttle. If the engine fail s to start after re-settin g the controls, the cause
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may be a flat battery. In this case turn the ignition key to the emergency
start position-"EMO." The engine will then fire when the kickstarter is
depressed. Return the key to the "ION" position as soon as the engine
is running.
Close the twist-grip afterwards to a moderately fast tick-over. The jet
lever should be ra ised just enough to keep the engine running fast and
evenly until it is warm and will run with the lever fully depressed.
When parking always turn the petrol tapes) off.
RUNNING-IN

Essentia l. The life of your Triumph is reduced considerably if it is
handled carelessly during the initial stages of running; hence some space
is devoted to a discussion of the subject. To allow the bearing surfaces to
harden and bed down, running-in should be carried out progressively.
When intelligently and carefully handled, a machine will be faster, mechani
cally quieter, and will wear longer than the mount of a rider who pays no
attention to the finer points which should be considered in running-in.
Throughout the 1,500 mile running-in period make full use of the
excellent Triumph four-speed gearbox and change gear frequently so as
to ensure that the engine never pulls too hard in a high gear, nor rotates at
an excessive speed in a low gear. As the mileage increases, progressively
increase the load, and the duration of the load, imposed on the engine and
transmission. The load is, of course, mainly determined by the throttle
opening, and the use of excessive throttle openings during running-in
must be strictly avoided. The actual road speed attained is of lesser
importance.
A new or reconditioned Triumph Twin can safely be ridden at about
50 m.p.h. on a level road if the throttle is only slightly opened, but this
speed can be a potential cause of serious engine damage if the circum
stances are such that a large throttle opening (even in a lower gear) is
used over a substantial period. The use of a fairly large throttle opening,
although not advised during the initial stages of running-in, is not likely
to cause damage if used only momentarily.
To obtain maximum engine performance at the end of the 1,500 mile
running-in period and reduce wear of moving parts to the minimum, go
very easy on the throttle twist-grip, especially during the first 500 miles.
As the mileage increases, progressively increase the throttle openings used,
but strictly limit all bursts of speed, especially as regards their duration.
When hill climbing, keep the throttle opening well down by intelligent use
of the gearbox. This will prevent the risk of any detrimental overheating
occurring.
The proper running-in of a 350, 500 or 650 c.c. Triumph engine requires
the use of considerable patience and common sense rather than imposjng
strict limitations on road speed and throttle openings. However, during
the first 250 miles it is advisable to limit the maximum throttle opening to
about olle-quarter fllll throttle; during the second 250 miles a ma xi mum
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throttle opening of about olle-third filII throttle is recommended. After
covering about 500 miles gradually step up the throttle openings, but do
not run .o n full throttle until your speedometer roi~ge indicator registers
1,500 mIles.
.
When extracting the maximum power output from your Triumph
engine it is advisable occasionally and momentarity to snap shut the
throttle twist-grip to enable more oil to be sucked up between its cylinders
and hard working pistons.
Check the various nuts for tightness after 100 miles and again at 500
miles. Also change the engine and gearbox oil (see pages 29 and 35).
Check plugs for cleanliness every 500 miles, and the steering head for
play after covering 500 miles (see page 70).
DON'T RUN INTO TROUBLE!

"Live alld Let Live" should be the motto for every sensible rider handling
a speedy Triumph Twin, and the author concludes this chapter by urging
you to note and observe the following
1 If you have a " provisional" (six month) or a " qualified" (three year)
driving licence, for your own safety and the safety of others, peruse
thoroughly and memorize the entire contents of The Highway Code
and The New Traffic Signs, two 6d. comprehensive booklets published
by H.M. Statior,ery Office 'and obtainable from most booksellers.
2 If you own a second-hand or a new Triumph Twin, see that it is
always kept in a safe and legally road worthy condition, paying
special attention to the tyres, brakes, steering, lights, horn and
speedometer. The last-mentioned must indicate within ± 10 per cent
accuracy when 30 m.p.h. is being exceeded and , like the rear number
plate, it must be easily readable by night as well as by day.
3 Ministry of Transport Test Certificate. A MoT certificate for road
worthiness must be obtained from an authorized garage, dealer, or
repair shop in respect of any motor-cycle used in the U.K. and first
registered more than 3 years ago. It must be renewed annually and
produced when applying for a registration licence in respect of Change of
ownership or renewal (Forms VE 1/2 and VE IIA respectively), to
gether with a current "certificate of insurance," and the registration
book.
The MoT certificate costs 17s. 6d.; it is legal to ride an untaxed
motor-cycle to a suitable testing station after making an appOintment.
A certificate is issued on the spot if the motor-cycle concerned passes
the required test concerning the efficiency of tyres, steering, brakes,
lamps, horn, etc.

4 While riding always, for your own safety, wear an officially approved
type of cras h hel met.

--

2 Correct Carburation

THE 1956-58 Triumph 649 c.c. Thunderbird (Model 6T) engine has an S.U.
M.C.2 type carburettor. On all other 1956-67 models Amal "MonobJoc"
carburettors are specified. All 1968-9 models have Amal "Concentric"
carburettors fitted (see page 122).

III'

AMAL "MONO BLOC" CARBURETTOR
The Amal "Monobloc" carburettor design includes: a horizontal float
chamber made integral with the carburettor body; a float needle of
moulded nylon; a top petrol feed; a needle jet with " bleed" holes giving
two-way compensation; and a detachable pilot jet which can be easily
cleaned.
Fig. 4 shows all the essential parts of the instrument. The float chamber
(I3) and needle (9) maintain a constant level of petrol in the needle
jet (14) and the pilot jet (19). The selection by the makers of the appro
priate jet sizes and main-bore choke ensures a proper atomizing and
proportioning of the petrol and air sucked into the engine.
The air valve (3) is normally kept fully raised , and the throttle valve (26) .
controlled by the handlebar twist-grip controls the volume of mixture,
and therefore the power. At all throttle openings a correct mixture is ,
au to mati cally obtained.
The "Monobloc" carburet tor, like the earlier instrument, operates
in four stages. When opening the throttle from the fully closed position
to one-eighth open (for tick-over) the mixture is supplied by the pilot jet
(19), and the strength of the mixture is determined by the setting of the
knurled pilot air-adjusting screw (22) which has a coil locking spring to
facilitate adjustment. As the throttle is opened slightly farther, the main
jet system comes into action, the mixture being augmented by the main jet
(17) through the pilot by-pass and air passage (6).
The amount of cut-away on the atmospheric side of the throttle valve
regulates the petrol-to-air ratio between one-eighth and one-quarter
throttle. The needle-jet (14) and the jet needle (25) take over the mixture
regulation between one-quarter and three-quarter throttle, and the
mixture strength is determined by the relative position of the needle in
the clip (4) attached to the throttle valve (26). When the throttle is opened
beyond three-quarters, the mixture strength is determined only by the
size of the main jet. Note that the main et (17) does not spray petro]
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Key to Figs. 4-6
1. Recaining spring for 2
2. Mixing chamber cap ring
3 . Air valve

4. Jet~needle spring djp
5. jet block
6. Pilot air passage

7. Tickler assembly
8. Banjo securing bolt
9. Floal-chamber needle
10. Floot (hinged)
11. Screw securing 21
12. Float-chamber cover and
washer
13. Float chamber

14. Needle-jet
1S. Main jet holder
16. Main-jet cover nut
17, Main jet
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15

16

'"

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Pilot-jet cover nut
Pilot jet
Thro[t/e-stop sc rew
Locating screw for 5
Pilot air~adjusting screw
Mix;ng chamber
Fibre washer
25. Jet needle
26. Throttle volve (slide)
27. Return spring (or 26
28. Mixing-chamber tap
(fitted with two
cable-adjusters)
29. Banjo
30. Nylon (tIter
31. Float needle seating

Fig. 4. Exploded view of Amal "Monobloc" carburettor
(All 1956-67 350, 500 and 650 c.c. Triumph Twins)
(By courtesy of B.s.A. Motor Cycles Ltd.)
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direct into the carburettor mixing-chamber, but discharges through the
needle-jet into the primary air chamber. From there it enters the main
choke through the primary air choke. The latter has a two-way com
pensating action in conjunction with the "bleed" holes in the needle-jet.
Pilot and main jet behaviour are not affected by this two-way compensation
which governs only acceleration at normal cruising speed .
TUNING THE AMAL "MONOBLOC" CARBURETTOR

)fa
2 ~
17~

~

el~~29
&II

30

26
31

25

~

II

9

Figs. 5, 6. Showing (left) the air control handle fitted to the
Amal carburettor on many 350, 500 and 650 Triumph Twins,
and (right) the gauze filter incorporated in the banjo of the
petrol feed pipe
Afternor;ve types of air control provided are a hondlebar lever or a knob Of) top of th e corburellor
(see page 1). On most Trjumph Twins of recent design the banjo shown at (29) is integral with the
petrol pipe and there is no union nut as shown in Fig. 6

Keep to the Maker's Setting. Except in abnormal circumstances it is
most unwise to completely retune your AInal carburettor or to vary the
setting recommended by The Triumph Engineering Co. Ltd. and given on
page 14. However, it is usually necessary at some time to alter the slow
running adjustment by means of the pilot air-adjusting screw and the
throttle-stop screw.
On rare occasions it may be desirable to vary the strength of the fuel
mixture for general running by altering the size of the main jet, the needle
pOSition, or possibly the throttle valve cut-away, but any or all of these
alterations should not be made unless really required to offset a serious
decline in engine performance. The condition of the sparking plugs
provides an excellent guide to the condition of the mixture sucked into the
combustion chambers. The body of both plugs should be black with no
sooty deposits.

C ORRECT CARBURATION
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Note the Following. Referring to Fig. 4, the throttle-stop screw (20)
should always be kept adjusted so that the engine ti~ver nicely at a
moderate speed (neither too fast nor too slow) when the throttle twist-grip
is completely closed.
The pilot air-adjusting screw (22) meters the amount of air mixed with
the petrol and thus controls the suction imposed on the pilot jet (19).
Screwing it out or in weakens or enriches the mixture respectively. The
normal setting to ensure good tick-over is to unscrew it about 2'~' turns.
The jet needle (25), having its lower end tapered, allows more or less
petrol to pass through the needle-jet (14) according to the relative posi
tions of the above-mentioned needle and jet. Raising and lowering the
needle (attached to the throttle valve) enriches and weakens the mixture
c~ pectively, and it is therefore most important to see that the jet-needle
d ip (4) engages the correct groove below the top of the needle (i.e. the
needle position). On all Triumph Twins the correct needle positions are
th ose tabulated on page 14, but note that on some earlier models without
Ilnit construction of engine and gearbox the needle position set by the
makers, and intended for the first 1,000 miles running, was the fourth
no tch from the top. In the case of an earlier model, check and if necessary
make the required adjustment.
The throttle-valve cut-away influ'ences the depression on the main
fuel supply and enables tuning, where essential, to be effected between
111(; pilot and needle-jet range of throttle opening. Note that the number
rnarked on the throttle valve (e.g. 376/3}) indicates a type 376 throttle
va lve with a No. 3i cut-away. Larger and smaller cut-away numbers give
II weaker and richer mixture respectively. An alteration from the recom
mended cut-away is very seldom necessary.
Slow-running Adjustment. This should be effected with the engine
:"ready warmed up. If the adjustment is appreciably at fault, screw home
the pilot air-adjusting screw fully and then unscrew it (usually about
th ree half turns) until the engine idles at an excessive speed, with the
th rottle twist-grip closed and the throttle slide abutting the throttle-stop
~c rew. The air lever should be fully open and the ignition lever (where
lIu tomatic ignition-advance is not provided) should be set to obtain the
hest slow-running (half to two-thirds advanced) .
Referring to Fig. 4, unscrew the throttle-stop screw (20) until the engine
, lows up and begins to falter. Then screw the pilot air-adjusting screw
(22) in or out as required to enable the engine to run regularly and faster
1'0 weaken the mixture, screw the pilot air-adjusting screw outwards.
Slowly lower the throttle-stop screw until the engine again commences
10 falter and reset the pilot air-adjusting screw to obtain the best slow
I unning. If after making this second adjustment the engine ticks over too
l a ~ t, repeat the adjustment a third time. The combined adjustment sounds
"01l1plicated but in practice is quite simple. It is important to avoid
excessive richness of the slow-running mixture, especially if much riding is
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done on small throttle openings; if the mixture is too rich, considerable
running on the pilot jet will occur while riding, with consequently a high
fuel consumption. The mixture should border on the weak side, with the
engine almost on the point of spi tting-back.
Aim at obtaining the best even tick-over at a moderate speed. Too
slow a tick-over is not advised because it is apt to result in insufficient
Triumph
Model

Main
let

Pilot
Jet

Throttle
Valve

NeedleJet

Needle
P05ition

350 C.c. TRIUMPH ENGINES
3TA (1958-66)
To Engine H 40528
After the above Engine
no (1963-67)

110
100
180

25
25
20

375}3t
375}3t
376}3t

200

30

376}3t

0·106

160
190
220

2S
25
25

375}3
376}3t
376}3t

0'105
0·105
0'106

160
190

25
25

375}3
376}3f

0'105
0 '106

650 C.c. TRIUMPH ENGINES
6T (1958-60)'
6T (1961-67)
Engines D.7727-D.11192
TR5 (1956-58)
TR6, TR6S}S (1956-67)
To Engine DU 5825
After above Engine

T110 (1956-60)
Tll0 (1961), Nos . D.n27-D.11192
TIlO (1956-67)
To Engine DU 5825
After above Engine
.

270

25

376}3,

0'106

220
220

25
25

376}4
376}3j

0'106
0'106

250t
310
250t
220

25
25
25
25

376}3t
389}3t
376}3t
376H

0'106
0·106
0'106
0·106

240
260

25
25

376}3
389}3

0'106t
0'106
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speed. Then replace the sparking plug lead and repeat the procedure for
lhe carburettor attached to the cylinder whose spark:i.agplug lead has been
replaced.
Having replaced both sparking plug h.t. leads and made individual
l:arburettor slow-running adjustments for each cylinder, you will probably
fi nd that engine tick-over speed is rather excessive. If this is so, lower the
Iwo throttle-stop screws simultaneously as required. Note that it is
uhsolutely essential that both throttle valves are simultaneously moved the
same distance as the throttle twist-grip is turned . If this does not occur,
·.Llme rough running will probably result, especially during acceleration.
Possible Causes of Poor Slow-running. In the rather unlikely event of it
being found impossible to obtain or maintain good slow-running after
making the combined pilot air-adjusting screw and throttle-stop screw
lIdjustment as described on page 13, a thorough investigation should be
Illade for the cause; it may be one or more of the followingI Air leaks caused by worn inlet-valve guides ;
2 Badly seating valves or no clearances, causing a weak mixture;
:l Air leaks caused by a poor joint between the Amal carburettor
f1ange(s) and the cylinder-head induction manifold, or by some
distortion of the carburettor f1ange(s);
4 An obstructed pilot jet, or incorrect float-chamber level;
5 Excessive accumulation of carbon deposits on the piston crowns and
in the combustion chambers;
6 The use of an unsuitable type of sparking plugs;
7 Running with sparking plugs which have become oily or dirty, or
ha ving an incorrect gap between their electrodes;
8 An incorrect contact-breaker gap ;
9 Incorrect ignition timing;
10 Faulty insulation of the h.t. plug leads or a faulty battery.

0'105
0'015
0·016

500 C.c. TRIUMPH ENGINES
ST (1956-58)
5TA (1959-66)
To Engine H 40528
After above Engin e
Tl00 (1956-9)
TIOOA, Tl00S}S (1960-67)
To Eng ine H 18612
After above Engi ne
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• Amal monobloc type carburenors are fitted to 01111956-67 350, 500 and 650 c.c. models
with the exception of the 1956-58 650 c.c. Model 6T. This machine has an S.U. type M.C .2
c~:-burettor w ith a 0·090 in. main iet .
t To obtain the maximum poss ib le performance it is advisable to withdraw the air cleaner
rubbe r hose and fit a No . 270 main jet.

lubrication of the cylinder bores and pistons while the engine is hot. Too
fast a tick-over can cause detrimental overheating as well as excessive noise.
Synchrorrizing Twin Carburettors. On the Bonneville 120 (model T120)
the twin Amal carburettors may need to be synchronized in the following
manner. Adjust the junction-box cables so that the free play of both
cables is at a minimum. Start the engine and remove one sparking plug
lead. Now adjust the pilot air-adjusting screw and throttle-stop screw on
the other carburettor until the engine runs smoothly at a normal tick-over

An Obstructed Pilot Jet. The fuel passage to the pilot jet of the Amal
"arb urettor is very narrow and can therefore easily become choked.
I~<:f(;rring to Fig. 4, to remove the pilot jet (19), remove its cover nut (18)
i li ld then unscrew the jet itself. Clean this jet thoroughly; do not use
11 1\(; wire but blow through it, using the tyre pump. It is also important
In see that the air passage (6) to the pilot jet (19) is not obstructed. Blow
through this air passage and also the pilot outlet.
Excessive Petrol Consumption. Occasionally the petrol consumption is
• xccssive in spite of the ca rburettor or carburettors being carefully tuned
I III' good slow-running. Possible causes are many. The most likely ones
.ll'e : a poor float-chamber cover jOint; a damaged float; sticking of the
IIloulded-nylon float needle; a slack main-jet cover nut; a slack main-jet
1",lder; a worn needle-jet; a loose pilot jet; and slackness of petrol pipe
" Ilion nuts. All the foregOing are likely to cause petrol leakage. Likely
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~lot at the base of the throttle valve and the latter withdrawn. It is also
udvisable to remove the air valve (3) from its control cable or carburettor
~ o ntrol device (see Fig. 5).
___
Next tackle the float chamber. Remove the three slotted screws (1 i)
liccuring the float chamber cover (12) to the float chamber (13) and with
draw the float-spindle bush and the hinged float (10) . Afterwards
remove the moulded-nylon float-chamber needle (9) and lay these items
uside in a safe place along with other carburettor components being

causes of excessive petrol consumption through power loss are: binding
of the brake shoes on the brake drums through incorrect adjustment;
slipping of the clutch because of worn friction inserts or bad adjustment;
and poor engine compression due to badly seating valves and/or poor
piston ring fit.
Less likely possible causes of high petrol consumption are: air leaks
between the carburettor flange(s) and the induction manifold; wear of the
inlet-valve guides; incorrect valve clearances; weak valve springs; and
late ignition timing.
A careful investigation of the cause of excessive petrol consumption
should be made, but do not attempt to reduce consumption by fitting a
smaller size main jet to one or both carburettors (where two are fitted).
The main jet size has no effect on petrol consumption unless the throttle
is more than half open. If it is difficult or impossible to diagnose the real
cause of a high petrol consumption after making big efforts, try lowering
the tapered jet-needle one /latch . When doing this make quite sure that
the jet-needle clip beds home securely in the needle groove.
AMAL CARBUREITOR MAINTENANCE (1956-67)

To ensure correct carburation it is advisable occasionally to remove the
carburettor from the engine, strip it down completely, and then thoroughly
clean and inspect the various components. It is a good plan to do this
about every six months as described for single-carburettor engines.
1.1

,II

To Remove Amal "Monobloc" Carburettor. First remove the air
filter where fitted (see page 20). Also close the petrol taps and disconnecl
the petrol pipes from the tank and from the float chamber of the carburel
tor by unscrewing the pipe union nuts and removing the banjo securing
bolt shown at (8) in Fig. 4. Remove both pipes and fully close the throttle
twist-grip and the air control.
Referring to Fig. 4, unscrew the mixing chamber cap ring (2) and
remove the two nuts securing the carburettor flange to the induction
manifold assembly, details of which are shown in Fig. 7. Then, except on
later unit-construction models (see page 107), remove the carburettor from
its mounting studs on the manifold. While removing the carburettor
withdraw the slides (throttle valve and air valve) from the mixing chamber
and tie them up in a convenient position out of the way.
Closely examine the gasket, insulating block and rubber "0" ring
shown in Fig. 7. If there is any damage which could adversely affect an
air-tight joint, renew the item(s) concerned immediately.
Dismantling the Carburettor. Referring to Fig. 4, the required procedure
is quite straightforward. First remove the jet-needle spring clip (4) from
the top of the throttle valve slide (26), and the tapered jet needle (25)
from the throttle valve. Then compress the throttle-valve return spring
(27) until the nipple on the end of the throttle cable can be freed from the

" -, GASKET

'~

" I NSULATING BLOCK
' RUBBER RING

Fig. 7. Showing details of the induction manifold assembly
, II" dJCS not, of course, apply to the Bonneville 120 engine with (win carbureHors. In this cc !:e
lwo separate induction manifolds are screwed intI) the cylinder head

(From Tr;umph Workshop Manual)

IC lll oved. Note th~t the float chamber vent is embodied in the tickler
''''mbly (7) and also that a fine gauze filter (30) is included inside thl.':
hililj n (29) for the petrol pipe as shown in Fig. 6. Remove and handle
I III ~ small cylindrical filter most carefully. It should not be necessary to
,,'move the tickler assembly, but it is desirable to remove the float-chamber
,,,. ,tI k: seating (3i) if you wish to check the efficiency of the very small
It",, 1 chamber needle.
I II remove the main jet (17), unscrew the main-jet cover nut (16) and
11" ·11 IInscrew the main jet from its holder (15). To remove the needle-jet
1/,/) from the main-jet holder (15), unscrew the latter and then unscrew
t ill" IIo.!(!dle-jet itself.
I~..:m o ve the jet block (5) in the following manner. After first unscrewing
II .. s mall jet-block locating screw (21) replace the main-jet holder (15) and
fI ll· ,t lap it gently until the block and fibre washer (24) can be withdrawn
IlflllI the top of the mixing chamber (23). To complete carburet tor
.1
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dismantling, remove the pilot jet (19); remove its cover nut (18) and washer
and then unscrew the jet from the body of the carburettor.
Cleaning the Instrument. Wash all the carburettor components tho
roughly clean with petrol and blow through the various ducts and passages
to make sure that they are quite clear. Avoid using a fluffy rag for drying
purposes. Pay special attention to the small pilot air passage (6) in the jet
block. See that all impurities are removed from inside the float chamber.
On the "Monobloc" carburettor do not forget to clean the detachable
pilot jet and the filter gauze inside the top-feed union for the float chamber.

I.

Inspecting the Parts. When di smantling the carburet tor it is advisable
to make a close inspectio n of the various parts if the carburettor has
been in continuous service for a considerable period.
(I) The Float Chamber. Examine the components very carefully and
check that the vent is unobstructed . The float must be in perfect condition.
Check that it does not leak by shaking it; the movement of any petrol
inside will be immediately audible. Never try and repair a dam aged
float, but always fit a new one. Clean the moulded-nylon float needle
thoroughly and check it for efficient action by inverting the float needle
seating (shown at (31) in Fig. 6), with needle in position, pouring a little
petrol into the aperture around the needle, and checking for any leakage
when pressure is applied on the needle.
Examine the joint faces of the float chamber and flo at-chamber cover
for any bruising or damage which would prevent the joi nt being petrol
tight after assembly.
(2) The Throttle Valve. Test this for good fit and no slackness in the
mixing chamber. Lo ok for excessive scoring on the front side and exces
sive wear on its rear face. If close inspection reveals excessive wear,
renew the slide and when doing th is make quite sure that the new slide has
the correct degree of cut-away (see page 13).
(3) The Air Valve. Inspect this also for excessive wear and make sure
there is no slackness. Verify the proper fit of the slide in the jet block.
Check that the return springs for the throttle valve and the air valve are
in perfect condition and have not lost their compressive strength.
(4) The Jet-needle Clip. The spring clip securing the tapered needle to
the throttle valve must grip the needle firmly, and free rotation mu st not
occur, as this causes the needle groove to wear. Always be careful to
replace the needle with the clip in the correct groove (see page 14).
(5) The Needle-jet. Look for wear and possible scoring of its orifice
which usually occurs after covering about 15,000 miles. The movement
of the stainless-steel jet needle is ultimately bound to cause some wear.
(6) The Jet Block. Before tapping this home in the mixi ng chamber
verify by blow ing that the pilot air duct is clear and that the jet-block
fibre seal is in good condition.
(7) The Carbureffor Flange. Examine this for truth with a straight-edge.
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\),gtortion sometimes occurs, and thi s may cause an ail leak. If the
Ib llge face is slightly concave, file and rub dowil"'tke face with emery
doth laid on a surface plate until it is dead flat and smooth. Alternatively
I,live it faced on a machine. Renew the rubber "0" ring (see Fig. 7) unless
pt.=rfcct and see that the heat-resisting washer is in sound condition.
IX) The Petrol Filter. Check that the cylindrical gauze filter shown at
(lU) in Fig. 6 is guite serviceable and that the gauze itself has not anywhere
"pli rated from its supporting structure. If the filter is not perfect, renew
It immediately.
Wear of Jet Needle, The needle itself does 110t wear, though so me wear
II I Ihe groove may occur if the jet-needle clip is not grasping the needle
IIlJll ly. If the mixture is too rich with the clip in No.1 groove (nearest top
"lId), it is probable th at the needle-jet needs to be renewed because of wear.
II ik assumed that the carburettor is correctly tuned and that no flooding
1Il'~ 1.I rs.
\\Sembling "Monobloc" Carburettor. Do this in the reverse order of
dl ~ 'l1 an tling . Referring to Fig .. 4, screw home the pilot jet (/9) and the

I'li pl-jet cover nut (18); remember, to replace its washer. Push or tap home
II " jet bl ock (5) and fibre seal (24) through the large end of the mixing
I hu mher (23). Check that the fibre .seal fitted to the stub of the jet block
I' II I good condition. Then fit the jet~blo ck locating-screw (21). Screw the
III.IIII- jet holder (15) into the jet block, after checking that the washer for
rill holder is sound, and that the needle-jet (14) is screwed firmly in to the
I, 'I' \I f' the main-jet holder. Replace the main jet (17) and its cover-nut (16),
I(eplace the moulded-nylon needle (9) in the float chamber (/3), and
,, , Ihe hinged float (10) with the narrolY side of the hinge uppermost.
.\ fll'rwards fit the float-ch amber cover (12) and secu re by means of the
I],rn) ~crews (J 1). Verify that the cover and body faces are undamaged
" " I 'Ill ite clean . Renew the washer.
II previously removed, attach the jet needle (25) to the throttle valve (26)
"j, I ~(,X; lIre with the jet-needle clip (4), making sure that the clip enters the
"I ' I~c l groove.
Itcplace the tickler assembly (7) if this has previously been removed,
' '101 ii i all items shown in Fig. 6, leaving the banjo bolt (8) for final tighten
II,' dllwn later. Note that the small cylindrical gauze filter (30) has longi
,,,<11"111 supports moulded to its sides. When replacing this filter see that
01" ,(' \ lIpp orts do not obstruct the feed holes in the fl oat-needle seating
r./I. Ill hcrwise some petrol starvation may result.
1"1 Itcplace Amal Carburettor. Wjth the gasket, insulating block and
1II IIhN "0" ring correctly located (see Fig. 7) on the face of the induction
'" " "'/lld, position the carburettor flange over the manifold studs after
III , ' i,:-connecting the throttle valve and air valve to their respective
I iii"". smearing a little oil over the slides and then easing the latter
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gently down into the mixing chamber. When easing the throttle valve
home, make sure that the tapered jet needle (25) really enters the hole in
the jet block (5). Secure the carburettor flange firmly to the manifold by
means of the two nuts, and tighten these evenly. Tighten down firmly
the mixing-chamber knurled cap-ring (2) and see that the throttle slide
works freely when this is tightened down.
Finally reconnect the petrol pipe(s) and firmly retighten the petrol
pipe union nuts and the banjo bolt shown at (8) in Fig. 6. Replace the air
filter where provided, and replacement is now complete.
THE AIR FILTER (1956-69)

III1

II

Removing the Filter from Carburettor. On earlier Triumphs not of the
unit-construction type and having the "D"-shaped type filter shown in
Fig. 8, servicing the filter, except on some models (e.g. models 6T and
TII0), necessitates the removal of the oil tank after draining it, discon
necting the oil pipes, and removing the three tank securing bolts. After
discolmecting the rubber sleeve shown at (6) and (7) in Fig. 8 the air filter
can then be removed. Where oil tank removal on earlier models with
separate gearboxes is not necessary the filter assembly can be easily
removed after detaching the rear panels or (on many later models) the
battery and battery carrier. In the latter case the filter can be lifted clear
of the bottom spigot after removing its top bolt.
On all 650 c.c. models with unit-construction of the engine and gearbox,
which have a single carburettor, and are fitted with the "O"-shaped type
filter shown in Fig. 10, removal of the filter necessitates preliminary removal
of the off-side panel (where fitted) from the machine as follows; unscrew
the two front panel junction screws, the two domed nuts, and a nut just
beneath the rear of the petrol tank. Also on a Trophy model TR6 remove
the switch panel. After loosening the centraf circular clip then slide the
air filter off the carburet tor adaptor. If any difficulty is experienced,
dismantle the air filter in situ. Two filters are provided on twin-car
buret tor models.
On all 350 and 500 c.c. models with unit-construction of the engine
and gearbox and fitted with the "O"-shaped type air filter shown in
Fig. 10, removal of the filter only entails slackening the central circular clip
and then withdrawing the air filter from the carburettor adaptor. As in
the case of the 650 c.c. unit-construction models, if difficulty is experienced
in removing the complete filter, dismantle it in position on the carburettor.
Dismantling and Assembling the Filter. If it is of the " D" type shown in
Fig. 8, unscrew the cover screw (3), remove the cover and then extract the
filter element. Should it be of the "0" type shown in Fig. 10, remove the
screwed ,clip securing the outer perforated case, next the back plate, then
the filter element, and afterwards slide the front plate from over the
carburettor adaptor.
Assemble the air filter in the reverse order of dismantling. After
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a "D"-shaped type filter see that the cover screw is firmly
I'gh tened, and after assembling an "O" -shaped type filter make sure that
,l ie perforated-case clip, and the circular clip secu-ring,the air filter assembly
I ,. f he carburet tor are both tightened firmly.

Ser vicing the Filter Element. This is recommended about every 3,000
Having removed the "dry" fabric element from a "D"-shaped air
IIIIL'I . wash the element thoroughly with petrol until all road dust is
. I' nl lnated. Then allow the element to dry off and re-oil it with "Vokes
I J IIt ltrine" filter oil or grade SAE.20 engine oil. Change the filter element
tlillli! <;very 10,000 miles. A choked filter causes loss of power and high
I" "'11 consumption.
\ftcr removing a " dry" filter element (felt) from an "0" -Shaped filter
t JI , I'ig. 9) rinse the element in clean paraffin or kerosene and allow it to
1II,dl1 lhoroughly before assembling the filter. OIlIlO account oil a/elt-type
1I111c~ .

"/I'lome "Bonneville" T120 models with twin carburet tors have a single
'f .

1 ' 'I ~e

air filter incorporating a paper element. This element should be

If , .!llUlltled and blown clear or renewed as required. It should not be
, " ,fl ed or oiled.

Fig. 8. "D"-shaped type air filter ("wet" element)
(Triumph Engineering Co. Ltd.)
fl"
1111

h/ /i t~

of ajr filter is {iHed to the carburectors of many 1956-62 pre-unit construction Triumph
/II O~ [ 1958-69 unit-construction models have the more aaractive and modern {ilter shown
in Fig. 10 fitted as standard equipment.

1 1111 ,1, Q;tsem bly
f ,Irtl l (I/tm ent (( and A)
, trl , , ...c rew
h.11
oa f washer
lIP c-1lllnexion to carbureHor

,,'J/

6. (annexion, Ama/ corbureuor to (ilter
(rubber)
(0 {ilter
(rubber)
8. Vent pipe. carburetwr to filter

7. (annexion, S.U. carbureteor
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Fig. 10. "O"-shaped type air filter ("dry" C and A element)
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(From Triumph Workshop Manual)
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THE S.U. M.C.2. CARBURETTOR (1956-8)
1111 ' S. tJ . carburettor is of the automatically expanding type in which the
1 11.~·s~<.:lional area of the air passage and the effective orifice of the jet is
IIld hl (:.

\clJlIstment and Tuning. It is not advisable that the needle type which
the effective orifice of the jet should be changed from the maker's
"'II~ lIl n l specification, as this' is determined for a particular engine after
,II'hlucrable testing, both on the engine test bed and on road test with
I ' 0 .Yl IU Ill grade petrols. Low grade and alcohol-blended fuels may require
,h, li lti ng of a richer than standard needle.
II II) do ubt regarding the correctness of the type fitted, check by removing
" " '.IIclion chamber, then by slackening the needle side screw when the
'" . >I ll' can be removed and its markings by numbers or letters noted. These
loI, "It1 ying markings may be rolled round the shank, or stamped on the
II ,; II lI . Only this needle should be changed to alter the mixture strength,
, .II j(;ts are of standard size and the jet adjusting nut is for setting tbe
I l li ll~' 'lil ly. It is essential that the needle be fitted with its shoulder flush
" " , It ~ race of the piston, as shown in Fig. 9.
\\ 11': 11 detaching the suction chamber and piston assembly from the
II j,II , ' 1':IIburettor body to check or change the needle, remove the oil cap
"" I 11 11' I'NO side screws and lift the assembly off the carburettor body.
I ' ''il lig the carburettor is confined to correct idling adjustment by
II ... 11" "f the throttle-stop screw, which governs the amount of throttle
" I " "' '' ~ ror idling speed, and the jet adjusting nut (Fig. 9) which controls
,i. , II Ii "\1:; m,ixture. Screwing tfiis nut up weakens the mixture, screwing
, III>WII <.:nriches it. This nut must not be forced, as this may set the
I',' I,ll .'.;l\lre .
• ', )I, rich idling mixture gives a rhythmical or regular misfire with a
[1,," " I' hlack in the exhaust. A too weak mixture gives an irregular type
I,f 1·11' lin; with a tendency to stop. A correct mixture gives all even beat
\q il l ' l'"lourJess exhaust.
"UI' I I llS

0
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excessive, thus allowing oil to be by-passed through the release-valve body
10 the crankcase where it is scavenged to the oil tan k~
On all 1965-69 350 and 500 c.c. unit-construction models from engine
No. H 40528 onwards the oil-pressure release valve (see Fig. 13) does not
IIlclude a button indicator and oil pressure is automatically controlled by
II single spring.
After passing through the engine, oil falls to the bottom of the crankcase
where it is filtered. The crankcase oil return pipe (visible as it protrudes
through the filter when the sump plate is removed) then returns the oil
tt> the suction side of the oil pump to be returned to the oil tank. The
sllction oil-pump plunger has double the capacity of the pressure side;
this ensures that no liquid oil remains on the floor of the crankcase. The
v,llve rockers are lubricated by oil taken from the return scavenge pipe by
I(l pping the supply just below the oil tank. After being forced through the
rocker spindles, into the rocker boxes and through the rocker arms, the oil
lubricates tht' valve stems and push-rod cups. The oil drains from the

3 Triumph Lubrication

THE oil film between the various contacting surfaces of the working parts
of a motor-cycle is equal in importance to the quality of the materials used
in making the various components of the machine. Adequate and proper
lubrication means supplying a sufficient quantity of the right kind of oil
or grease. If the quantity of lubricant is sufficient but the quality is low
and the grade incorrect or, on the other hand, if the quality and grade are
correct but the supply deficient, trouble is certain to be encountered and
the serviceable life of the motor-cycle reduced.

OJ

ENGIl\'E LUBRICATION

.

The engine operates at a high speed and this is conducive to comparatively
high temperatures, so it is imperative that only oils of the best and proved
quality be used. Lubricant in constant circulation collects many sub
stances, such as unburnt fuel, moisture through condensation, carbon, and
gritty and metallic particles of an abrasive nature; these all create wear
and should be extracted without delay. The selection of the oil is in the
hands of the motor-cyclist, and it is also his duty to look after the system.
Recommended lubricants are listed on page 26.
The Triumph Dry Sump System. A dry-sump lubrication system is
employed on all 1956-69 Triumph models. The oil is gravity-fed from
the oil tank through a filter and pipe to the pressure side of the oil pump.
The pump (see Fig. II) is a double-plunger type, fitted with two non
return valves. The oil is forced through drilled passage-ways to the
crankshaft, and from the big-ends the oil issues as a fog to lubricate the
pistons and other internal engine parts. See also Fig. 56.
The oil pressure between the oil pump and the crankshaft is controlled
by an oil-pressure release valve. This valve is situated in the timing cover,
or on all later unit-construction models adjacent to the timing cover at
the front of the crankcase on the off side.
On all 650 c.c. models and all 350 and 500 c.c. models up to 1965 engine
No. H 40528 the oil-pressure release valve (see Fig. 12) consists of a piston,
main spring, secondary spring, oil seal and button indicator. The valve is
forced back on the auxiliary spring when the engine is running, this being
shown by the button protruding through the valve cap. The piston is
moved still farther back on the main spring when the oil pressure is
24
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DRIVE BLOCK SLIDER
FEED PLUNGER
SCAVENGE PLUNGER

INTAKE FE[D PORT
INTAKE SCAVENGE PORT
BALL VALVE SEATING
SCAVENGE RETURN PORT
PRESSURE

FEED

PORT

PUMP VALVE BALL
BALL VA LVE SPRING

~

BODY PLUG

Fig . 11. Oil pump (1956 onwards)

\ .Ilve wells in the cylinder head into the push. rod cover tubes, where it
luhricates the tappets and finally drains into the sump.
Forget the Pump. The dry sump lubrication is so simple that it functions
a long time without attention to the actual pumping mechanism. It
ill readily be realized, however, that the duties of changing the oil and
h-ll ning the filters must be carried out at regUlar intervals.

. ' l[

I

lilve Essential Lubrication Points. In order to obtain maximum per.
I,'tmance and long life from your Triumph Twin engine, always remember
" Ill observe the following five essential points
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1 Always keep the oil tank topped-up to the correct level with suitable

engine oil of the correct grade.
2 To ensure proper lubrication of the crankshaft, cylinder bores,
pistons, and engine bearings, always run-in a new or rebored engine
with the utmost care during the first 1,500 miles.
3 Regularly check that the engine oil is circulating properly.
4 Keep the engine oil clean by changing the oil in the tank at regular
intervals.
5 Clean the filters in the oil tank and sump regularly.
Suitable Engine Oils. Never run on a good brand of engine oil of
unsuitable grade, or on an inferior brand. After exhaustive tests the
Triumph Engineering Co. Ltd. recommend for all engines the use (in the
U.K.) of one of the follow ing six oils
1 Castrol XL (summer) or Castrolite (winter).
2 Mobiloil A (summer) or Arctic (winter) .
3 Shell X-IOO 30 (summer) or X-IOO 20W (winter) .
4 B.P. Energol SAE.30 (summer) or SAE.20W (winter).
5 Esso Extra Motor Oil 20Wj 30 (summer and win ter) .
6 Regent H avoline SAE.30 (summer) or SAE.20W (winter).
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Running-in Procedure. For sound advice on how to run-in a new or
rebored Triumph Twin engine, see page 8.
Topping-up the Oil Tank. About every 250 miles check the level of oi l
in the ta nk and if necessary top-up the tank with one of the six engine oils
previously recommended. On many 350 and 500 c.c. unit-construction
Triumphs (e.g. models 3TA and 5TA) to obtain access to the tank filler
cap it is necessary to raise the dualseat (see Fig. 55). On other models the
filler cap is readily accessible on the off side of the oil tank.
On all Triumph Twins the oil tank is correctly topped-up when the oil
level is It in. (4 cm) below the filler cap. Further topping-up should be
avoided as this causes excessive venting through the oil tank breather pipe
because of lack of air space. To prevent excessive topping-up it is desirable
always to run the engine fo r a few minutes prior to pouring in the oil.
After the engine is left stationary for a considerable time an appreciable
quantity of engine oil drains into the sump and is not returned to the oil
tank by the scavenge side of the oil pump. Too Iow an oil level, on the
other hand, can cause overheating of the engine because of an insufficient
vo lume of oil in circulation. See also page 121.
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Check Oil Circulation Regularly. On all 650 c.c. engines and all 350
and 500 c.c. engines up to engine No. H 40528 the oil pressure and circula
tion can be checked regularly by means of the button protruding from the
oi l-pressure release valve shown in Fig. 14. When the engine is stationary
the button on the end of the indicator shaft should be flush with the
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valve cap (4). As the engine r.p.m. approach 2,000 (equivalent to about
.\() m.p.h. in top gear) the button should just com~e to protrude
Ih..:reby indicating that the oil pressure bet ween the oil pump and the
1:1Hnkshaft is normal. Above 2,000 engine r.p.m. the button should
rt; ma in fully protruded, indicating that excessive oil pressure is being
c l r~'C tively released.
On all 350 and 500 c.c. engines from engine No. H 40528 the oil-pressure
Il' lcase valve, as may be seen in Fig. 15, has no indicator shaft and button.
III thi s case to check the oil circulation, remove the oil tank filler cap and
I) b~crve whether, with the engine running, an intermittent stream of oil
llnws from the end of the oil-return pipe. Small bubbles should cover the
uri'ace of the oil inside the tank. Where no indicator shaft and button
,U(; provided, make a habit of checking the oil circulation in this manner
,,~· r()re starting out on every long ru n. Note' that for some minutes
11'1":1' starting up the engine it is quite usual for an excessive amount
III' e)il to flow from the return pipe. The flow should then be normal.
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If nn Oil Pressure Gauge is Fitted. With the engine cold the gauge
hould read about 80 lb. per sq. in., and with the engine hot about
Hl lb. per sq. in. On 1969 models a red wa rning light in the headlamp
frql. race shows when press ure falls to' about 7 lb. per sq. in.
Change Engine Oil and Clean Tank ·. Filter Every 1,500 Miles, This
Ill' lIl d also be done while running-in a new or rebored engine after
• (Jve ring the first 250, 500 and 1,000 miles. When the engine is hot most
..I' tbe foreign matter is in suspension and it is therefore always advisable
1\1 drain the oil tank, clean its filter and replenish with fresh engine oil
.,/'f'/" a run.
On Triumph Twins fitted with rear enclosure panels it is necessary,
" ~ccp t on certain models, to remove the off-side pane! in order to drain
l iJ~ oil tank and remove the filter for cleaning. Panel removal is simple,
1,, 11 on most 650 c.c. unit-construction models its removal necessitates
'Jlhnewing two domed nuts, a plain nut belo w the rear of the petrol tank,
;; 1\(1 two front panel junction screws.
f'o drain the oil tank, remove its filler cap, place a drip-tray beneath the
ri d lank, remove the drain plug fr om the bottom of the tank, and allow
f hl' warm oil to drain off for about ten minutes. Some models have no
i'parate drain plug fitted as shown in Fig. 13 and in this case it is necessary
Ir1 unscrew the union nut and disconnect the oil feed pipe (the bottom one)
1111 111 the oil tank. This must, of course; be done in order to remove the
' ,illl(: filter shown in Figs . 12 and 13. Afterwards unscrew the large
11, '~agona l nut to which the filter is attached, withdraw the unit, and then
II ",roughly clean it in paraffin (kerosene).
Adore changing the engine oil it is advisable to flush out the tank with
! proprietary flushing oil (obtainable from most garages and accessory
IH llIS ). If this is not available, use paraffin as an alternative. being careful
- (;.4250)
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to remove all trace of it afterwards. If the oil tank is found to be very
dirty, disconnect the oil-return pipe as well as the delivery pipe, remove
the oil tank from the motor-cycle, and clean it very thoroughly.
When replacing the gauze filter see that the fibre washer above the
hexagonal nut is in good condition and when re-connecting the oil feed
pipe union nut avoid excessive tightening. Replace the separate drain
plug (where fitted), replenish the oil tank with about 5 pints of suitable
engine oil (see page 26) to within H in. of the filler cap. When you have
re-started the engine check that oil circulation is satisfactory (see page 26)
and that no oil leakage occurs.

:r

Drain Sump and Clean its Filter When Changing Engine Oil. On all
engines a gauze filter, combined or integral with the sump drain plate or
plug, is located at the base of the crankcase and it should be removed and
cleaned thoroughly in paraffin (kerosene) during each oil change when the
engine is hot. Allow all oil to drain from the engine sump for about ten
minutes.
On earlier engines (mostly not of the unit-construction type) the gauze
filter and its cover plate can be removed from the sump by unscrewing the
four plate-securing nuts. When withdrawing the unit be careful not to
damage the filter gauze.
On most later engines (including nearly all those of unit-construction
type) the hexagon-headed sump drain-plug housing the gauze fllter is
located near the crankcase bottom mounting lug and can be readily
removed with the appropriate spanner.
Whatever type of sump filter unit is provided, when replacing it see that
its joint washer is sound and that the unit is firmly secured to the crank
case. Where the filter unit includes a plate, tighten its securing nuts
firmly and evenly in a diagonal order.
Maintenance of Oil-pressure Release Valve. Two types of valve (see
Figs. 14 and 15) are fitted and both are similar except that one has no
indicator shaft and button for visual checking of the oil pressure and
circulation. Both types are thoroughly reliable and require no mainten
ance other than occasional cleaning. When changing the engine oil, or
perhaps at somewhat less frequent intervals, it is desirable to remove and
strip down the release-valve unit, clean aU of its components thoroughly
in paraffin (kerosene), inspect them for wear, and then reassemble and
replace the unit.
After cleaning the various components check that the piston (9) slides
freely in the valve body (11). Also see that the cone-shaped filter on the
end of the valve body is not damaged or obstructed and that the piston is
not scored. Appreciable scoring affects oil pressure. In no circumstances
tamper with the release-valve spring or springs. Their poundage is set to
give the correct oil pressure. If spring renewal becomes necessary, use
only genuine Triumph spares.
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To Dismantle and Assemble Oil-pressure Release Valve (Fig. 14). To
remove the complete unit from the crankcase, remove the ~agonal nut
llljacent to the crankcase surface, and withdraw the unit.
dismantle
rhe unit unscrew the valve cap (4) from the valve body (1./), holding the

To.. .

I 2 3

6

4

~1T~"

Fig . 14. Exploded view of oil-pressu re release valve
provided with indicator shaft and button

Fitted to all 650 c.c. and all earlier 350 and 500 c.c. engines (see page 27 )
(From Triumph Workshop Manual)
Key to Figs. 14, 15

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Button of indicator shoft
Retoining cup for 3
Rubber oil seal
Valve cap
Rubber sleeve
Main sp ring

7. Auxiliary sp ring

8 . . &rass indicotor-shaft nut
9. Pi$Con
10. Fibre washer far 4
11. Vo!ve body
12. Fibre .w asher for 11

1 11I ~r with a spanner, and remove the piston (9). Then remove the brass
IlIrllcator-shaft nut (8) and withdraw the main spring (6), the auxiliary
'I 'IllIg (7), the rubber sleeve (5) and the indicator shaft and button (1).

10

4

6

@ID»1»ID)))))})

11

12

~ooo

Fig. 15. Exploded view of oil-pressure release valve
noe provided with indicator shaft and button
Fitted to all later 350 and 500 c.c . engines (see page 28)
(From Triumph Workshop Manual)

\ ., out the retaining cup (2) from the valve cap (4) and remove the
(3).
the oil-pressure release valve unit, first press the rubber oil
II ( I) a nd retaining cup (2) into the valve cap (4). Next slide the rubber
10 0'\1' (S) over the indicator shaft (1) and press the sleeve over the slub on
tl .. j ll ~ ldc of the valve cap. Then position the indicator shaft (1) correctly
' 01,1 I' place the main spring (6) and the auxiliary spring (7). Afterwards

,"hlll'r oil seal
I" .I~sc mble
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screw home the brass indicator-shaft nut (8). Finally offer up the piston
(9) into the valve body (J J), renew the fibre washer (f0) and screw the
valve cap on to the valve body. Tighten the cap firmly but, when doing
this, do not hold the valve body in a vice as this can cause distortion and
serious damage. When screwing the oil-pressure release valve unit home
into the crankcase, fit a new fibre joint washer between the crankcase and
the valve body, and tighten the unit securing nut very firmly.
To Dismantle and Assemble Oil-pressure Release Valve (Fig. 15). The
di smantlin g and assembling procedure for an oil-pressure release valve
unit not provided with a button indicator is the sa me as that just described
for a unit with a button indicator except for reference to six components
not fitted, i.e. those numbered 1-3,5,7,8 in Fig. 14.
The Triumph Oil Pump. The double-plunger-type pump (see Fig. II)
located inside the timing cover has its drive-block slider driven by an
eccentric peg on the nu t fitted to the end of the inlet camshaft. It rarely
requires any maintenance.
The drive-block slider is made of aluminium and is the only part
likely to wear even after a big mileage. When appreciable wea r does
eventually occur on its bore and in the plunger cross-head, renew the
slider. The oil pump body and the scavenge and feed plungers are always
immersed in engine oil when the engine is running and wear of these
components is therefore extremely slow.
Should the two non-return valve balls fail to seat properly in the ball
valve seatings, the oil pump will cease to circulate the oil satisfactorily.
To remedy this trouble, remove the oil pump as described below. Then
remove both body plugs and withdraw the ball-valve springs and the
pump-valve balls. Wash all parts thoroughly in paraffin (kerosene) to
remove foreign matter, and when replacing the balls on their seatings give
them a sharp tap.
Removing and Replacing Oil Pump. After removing the timing cover
from the engine, remove the two conical nuts securing the oil pump unit
and withdraw it from its mounting studs. Prime the oil pump before
replacing it, and fit a new pump gasket. When fitting and tightening the
two conical nuts securing the oil pump unit, make sure that the cones of
the nuts and washers fit properly into the countersunk holes of the oil
pump body. Also when replacing the timing cover, see that the joint
faces are quite clean before applying some jointing compound.
Oil Pipes (Tank to Engine). Care must be exercised when replacing
the rubber connexions of any oil pipes so that any inside chafing is pre
vented. If chafing occurs, it is possible that a small piece of rubber may
enter the oil system and th'is, on reaching the oil pump, would cause
lack of pressure to the crankshaft. Any foreign matter in the scavenge
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I', pc-Ime above the pump is returned to the oil tank (the rocker oil feed

"'''Y be blocked in exceptional cascs) and is prevented. from entering
I ill'

oil system by the tank filter.

\al ve Rockers, Rocker Spindles and Push-rods. The oil feed to the
"d,cr spindles is supplied by the scavenge side of the main oil-supply.
I h... o nly thing which can cause a lack of oil to the rockers is a stoppage in
! I" oi l pipe-line. This can be rectified by removing the pipe and checking
hy (,)rcing air through it. To check the oil supply at the spindles, run the
. IIgi nc until it is warm so that the oil temperature is increased and then
1.',"(;11 off the two acorn nuts, which secure the oil pipe banjos to the
" 'Ike r spindles, when a regular drip of oil should continue. If the motor
. ~do,: has been " laid-up" for some time, it is advantageous to flood the
I' ,,' ~ ,-,r mechanism. Start the engine, remove the oil tank filler cap, and
11 ,,' 11 place a finger over the scavenge outlet pipe so that the oil is forced
,I I, "ugh the rocker spindles, rockers and to the push-rods.
I

Dynamo and Magneto Lubrication. For lighting and ignition a Lucas
and an independent Lucas magneto are provided on earlier
I ', "mph Twins not fitted with a Lucas a.c ,fd.c. lighting-ignition system
IIld Iheir lubrication is dealt with on page 44.

" ,; ,1,11110

I uhrication of Contact-breaker (Coil Ignition Models). For instructions
IlIhricating the contact-breaker, combined with the distributor unit at
,I., Icm of the engine or located separately on the off-side of the engine,
" , p:lges 50-53 and 55 or 126 respectively.
1111

MOTOR-CYCLE LUBRICATION
l illI/ling-up the Gearbox. On pre-unit-construction Triumphs it is advis
1111, 10 lOp-up the gearbOX as required to the correct level about every
I IlflO miles. To do this, remove the filler plug and the level plug shown in
I ' " I(, and, after placing a drip-tray beneath the gearbox, pour in suitable
dol ht'(.' later paragraph) until it begins to trickle from the orifice for the
Ii , ,'I plug. In no circumstances lubricate any Triumph gearbox with a
I " Il y viscous oil or grease. When dripping of oil ceases, replace the level
1'1111' nnd its washer, followed by the filler plug. Be sure to tighten the
1,'\ "I plug securely.
1111 350 and 500 c.c. unit-construction models also top-up the gearbox
I
'I'll' ,ired to the correct level about every 1,000 miles; in the case of
.. ',Ii L' ':. unit-construction models topping-up about every 3,000 miles is
" ,,, ,,' mended. On all unit-construction Triumph models the oil-level
I'hl!' IS screwed into the drain plug (which has a level tube) as illustrated
II ' I if., 17. To top-up the gearbox correctly, remove the oil-filler plug
I, " ' " Ihe top of the gearbox, adjacent to th~ clutch-cable abutment, and
" i t 1l'1I10Ve the level plug (the smaller of the two). Then pour in suitable
,0\ ' I' ·lge 35) until it begins to drip from the hole in the drain plug. The
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Suitable Oils for Gearbox Lubrication. Those recommended for
nm mer and winter use when riding in the U.K. or..D.verseas are
1 Castro I Grand Prix.
Mobiloil D .
.1 B. P. Energol SAE.50.
•1 Shell X-l00 50.
~ Esso Extra Motor Oil 50.
I Regent Havoline SAE.50.
Changing the Gearbox Oil. In the case of a new or reconditioned
you are advised to do this after the first 500 miles, and subse
'1""llily about every 6,000 miles. On unit-construction models it is a
" ",t! plan to do this after a run when the oil is warm. Quick and thorough
tllll ing is thereby made easier.
.
On pre-unit construction models, referring to Fig. 16, remove the filler
"Ing. Llle level plug, and the drain plug and allow all oil to drain into a
IlItllb lc receptacle. Then flush out the gearbox, replace the drain plug,
'lill replenish with suitable oil to the correct level as previously described
I" , Illpping-up the gearbox.
)11 all unit-construction models, referring to Fig. 17, remove the filler
p ll'l' on top of the gearbox and 'a,lso the complete assembly comprising
till dra in plug, the . level tube and the level plug. Drain the gearbox
II lI lple tely, flush it out, replace the cfrain plug with the level plug removed,
11111 thcn replenish the gearbox as previously described for topping-up.
I "llI lIy replace the level plug.

,',11 box

Fig. 16. Showing location of gearbox plugs on all pre-unit
construction Triumphs

CLUTCH CABLE

I.ubrication of Clutch, etc. The Triumph clutch is a multi-plate design
friction inserts in its driven plates and a transmission shock
" 1' ,lIrber included. It is designed to function in oil and to ensure smooth
" ,I! ,'asy operation, and to prevent the friction inserts becoming bUrnt or
'1.' !lIl1ged when the clutch is under heavy load, it is abSOlutely essential to
01 , ,1111 a lld replenish the oil-bath chain case with suitable oil to the correct
I- \ ' I ~ I regular intervals. On all later unit-construction models frequent
I , 'I' I ~tng-up is also recommended. The maintenance of sufficient lubricant
II' til c nil-bath chain case besides being vital for clutch operation, is also
," "'~il ry to prevent excessive noise, wear of the primary chain and, in the
! , ., p f all coil-ignition models, possible damage to the alternator unit.
II h ~y nthetic

DRAIN
Fig. 17. The correct gearbox oil level and the level tube. level plug
and drain plug assembly on unit-construction Triumphs
On 350 and 500 c.c. models the oil level and drain plug assembly is positioned vertically, and the
clutch-cable abutment on top of the gearbox is towards (he front and not the feor

gearbox oil level will then be correct as indicated by the d oued line shown
in Fig. 17. When oil dripping ceases, replace the level plug and tighten it
firmly.

"'lIltllble Oils for Oil-bath Chain Case (All Models). The Triumph
' Ilcering Co . Ltd . recommend for summer and winter use in the U.K.
t"" -,r the following lubricants
I t": 1$trol Castrolite.
, % .el l X-JOO 20W.
I H. P. Energol SAE.20.
I Mobiloil Arctic.
r ~~o Extra Motor Oil 20W/30.
II ftcgent Havoline SAE.20W.
I

0;
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Replenishing Oil-bath Chain Case (Pre-unit-construction Models). On
the 1956--62 "B" range of 500 and 650 c.c. Triumph Twins, drain and
refill the oil-bath chain case every 1,000 miles, preferably a/fer a run when
the oil is fairly warm. Place a drip-tray below the oil drain plug (located
below the middle of the chain-case cover), remove the filler plug and the
drain plug, and allow all oil to drain off. Replace and firmly tighten the
drain plug and then replenish the oil-bath chain case with i pint (ISO c.c.)
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orifice until it begins to trickle from the hole for th~IHevel plug. When
oil ceases to emerge, replace and firmly tighten the oil-level plug.
To drain and replenish the oil-bath chain case on 350, 500 and 650 c.c.
models with the type of case shown in Figs. 18 or 19, first remove the oil
drain plug (which also gives access to the chain tensioner) from the base
of the chain case close to the near-side footrest. On some of the ea rlier

lOlL FILLER PLUG

CLUTCH ADJUSTER

~

CHAIN TENSIONER

Fig. 18. Details of oil-bath chain case fitted to most 350 and 500 c.c.
unit-construction Triumph Twins
The design illustra te d applies to 0111965-69 350.500 c.c. models from engine No. H 40528
(From T (iumph Workshop Manual)

of one of the oils previously recommended . If any oil leakage occurs,
check that the drain plug washer has been replaced and that the screws
which secure the chain-case cover are tight.
Topping-up and Replenishing Oil-bath Chain Case (All Unit-construction
Models). On many earlier 350 and 500 c.c. models an oil level plug is not
provided as on later models (see Fig. 18). In this case drain and replenisb
the oil-bath chain case every 1,000 miles as previously described for pre
unit construction models, but replenish with} pint (300 c.c.) of recom
mended oil instead of with t pint (ISO c.c.). This will ensure the oil level
being correct.
On all later 350, 500 and 650 c.c. models having an oil-bath chain case
provided with an oil level plug as shown in Figs. 18 or 19, top-up the oil
bath chain case, if necessary, every 250 miles and drain and repleni sh it
every 1,000 miles.
To top-up the chain case remove the oil-level plug located at the fronl
or rear (see Figs. 18 or 19) and then pour in oil through the oil filler-plug

OIL ORAl N PLUG

ADJUSTER

Fig. 19. Details of oil-bath chain case fitted to 650 c.c.
unit-construction models
This arrangement applies to 0111963-69650 c.c. models from engine No. DU 101 onwards
(From T (iumph Work shop Manual)

350 and 500 c.c. models it may be necessary first to slacken the near-side
footrest by loosening its mounting bolt and tapping the footrest sharply
downwards to free it from its locking taper. Having removed the drain
plug, allow the oil (preferably warm after a run) to drain away for about
10 minutes. Then replace the drain plug and its fibre washer, firmly
tighten the plug, remove the oil-level plug, and then pour in recommended
oil (see page 35) through the oil filler-plug orifice (adjacent to the cylinder
block base) or through the clutch adiustment-nut aperture (in the centre
of the chain-case outer cover) until oil commences to trickle from the
hole for the oil-level plug. The oil level is then correct, and the plug
can be replaced and firmly tightened. Do not forget to replace its
washer.
When topping-up or replenishing the oil-bath chain case it is, of course,
necessary when making use of the oil-level plug to determine the correct
oil. level, to keep the motor-cycle {eve! and not tilted. If draining and
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replenishment are effected without removing the oil-level plug, to obtain
the correct oil level pour in l pint (300 c.c.) of oil for a 350 or 500 c.c.
model, or t pint (350 c.c.) in the case of a 650 c.c. Triumph model.

~I
III

Tbe Secondary Chain. On all 1956 and later Triumph Twins some
automatic lubrication of this is provided. On most models it takes the
form of oil splash from the oil-bath chain case, and on some models an
adjustable needle-valve is provided on its outer cover. Where such is
fitted, screw the valve out or in to increase or decrease the oil supply
respectively.
On 1966 and later 350 and 500 c.c. unit-construction models a positive
oil feed is taken from the oil-return pipe inside the oil tank as shown ill
Fig. 13. To adjust the oil supply for the secondary chain, remove the
oil-tank filler-cap and turn the adjuster screw in the neck of the tank
clockwise or anti-clockwise as required to reduce or increase the rate of
oil flow respectively.
However, irrespective of the design of automatic lubrication provided
for the secondary chain, especially where the latter is not fully enclosed,
some regular manual lubrication of the chain is essential to maintain it
and the sprocket teeth in good condition.
About every 250 miles, or whenever the chain appears to be in a dry
state, apply some engine oil (see page 26) or graphite grease with an oil-can
or stiff brush to the lower chain run while slowly turning the rear wheel
over by hand . If you use an oil-can, see that the oil falls upon the bearing
surfaces and not only on the rollers. Where the secondary chain is pro
tected only by a chain guard, it is preferable always to apply graphite
grease. II'. addition to giving your chain the above treatment, you are
strongly advised about every 1,000 miles in wet weather, and about every
1,500 miles in dry weather, to clean and lubricate it in the following
manner
1 Disconnect the connecting link and withdraw the chain from the
gearbox and rear-wheel sprockets.
2 With a suitable wire brush remove all grit, road dust, etc., from the
chain and clean it by immersion in a paraffin or kerosene bath.
3 Hang up the chain on a nail and allow all paraffin or kerosene to
drain off.
4 Immerse the chain for about 15 minutes in a suitable receptacle
containing Castrolease Graphited, Mobilgrease No.2, B.P. Ener
grease A.O., or Esso Fluid Grease, melted over a low flame, or to be
on the safe side, over a pan of boiling water. Move the chain about
occasionally to facilitate penetration of the grease into its roller
bearings.
5 Allow the grease to cool, remove the chain from its grease receptacle,
and wipe off all surplus grease.
6 Replace the secondary chain on the gearbox and rear wheel sprockets
and connect its ends. When doing this, make quite sure that the open
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end of the spring link faces alVay from the direcfnm..of chain move
ment. This is most important.
Use of Grease-gun. The standard Triumph tool-kit does not include a

I" case-gun and it is advisable to use a good proprietary high-pressure type
."ch as the Tecalemit for greasing those items provided with grease
'" pples. These items include the front- and rear-brake camshafts and the
,wi llging-arm fork for the rear suspension, but not the wheel bearings and
,Icering head.
For charging a grease-gun quickly it is best to use the modern type
.'f'~u se canister ha ving a loose collar provided with a hole. To charge a
;r~ase-gun with this type of canister, remove the screwed nozzle-cap from
lii ll gun, place the barrel of the gun over the hole in the central floating
111ule of the canister, and press down firmly. Turn the grease-gun and
II nultaneously remove it from the floating plate. The grease-gun should
lliun be fully charged, i.e. with the grease flush with the top of the barrel.
IIi'fore using the gun, see that its nozzle cap is firmly screwed down.
The main advantage of using a modern type canister is, of course, that
,I I.! liminates the rather messy job of' filling the grease-gun by hand, using
" l:lth or similar implement.
Greases Recommended for Use. Six greases recommended by the
I' iumph Engineering Co. Ltd . for application with the grease-gun to
'''I, ples provided for lubricating the rear-brake pedal spindle, and for
" p,[cking the bearings of the wheel bearings and steering head are as
I "lI owsI Castrolease LM;
2 Shell Retinax A;
1 B.P. Energrease L2;
" Mobilgrease MP ;
.; Esso Multipurpose Grease H;
II Regent Marfak Multipurpose 2.
tbe All-important Brakes. Every 1,000 miles apply with an oil-can a
u rops of oil to the yo ke-end pins at the front and rear ends of the
I ':I II -brake rod.
Do not overlook the threaded portion of this rod to
" I' lel1 the hand adjuster is fitted. Also do not disregard the exposed ends
"I Ihe front-brake cable.
I; vcry 1,000 miles grease the front and rear brake-camshafts. A grease
'"I If' k is provided at the end of each camshaft and is integral with it. To
" ' lIvcnt grease getting on the brake-shoe linings, apply the grease spar
1I ,,~ ly ; one stroke should normally be sufficient. Should grease fail to
I"'lclrate when greasing a camshaft, remove the latter and clean it tho
10 'lJghly in paraffin.
During reassembly grease the cam bearing surfaces.
I;vcry 3,000 miles grease the rear-brak; pedal spindle. No grease
I, 'W
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nipple is provided and it is necessary to remove the brake pedal and then
grease its spindle.
Slacken the hand adjuster-nut on the rear-brake rod, unscrew the
pedal retaining nut, and then remove the pedal from the spindle. With
some fine emery cloth remove any rust from the latter, clean the spindle
and the pedal bore and after smea ring some grease on the spindle, replace
the pedal, the spring and plain washers, and the pedal retaining nut.
Firmly tighten this nut.
Grease Hub Bearings Every 12,000 Miles. Journal ball bearings are
fitted to the hubs of both wheels and on all new machines are packed with
grease. Every 12,000 miles remove both wheels, dismantle their hubs and
repack the bearings with a recommended type grease (see page 39). For
detailed instructions on dismantling the hubs, greasing the bearings and
correct reassembly procedure, you are advised to refer to the appropriate
Triumph Workshop Manual.
The Triumph Rear Suspension. The Girling hydraulic-type rear suspen
sion units are sealed by their makers and require no topping-up with
hydraulic fluid by the motor-cyclist. The swi nging fork (often called the
"swinging arm"), however, does need some lubrication.

If grease fails to penetrate, you must remove the swinging-fork pivot to
L'I1SUre adequate lubrication.
""-...

The Telescopic Front Forks. Every 6,000 miles drain and replenish the
rork legs as described on page 69. Engine oil (see page 26) should be used
for replenishment, and be sure to replenish with the correct grade during
Iht.: winter. See also page 130 for 1968-9 fork details.
Steering Head. This has no grease nipples provided. On a new Tri umph
I win the races of the ball bearings are packed with grease. E very 12,000
Ini les it is advisable to remove and partially di smantle the telescopic
I runt-fork unit, and then repack the steering head bearings with the
reco mmended type grease (see page 39). This should be done after
clea ning the cups a nd cones thoroughly with paraffin. For correct dis
man tling, greas ing and assembly procedure, see the appropriate Trillmph
II'urkshop Manual.
Control Levers, Joints and Exposed Cables. To prevent corrosion, and
ensure smooth action, every 1,000 miles apply a few drops of engine oil
(.I('C page 26) with an oil-can to all these ·items. A more thorough and
I<lng-term method of oiling a control cable connected to a handlebar
I ~vc r is as follows.
Disconnect the Bowden cable connexion from the handlebar contrOl,
Ilml with some brown paper make a suitable funnel; attach this to the
.'lI ble casing, using a rubber band to secure it. Then pour some engine oil
11110 the funnel and allow this to trickle overnight down between the casing
.lI1ll cable. Keep all control cables well clear of the upper pa rt of the
p(Mer unit, otherwise the oil in the cables casings will gradually dry up.
I he [hrottle twi st-grip, by the way, normally requires no lubrication .
I I)

The Dipper Switch. Every 5,000 miles lubricate the moving parts of the
di pper switch with a little thin oil. Do not apply more th an a few drops,
" tl1crwise a short-circuit may occur.

Fig. 20. Showing (arrowed) the location of the grease nipple
on the swinging fork
The nipple ;s simi larly positioned on all 1956 and loter Triumph Twi ns, but on 650 c.c.
unit-cot1Suuc tion models it is below (he off-side swing in g-fork lug
(From Triumph Workshop Manual)

The grease nipple for the swinging fork is provided underneath the
latter in a fa irly central position as indicated in Fig. 20. Every 1,000 miles
(every 1,500 miles on unit-construction models) apply the grease-gun to
the nipple until grease is forced through each end of the pivot bearings.

Speedometer Cable. It is advisable about every 12,000 miles to grease
Ihe speedometer-drive cable. Disconnect it from the speedometer unit
JIIU withdraw the inner cable. On nacelle models it is first necessary to
I ,'move the Lucas headlamp unit by loosening the securing screw located
, lose to the speedometer on the nacelle. Now unscrew the union nut at
IIiI) speedometer base, withdraw the inner cable, a nd then clean it thor
" I1/;hly with paraffin. Smear the cable (except for the last 6 in. at the
'l!1.:edometer end) sparingly with suitable grease (see page 39) and insert
I lie cable into its casing. Wipe off all surplus grease and make sure that
I" Jih "squared" end s of the inner cable are located in their "square"
'\ rlw-housillgs before tightening the union nut.
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Where a Sidecar is Attached. Do not forget to grease the hub bearings
of the sidecar wheel, and attend to any other lubrication points in accor
da nce with the instructions iss ued by the makers of the sidecar fitted.

4 Lighting and Ignition SystemS'"

Easing Rusted Parts. Ru sted items, such as bolts or nu ts, on the engine
or on the motor-cycle itself can usually be eased by the application of one
of the foll owing six oils: Shell Donax P ; M o bil Spring Oil; B.P. Energol;
Castro I ; Esso or Regent Graphited, " Penetrating Oil."
Automatic Voltage Control. Where a utomat ic voltage control is provided
to 1959), the cu t-out and regulator are combined as a uni t separa te
110m the dy namo. The regulator which is connected across the dy na mo
l'rlJshes dispenses with the " third brush" and operates on the " trembler"
I' l"il1ci ple, automatically varying the output of the dynamo according to
I ill) sta te of charge of the battery and t he load. Thus, cha rging is purely
,\ll lo matic and not under the control of the rider.
Where automa tic voltage control is provided (magneto models) there
.II Il only three switch positions, namely, "OFF, " " L," and "H." In
.,jl three positions the dynamo gives a controlled output as already
" Kpla ined. D uring daylight ru nning with .the ba ttery well charged the
dYl1a mo gives only a trickle charge and the ammeter may sho w only
i tlr 2 a mperes.
I 1 9~ 6

rhe Headlamp. T he head lamp is fi tted with a double-fila ment bulb;
Iil ament is arranged to be approximately at the focus of the reflector
,'dll gives the normal drivi ng light, while the second one, mounted slightly
,hnvc the o ther, gives a dipped, anti-dazzling beam for use when meeting
11 'llJit: or driving in mist or fog, this device being controlled by a swi tch
"' I "l ilted on the handlebars. A small pilot bulb is also provided for use
W!il'll the machine is stationary, and for town riding.
"II~

Fig . 21 . Lubrication chart showing items requiring regular
attention
Thi s chart (illustrating a 650 c.c. unit-construction model) and the mO r e detailed key below apply
to all 1956 and later 350, 500 and 650 c.c. Tr iumph Tw;ns, although the des ign of some items
illustrated varies , of course, to some ex tent on different models . Note that the numbered items
with a black background have lubrication points near or on the off side of the mowr-cycle. the
remainder being on the nea r·side
4

Item

No.
1.

2.
3.
4.

D escription
of Item

Oil ta nk
Filters
Oil-pressure r elease
va lve
Contact·breaker
Gearbox
Oil-bath cha in case
Secondary chain
Wheel hubs

Description
of Item

Page

Page

Item

Ref.

No .

26
29, 30

5.
6.

Steering head
Brake cams haft

41
39

30-32
50.55
33
36
38
40

7.
8.

Brake ped al spind le
Co n trols and cables
Dip per switch
Telesco pic forks
Rear suspe nsion
Speedometer cable

39
41
41
69
40
41

9.
10.

Ref.

rhe Ammeter. This instr ument shows the amount of current flowing
o r from the battery; it gives an indication that the equipment is
IIlk ll1g in a satisfactory manner.

,,,I ,,

THE LUCAS DYNAMO (1956-59)
n .odels with Lucas dynamo lighting the equipment comprises the
I, oIl mviIlg.

IIII

nymlmo Output Control. T he dynamo works in conju nction with a
" I' ,tillior unit to give compensa ted voltage control, but the regulator

", I Cut-out are electrically separate, a lthough combined structuraily.
I I he r should be tampered with as they are both properly adju sted during
" "I II " i"acture.
I I,\! r egulator provides a completely automatic control. The dynamo
43
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output varies according to the load on the battery and its state of charge
the dynamo gives a high output when the battery is discharged, and a
trickle-charge only when the battery is fully charged so as to keep the
battery in good condition. The regulator also provides increased output
when current is taken by the lamps.
The cut-out is an automatic switch. It connects the dynamo to the
battery only when the dynamo voltage is higher than the battery voltage,
and disconnects to prevent the battery discharging through the dynamo
windings.
The dynamo output is correctly set to suit the requirements of the motor
cycle and under normal conditions the battery will be kept in good order.
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>upplied with lubricant from a felt pad in a pocket in the contact-breaker
housing. A wick in a small hole in the cam allows the oil to fin~ way
to the surface of the cam. To lubricate, remove the contact-breaker
cover, turn the engine over until the hole in the cam is seen, then carefully
add a few drops of thin machine oil. No oil must be allowed to get on or
near the contacts (see Fig. 23) of a Lucas K2F or K2FC magneto.
The contact-breaker rocker-arm pivot should also be lubricated. The
.:omplete contact-breaker must be removed for this purpose. To do this,
take out the h~xagon-headed screw from the centre of the contact-breaker

Ammeter Readings. During daytime rUlIDing, when the battery is in
good condition, the dynamo gives only a trickle charge and the ammeter
needle shows only a small deflection to the" +" side of the scale.
When the head lamp is switched on, a discharge reading is shown when
the battery voltage is high ; after a short time the battery VOltage drops
and the regulator responds so that the dynamo output balances the lamp
load.
Lubrication. As grease-packed ball bearings are fitted at both ends, no
lubrication is required until the machine is taken down for a general
overhaul.
Inspection of Brushgear and Commutator. At six-monthly intervals
remove the commutator cover and examine the brushgear and conunutator.
The brushes-held in boxes by means of springs-must make fum contact
with the commutator; see that each brush is free to slide in its holder. If
it is sticking, remove and clean with a petrol-moistened cloth. When
replacing the brushes each one must be returned to its original position so
that it "beds" properly on the commutator. Replace brushes if they are
badly worn, but fitting by a Service Agent is desirable to ensure that they
"bed" properly on the commutator (see Fig. 22).
To function efficiently the commutator should be free from any trace of
oil or dirt and should appear highly polished. If dirty or blackened, clean
it by pressing a clean, dry cloth against it while the engine is slowly
turned over by means of the kickstarter ; if very dirty, use a petrol
moistened cloth.
THE LUCAS MAGNETO (1956-59)

Where a Triumph is equipped with magneto ignition a rotating-armatu re
pattern magneto is employed. This has the magnet cast into the body ;
this eliminates joints and improves the weatherproof properties of the
magneto. The ignition timing is dealt with on page 96.
Lubrication. Lubrication is advised about every 3,000 miles. The cam b

Fig. 22. Commutator end of Lucas dynamo wit h cover
band removed (1956-59 models)
.lI ld

lever the contact-breaker carefully off the tapered shaft on which it

ills. push aside the rocker-arm retaining spring, lift off the rocker arm and

',llIear the pivot with a little Mobilgrease No.2 or similar grease.
The cam ring which is a sliding fit in its housing should be removed and
Ihe inside and outside surfaces lightly smeared with Mobilgrease No.2.
1I the handlebar ignition lever is half retarded, removal and re-fitting the
I :1 111 is rendered more easy. Apply one or two drops of thin machine-oil
I " Ihe felt cam-lubricator in the housing. Then re-fit the cam, taking care
I lial the stop peg in the housing and the timing-control plunger engage
w tl h their respective slots.
In some cases an earthing brush is fitted at the back of the contact
I" t!a ker base; see that it is clean and has free movement in its holder
I.. fCl loe re-fitting. When replacing the contact-bre!:lker, be careful to see
11, ,11 the projecting key on the tapered portion of the contact-breaker case
IIgages with the keyway cut in the magneto spindle. Replace the contact
lill',lker securing screw and tighten with care, otherwise ignition timing will
I" .I O"ected.
I he bearings of the armature are packed 'with grease by the makers.
W " ~' ll the machine is dismantled for general overhaul it is advisable to
1I,, \,~ the magneto inspected by a Lucas Service Depot or Agent.
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Adjustment of Contact-breaker Gap. Check the setting of the contact
breaker every 3,000 miles. To check, remove the contact-breaker cover
and tum the engine until the contacts are fully open. A feeler gauge should
be used for checking the gap-the gauge should have a thickness of 0·012
in.-0·015 in. (0'30-0'40 mm). A suitable gauge is provided on the magneto
spanner. It should be a sliding fit if the gap is correct; adjust the setting
if the gap varies appreciably from that recommended. To do this, with
the engine in the position which gives maximum separation, slacken the
lock-nut and turn the contact screw by its hexagon head until the gap is
properly adjusted. Tighten the lock-nut and fe-check the gap.
Cleaning Contacts. Take off the contact-breaker cover and examine the
contact-breaker every 6,000 miles. Clean dirty or pitted contacts with a
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miles running. Wipe the moulding with a clean, dry cloth, then check
th at the carbon brush has free movement in its holder, but be careful not
10 over-stretch the brush spring. Clean the brush if dirty, lIS~ a petrol
moistened cloth. A brush worn, say, to within .~ in. (3 '0 mm) of the
'I houlder must be replaced . Before re-fitting the h.t. pick-up, clean the
IIlip-ring track and flanges by pressing a soft, dry cloth on the ring (using a
,u itably shaped piece of wood) while the engine is turned slowly.
Renewing High-tension Cables. Signs of perishing or cracking in the
Illgh-tension cables implies their replacement at once, using 7-mm P.Y.c.
" r Neoprene-covered ignition cable.
To replace a high-tension cable remove the metal washer and moulded
Il;rminal from the defective cable; then thread the new cable through the
"' t)ulded terminal and cut back the insulation for about i in. (6'0 mm),
[lass the exposed strands through the metal washer and bend them 'back
Illdi aLly. Finally, screw the terminal into the pick-up moulding.
LUCAS A.C./D.C. LIGHTING AND IGNITION
(3 50 and 500 c.c. models, except T100A, T90 and TIOOS/S, to Engine
No. H 32464, and 650 c.c. models to Engine No. DU 24874)
:I!ncral Description. Electrical energy in 'the form of rectified A.C. passes
il rough the battery from the alternator, the. rate of charge depending on
I he position of the lighting switch. During ditytime running, the alternator
' 1I llput is sufficient only to supply the ignition coil and to trickle-charge the
Il!Iflcry. When the lighting switch is turned to "Pilot" or " Head" ("P"
It. tl "H") positions the output increases proportionately.
Under "Emergency" starting conditions, triCkle-charging continues
wl1l k an ignition performance, si milar to that from a magneto, is obtained.
II is of paramount importance to remember the following: After the
. i1/-:iac has been started, normal running is resumed by turning the ignition
I."y from "EMG" to "IGN." If the battery must be removed, the engine
. dl l be run with the ignition switch in the " EMG" position, provided
li liit the battery negative cable (brown) is earthed to the frame. Under
11" '~e conditions no lighting is available.
j

I

Fig . 23. Showing contact-breaker of Lucas magneto fitted to
1956-59 pre-unit-construction models
Applicable to Madels TRS, TR6, T100, T110 and T120
1. Contacts (closed)
2. Fixed-contact screw and lock-nut

3. Rocker arm and integral moving-contact
4. Cam ring (with manual control)

fine carborundum stone or, if not available, with very fine emery cloth.
Wipe away any dirt or metal dust with a petrol-moistened cloth. Remove
any rust from the contact-breaker springs. When cleaned, check the
contact-breaker gap (see Fig. 23).
To remove the contacts for cleaning, unscrew the contact-breaker
securing screw. Lever the contact-breaker off its tapered shaft, push the
locating spring to the side and lift the rocker arm off its pivot; it is then
possible to get at the contacts to clean them. Check the projecting key on
the tapered portion of the contact-breaker base, when replacing the
contact-breaker, and see that it engages with the keyway cut in the arma
ture spindle. Replace the contact-breaker securing screw and tighten
carefully.
High-tension Pick-up. Remove this after approximately every 6,000

'ircuit Details. The alternator stator carries three pairs of series
, ,,"nt.:cled coils (see Figs. 24 and 24a), one pair being permanently con
ti, , let! across the rectifier bridge network. The latter pair provide some
,I' l',r<;c of charging current for the battery whenever the engine is running.
l '/lnnexions to the remaining coil vary accorging to the positions of the
Ilrlliing and ignition controls. The alternator output from the battery
, IlIlI ging coils is regulated to the minimum by interaction of the rotor
II", ,,; l up by the current flowing in the short-circuited coils during
,I I }ti i ~ ht running. In the "Pilot" pOSition these latter coils are discon
11I 'I t:d and the regulating fluxes are reduced; the alternator output,
li lt I(rore, increases and compensates for the extra parking-light load . The
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alternator output is further increased in the " Head" position by the
connexion of all three pairs of coils in parallel.
Emergency Starting (Ignition Switch at "EMG"). With th.is circuit the
contact-breaker opens when the alternating current in the windings
reaches the maximum. When current flow s and the contacts are closed,
the main circuit to the alternator is through one arm of the rectifier
bridge. At the mo ment of contact separation, the built-up energy of the
alternator windings quickly discharges through an alternative circuit
provided by the battery and the ignition coil primary wi ndings; this rapid
transfer of energy from alternator to coil causes h.t. current to be induced
in the ignition coil secondary winding and a spark to occur at the plug.
Since, when the engine is running and the ignition switch is at "EMG,"
the battery receives a charging current, soo n the battery vo ltage begins to
rise. This voltage opposes the alternator voltage, gradually bringing
about a reduction in the energy available to the coil. This reduction in
energy, owing to the misfiring which results, will remind the rider to
return the ignition key to the "IGN" position.
As previously mentioned, emergency starting with the battery removed
necessitates prior earthing of the cable norma lly connected to the negative
terminal of the battery. Do not fo rget this, and replace the battery as
soon as possible to avoid damaging the rectifier.
Construction. The alternator consists of a spigot-m o unted and bolted
6-coil laminated sta tor with the centre-bored rotor carried on, and driven
by, an extension to the crankshaft. The rotor has a hexago nal steel core,
each face of which carries a high-energy permanent magnet keyed to a
laminated pOle-tip. The pole tips are r iveted to brass side plates, the
assembly being cast in aluminium and machined to give a s11100th external
finish. The stator and rotor can be separated without the need arising to
fit magnet keepers to the rotor poles.
The alternator is designed for use with headlamp bulbs not exceeding
30-watts ratin g.

Fig. 24. Primary cha in-case cover removed to show rotor
and s tator

HOLES fOR FI XI NG BOLTS

POLE CORES " 

"

The Alternator. The alternator requires no attention except for occa
sional inspection of the snap-connectors in the three green output cables
(see Fig. 24a). These must be kept clean and tight.
The Lucas Rectifier. The recti fier comprises fo ur plates (coated on
one side with selenium) and operates like a non-return valve; it allows
current to pass in one directiol1 only. The alternating current from the
Lucas alternator is thereby converted to unidi rectional (d.c.) current for
charging the battery.
The rectifier does not require any maintenance except to see that the
connexions (see Fig. 25) are kept tight and clean, and to check periodically
Fig. 24a. Alternator (Model R.M. 14)

EXTERNAL SPIGor
LOC ATIONS
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The easiest way to clean the contact-breaker is first to take off the
moving contact by unscrewing the nut securing the end of the sprmg-{see
Fig. 26) and withdrawing the spring washer, spring and bush. Clean the
EARTHED TO
FRAME

ROTOR ARM

DARK GREEN
PURPLE

CONTACT
BREAKER

GREEN & BLACK

All-JUSTMENT SCREWS

Fig. 25 . The Lucas rectifiers showing connexions
Th e rec tifier shown on the left is fitted to 1956-60 models. That on the right is filled to
mony 1961-2 models. All 1963-8 m odels ha ve a smaJi black silicon diode type

is most carefully adjusted during the original assembly of the rectifier.
Slackening it can affect the proper functioning of the unit.
The Lucas Battery. This, of course, is concerned with both lighting and
ignition. It must be regularly attended to. Battery maintenance is dealt
with on pages 61-63.
Ignition Coil. Keep the ignition coil clean, particularly between the
terminals, and the lead connexions tight.

FIg. 26. Distributor (Lucas Model DKX2A with cover removed)
Fitted to most 500 and 650 c.c. pre-un;[-conslruction Triumph Twin engines

II' ,, '

I"

fl

ri Jl and smear it very lightly with some clean engine oil prior to
the moving-contact arm and its spring.

fl l/;:

, IIl1hlct-breaker Gap (Distributor DKX2A). This should be checked
1111.' first 500 miles and afterwards every 3,000 miles. To check,
,,11 ' \\ the sparking plugs and turn the engine over slowly until the
: 'OI" i ~ are fully open, then insert a 0·014in.-D·0 16 in. (0·36-0·4mm)
h' ';luge between the contacts. The gauge will be a sl iding fit if the gap
, . •,' , , I Any appreciable variation from the gauge thickness means
I"I 'I IO" ~ the setting. To adjust, if necessary, keep the engine in the
II (, n, wh ich gives maximum contact opening, and slacken the screw at
I ,.
"I, "I' the body unit; then slide the fixed contact carrier into its
1"11· t I" ,Ie until the correct gap is obtained. Re-tighten the screw.

,II"

Lubrication of Contact-breaker (Distributor DKX2A). Lubricate this
unit (see Fig. 26) every 5,000 miles. Remove the metal cover and smear
the face of the cam lightly with one of the greases recommended for the
grease gun on page 39 . If thi s is not available, clean engine oil may be
used. On no account must grease be allowed to get on to or near the
contacts.
Lubricate the automatic timing-control mechanism, using a thill
machine-oil.
Cleaning Distributor DKX2A. Remove the distributor cover every
5,000 miles, and wipe it inside and outside with a clean, dry, fluffiess cloth.
The contact-breaker should be examined; the contacts should be free frolll
grease or oil. Clean with a fine carborundum sto ne or very fine emery
cloth if burned or blackened, then wipe away any dirt or metal dust with ..
clean petrol-moistened cloth.

I 'll" II ,Ililln and Cleaning of Contact-breaker (Distributor 18D2).

In
, " I machines with a 18D2 distributor, these operations should
II , "oIl'd I() about every 6,000 miles. Withdraw and clean the di stribu
III', id<: and outside. Direct special attention to tbe spaces between
"ii ' ,I d <.:<.: lrodes in the cover, and see that the small carbon brush
Iy III its holder.

I
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Lift off the rotor arm (see Fig. 27), and unscrew the two screws which
secure the contact-breaker base plate. Then remove the base plate and
lubricate the automatic ignition-advance mechanism with some clean

DISTRIBUTOR
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.I,lst or dirt. The proper cleaning of the two contacts is much simplified
I'y first removing the contact-breaker lever which carries tht:...,!!loving
1·llntact. Lightly smear the cam and pivot post with a little Mooilgrease
Nt.I.2 or clean engine oil before replacing the contact-breaker lever. But
" to most careful not to allow any oil or grease to get on or close to the
IClua] contacts. This is most important. Having cleaned the distributor
\llIl t and the contacts, check the gap between the contacts.
Contact-breaker Gap (Distributor 1802). Check the gap on a new
II1udel3TA or 5TA after covering 500 miles, and subsequently about every
1. 0(10 miles. To check the contact-breaker gap, remove both sparking
]']'I g~ and turn the engine over slowly until the contacts are seen to be wide
"I'l:ll . Then insert a suitable gauge between the contacts. If the gap is
, ,Hrect, the gauge should be a nice sliding fit between them. The correct
f lP is 0·014 in.-0·016 in.
Where a gap adjustment is called for, keep the engine in the position
1\ III ~ h causes full opening of the contacts and loosen the screw which
I ' ures the fixed contact plate. '] nsert a screwdriver between the two studs
• "i the base plate and the notch in the fixed contact plate, and adjust the
I" ,,:ir ion of the plate until a 0·014 in. gap is obtained between the contacts.
\ li l:lwards tighten the securing screw and again check that the gap is
I

111.1 1..!Ct.

I ligh-tension Cables. Replace the high-tension cables if they show signs
])crishing or cracking, using a 7-mm, P.V.C. or Neoprene-covered
'l" IIl ion cable. This is easily done by removing the metal washer and
1110 lid ded nut from the defecti ve cable. Then thread the new cable through
II H' moulded nut and bare the conductor for about i in. Pass the exposed
11.11 1.15 through the metal washer and bend back the strands radially.
T1I1. l lIy , re-fit the moulded nut into the h.t. terminal.

1.1

AUTOMATIC
ADVANCE MECHANISM

Fig. 27. Distributor (Lucas Model 18D2) shown dismantled
Fitted to most 350, 500 c.c. unit-construction models, except T90 and T100S/S, prior to engine
No. H 40528, and and to some pre-unit-construction 65~ c.e. models

engine oil ; pay special attention to the pi vots. Replace the base plate
and the rotor arm.
Inspect the contact-breaker closely. Both contacts should be free from
oil or grease. ]f the contacts are blackened or burned, clean them with a
slip of fine carborundum stone or with some very fine emery cloth. After
wards with a clean petrol-moistened cloth wipe away any traces of metal

LUCAS ENERGY-TRANSFER IGNITION AND BATTERY
:HARGING SYSTEM (MODELS TlOOA. T90 AND TlOOSIS)
T I, ... dectrical system has been used on model TIOOA and in a slightly
"" "I died form on models T90 and Tl00S/S with direct lighting. The
til .ll lb utor/contact-breaker unit for model TIOOA is shown in Fig. 27 and
II" "·llntact-breaker foJ' models T90 and TIOOS/S in Fig. 28.
Il le energy-transfer (E.T.) ignition system for model TIOOA includes
Ii" I\asic features of magneto and coil ignition, ar:d consequently enabJes
, I, II11nph Twin so equipped to be ridden when entirely stripped of the
I, ,II. I Y and lighting equipment. The system includes a Lucas RMl5
ill , I " 'llor (with two windings for ignition, and four for battery charging);
, I 1Il' ;I ~ rectifier; a Lucas battery; a special type of ignition coil; and a
I I II I '. type 18D2 distributor/contact-breaker unit.
li n- lighting switch automatically regulates the current output from the
II ~i I ~ ;Llternator via a rectifier, .the charge being at its maximum with the
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switch in the "OFF" position, and at its minimum with the switch in the
"H" position .
For routine maintenance instructions, refer to the appropriate sections
and paragraphs in this chapter dealing with the various Lucas components
comprising the electrical equipment. A special note : with the E.T.
ignition system accurate ignition timing is vital (see pages 96 and 127).
LUCAS A.C./D.C. LIGHTING AND IGNITION (350 AND 500 c.c.
MODELS FROM ENGINE No. H 32465, AND 650 C.c. MODELS
FROM ENGINE No. DU 24875)
General Description. On all models a Lucas RM19 alternator, enclosed
in the oil-bath chain case, is operated from the crankshaft on its near-side.
It supplies current for a single 6-volt ba ttery, two 6-volt batteries (con
nected in series), or a single 12-volt battery. A silicon diode rectifier
converts the a.c. current fro m the a lternator into d .c . current before it
reaches the battery used for coil-ignition and lighting (no t used for
igniti on if E.T. ignition is provided).
Ba ttery charging from the alternator is entirely regulated, according to
demands, by the lighting and ignition switches positions, but in the case
of all 12-volt battery models with a Zener di ode (see Fig. 30) provided in
circuit with the battery, this diode is solely responsible for regulating the
current output to the ba ttery according to its state of charge.
The coil-ignition system includes a duplex type 4CA contact-breaker
(6CA: 1968-9) driven from the exhau st camshaft, and two ignition coils
(one for each cylinder) fed with d.c. current via the contact-breaker.
M aintenance of all Lucas lighting and ignition equipment is not exacting
o r complex, but irrespective of what equipment is provided , always keep

all electrical components and connexions, including th e earth p aints to the
motor-cycle fram e, clean and tight.
Emergency Starting. Remember that on any model having a 6-volt
ba ttery but n ot provided with a Zenor diode, you can effect a quick start
even if the battery is fl a t by turning the ignition key to the " EMG"
position (see page 7) so as to enable the d .c. current to by-pass the
battery, one co ntact-breaker, and one ignitio n coil. After a start in this
manner, immediately return the ignition key to the "IGN~' position,
otherwise the contacts of the contact-breaker may become burned and
pitted.
Also remem ber that on any mod el having a 12-volt battery and provided
with a Zener diode, you can effect a quick start wi th a flat ba ttery without
moving the ignition key from its normal position.
The Contact-breaker Gaps. About every 3,000 miles, and after the first
500 miles, check both co ntact-breaker gaps with a suitable feeler gauge.
The correct ga p is 0·0 14 in .-0·016 in. To obtain access to the contact
breaker, shown in Fig. 28, remove the two screws which secure the circular
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, hw mium-plated cover to the offside of the engine. Rota te the...&.!2gine
w,l h the kickstarter until one pair of contacts is fully open. Then measure
'ho gap and if incorrect loosen the slotted nut which secures the stationary

Fig. 28. 4CA Lucas contact-breaker unit pre-1968 (see page 127)
to 011350 and 500 c.c. unit· construction engines from engine No. H 40528 and to 011650 C.C
" "i II·nSlruction engines from No. DU 101 onwards. Models T90 and T100 S/S also have this
design of contac t-breaker assembly. L.H. and RH. leads go [0 R.H . and L.H. plugs
"; " 1'

."' io,d and move the contact until the gap is found to be correct. After

,,,I, lighten the slotted nut and rotate the engine until the second pair
I , IJI1 lacts is fully open. Then adjust their gap in a similar marUler.
« Il'llning the Contacts (Contact-breaker Type 4CA). Every 3,000 miles

checki ng the contact-breaker gaps inspect the contacts. If the
are burnt o r pitted remove them from the base plate and clean
II,. ,II wilh very fine emery cloth . Renew deeply pitted co ntacts. After
.1101, c lea n, replace the contacts for R .H . cylinder (black and yellow
" "II , t L1rn engine fo rward until the rocker-arm heel just passes beyond
dll ,.Imp of the auto-advance cam, giving maximum contact opening;
I II ,,· gap to 0·015 in . Then turn the engine forward through 3600 and
Iii " ''';1[' similarly the contacts for the L.H. cyli nder.
t' I.".c " few drops of thin oil (engine oil is suitable) on the centrifugal
"I1 11l1mt ic-advance mechanism a nd also one to two drops on the felt pad
III, Ii lu brica tes the cam. Apply two drops of oil to the cam support
fl"'I, lI r , lle most careful not to a llow any oil to get on the contacts.
111 11

" il , ' C I~

1111 Al ternator (Type RM19). No attention to the alternator housed in
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the primary chain case is necessary other than to keep the three snap
connectors clean and, tight in the output cable below the engine.
The Lighting and Ignition Switches (Type 88SA). Both switches have
multi-pin bases and these snap into corresponding sockets in the wiring
harness. The pins are spaced irregularly so that the switch can be fitted
only in the correct position. The switches are sealed and if you suspect a
fault, test by substituting another switch.
There is no "EMG" position on the 88SA type ignition swi tch fitted to
most 350 and 500 c.c. models with a nacelle a nd also fitted to earlier
650 c.c. model 6T with a nacelle. On the later version of model 6T
(engine No. DU 24875 onwards), however, the ignition switch has an
"EMG" position but because of the wiring circuit provided, it is Iwt
operative and the engine can be started up with the ignition key in the
normal starting position irrespective of battery condition.
The Ignition Switch (Type S45). Most 350, 500 and 650 c.c. models
without a nacelle have the type of switch incorporated with the L/H
switch panel. As in the case of the 88SA switch, it has no "EMG" posi
tion and its design is of the "barrel" type requiring one specific "Yale"
key to operate it. Keep available the details of the correct key number to
ensure correct replacement in the event of your losing the ignition key.
On Triumph Twins without a nacelle and fitted with an S45 type
ignition switch, a cut-out button is fitted as indicated on page 2, and an
ignition warning light (red) is incorporated in the shell of the Lucas
headlamp. This warning li ght remains on, with the engine running or
stopped, until the ignition is switched off. To prevent battery discharge
via the contact-breaker, always switch off the ignition after stopping th£'
engine with the cut-out button.
The Rectifier (Type 2DS506). This type of silicon·diode rectifier is
fitled to all 350, 500 and 650 c.c. models to convert a.c. current to d .c.
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Note the remarks on page 48. It is essential that the central
electrica~w ntact with the
" ,,,l or-cycle frame, and that the self-locking nut which clamps the recti
Iii ' f"latcs together is never disturbed. Should the plates become. twisted,
Iii, IIlh;rnal connexions will be broken and the rectifier fail.
When securing a rectifier firmly to the frame of the motor-cycle, hold
II;, "panners as indicated in Fig. 29. Note that the securing bolt and nut
10, 011, have l x 28 U.N.F. threads, and have identification circles.
"" 1!1lt.

"'IllS bolt of the rectifier always ·makes good

II I(' Zener Diode (Model
~ " Il battery equipment

,I '

ZD715). On 350, 500, 650 c.c. models with
this small , curious.looking device, mounled

,
Fig. 30. Rather odd-looking but very functional
the Zener diode (Model ZD71S)

,N

1III il

!

on all Triumph Twin s with 12-volr eJec{(;cs. Prior to 1968 the flot aluminium heat-sink
the Zener diode was housed in the space behind the hinged side-panel corrying the
(0 a
cone-shaped {inned casling mount ed beneath the Lucas headfamp

11111'" nnd lighting swi tches. From 1968 onwards (he Zener diode unit has been transferred

., , " hea t sink" plate to ob tain efficient cooling, regulates batterycbarging.
01

l11 aintenance of the Zener diode is necessary other than to keep the

I"" I, lind aluminium "sink" absolutely clean and dry. The flow of air
, "lilt.! the latter mllst not be impai red in any way. Do not use a mop
Wil ler to clean the "sink"! Referring to Fig.' 30, be careful never
, • i' l, hl en the earthing stud exceSSively. The diode body is made of
1' 1"' 1 a nd the earthing stud has a low-tensile strength.
II "

~

I IH' Ignition Coils (Types MA6, MAl2). The twin coils are rubber
" ''''' 'I;:t.! to the motor-cycle frame below_ the petrol tank. Keep the top
I . ,. I) coil clean, especially between the terminals. OccasionaJly inspect
II" . .Ihles for frayed wires or damaged insulation. Replace any damaged
" .. II of tbe cable.

1Illlh·ry Maintenance. All batteries used for dynamo lighting, or coil
Fig. 29. Correct s pa nner application when securing
rect ifier to frame

and electric lighting, are of the Lucas lead-acid type. For
l'I' '''i lrin te ma intenance instructions, see pages ·61-63 .
11111 011 '
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The Live Fuse. A 35 ampere-rating live fuse is included in the battery
to-earth lead of the electrical circuit. It is enclosed in a quickly detachable
plastic tube holder and secured by a quickly-detachable cap with bayonet
fixing.
Should you wish at any time to add any additional electrical equipment
to your Triumph, it may be necessary to increase the fuse rating. If the
engine begins to behave rather erratically, it is advisable to check that the
live fuse has not "blown" before making further detailed investigations.
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.liso secured to the rear of the light-unit. Always renew "blown" bulbs
Wll h genuine Lucas bulbs of the correct type which are as followsThe Main Bulb. On all 1956-69 pre-unit-construction and unii
lll nsl ruction models having 6-volt electrical equipment, except 650 C.c.
Iri umph " Trophy" and "Bonneville" models, the correct main bulb for
Ihe beadlamp is a pre-focus, double-filament, 6-volt 30/24-watt Lucas
No. 373 (L.H. dip). In the case of the above-named 650 c.c. models the
,, )rrcct replacement bulb is a pre-focus, double-filament, 6-volt, 30/24
1I .ll t Lucas No. 312 (vertical dip).
I he correct main bulb to fit to the headlamp of all 1963 and later
/,, 0 C.C. models having 12-volt electrical equipment is a 12-volt, 50/40
\\ .ll t Lucas No. 414 (L.H. dip).
Ole Pilot Bulb. For all 1956 and later Triumph Twin models provided
\ ,(h 6-volt electrical equipment the correct replacement pilot bulb is a
" \'olt, 3-watt Lucas No. 988 M.C.C. bulb. For 1963 and subsequent
''' ndels having 12-volt electrical equipment the correct bulb to use is a
1 ! v~)l t , 4-watt Lucas No. 222 M .C.C.
I~eplacing

1"oI b

the HeadJamp Bulb (Nacelle Fitted). Access to the head lamp

is gained by slackening the front rim retaining screw located at the

1"1' t1f the nacelle cover.

Fig. 31. Exploded view of fuse cartridge and holder assembly
(From Triumph Workshop Monual)

This check can save much time and trouble. Always fit a new fuse cart
ridge (see Fig. 31) if you have any suspicion about the condition of the
existing fuse on your mount.
LUCAS LAMPS (1956- 69 MODELS)

Headlamps. All Lucas head lamps fitted to 1956 and later Triumph
Twins are of the " pre-focus" type which require no focusing adjustment
but some veliical beam-setting, when necessary, in order to give maximum
illumination without causing dazzle to other road users. Their design
varies to some extent, mainly according to whether a nacelle is included
or not. If a nacelle is not provided, the headlamp is mounted between
brackets integral with the telescopic front forks.
Correct Headlamp Bulbs to Fit. Each Lucas head lamp requires a
double-filament main bulb, and a single-filament pilot bulb which is "
push-fit in the rear of the light-unit comprising the lens and reflector
which are sealed and non-detachable. The holder for the main bulb is

Disengage and withdraw the front rim and
II !·I I( unit assembly, first removing the upper edge. Press the moulded
IIl.lp(or inwards and turn it to the left. Lift off the adaptor and withdraw
Ii,,' hulb. When fitting the replacement bulb, locate the slot in the bulb
11.111 /,;": with the projection in the bulb holder ; re-fit the adaptor, engaging
I I , I flree projections with the corresponding slots in the bulb holder, then
I'" '.., inwards and secure by turning the adaptor to the right.
' rlllr fitting a new main bulb (see Fig. 32) replace the light-unit and rim
I ,'ll1 bly to the nacelle, locating the bottom edge of the rim first. Finally
I" hlllll the screw which secures the rim in place and check the beam
'll ng. Many garages to-day have a Lucas beamsetter which enables
d" iJcad lamp beam to be quickly and accurately set. If this equipment
,,, .1 available locally, attend to beam setting as described in a later
n.lqraph.
It\'lllacing the HeadJamp Bulb (No Nacelle). Where the headlamp
".nlillted between brackets integral with the telescopic front forks, the
01 ,.. \, procedure is also applicable, but the screw securing the rim is, of
,""." li lted to the top of the headlamp instead of the nacelle.
II. I, m: fitting a new main or pilot bulb to the headlamp, always make
1"lIi ~ll re that its type No., voltage and wattage (see above) are correct.
1I1'1U""ing Pilot Bulb (All Models). Remove the front rim and light-unit
, 'Ilhly as previously described and pull the pilot-bulb holder (see Fig.
J I,. "111 the rear of the reflector. Renew the dud bulb, fit a new one to
", 1",ldl:r, and push the latter back into the reflector.
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Setting the Headlamp Beam. Place the machine in front of a light
coloured wall at a distance of about 25 feet when setting the head lamp
beam. During this check, the motor-cycle should be carrying its normal
load, as the rider's weight (and that of a pillion passenger) is liable to
affect the setting. Switch on the main beam, directing this straight ahead
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111 l: 6-watt filament fail, do not change the cables over 10 obtain rear
I' Hh ting from the 18-watt filament as the heat generated is li if~-e- to burn
I he plastics lens .

LUCAS BATTERY MAINTENANCE

\11 Lucas batteries fitted to 1956-69 models (usually below the hinged
.(1I :t!seat) are of the lead-acid type. That fitted to most 1956-9 Triumph
t Wins is the Lucas 6-volt PU7E/9 type shown in Fig_ 33. Later models
11' 1111 6-volt equipment have a Lucas 6-volt type ML9E, MLZ9E, MK 9E •
. " M KZ9E battery. On later unit-construction models with a_c./d .c .
I, /;hting and ignition, and a Zener diode to control battery charging,
I" ,wever, a single 12-vo lt battery (type PUZ5A) is provided, or alter
'"" Ively two 6-volt batteries of the above-mentioned "M" type are
, qllllected in series to give 12 volts. All Lucas batteries except the PU7E/9
I V I!~ have moulded cases in translucent pOlystyrene, thereby enabling the
Ii w i of the electrolyte to be visib le from outside the battery_
TIl(lping-up. The electrolyte (acid solution) level in the cells of the
lcry must be maintained , so opce a week (monthly on the Lucas

1••Ji

10

II

Fig. 32. Showing details of lucas pre-focus headlamp
The exploded view shown applies [0 1956-67 models; where a nacel le is noc (jued a head/amp
shell replaces item No.6. 1968-9 models have sepa rate head /amps
7. Wire clip
1. Front rim
8. Tapped plate
2. The light-vnit
9. Screw (or 8
3. Pre-focus main bulb
4. Moin bulb adaptor

5. Plate securi ng 1

10. 6-W pilot bulb
11 . Pil ot -bulb holder

6. lamp fixing ring (nacelle models only)

and parallel with the ground. If this direction is not obtained, loosen the
two small screws on each side of the lamp fixing ring and raise or lowel
the beam by pulling-out or pressing-in the bottom of the ring until the
beam is focused at about 2 feet, 6 inches from the base of the wall. 011
some "Trophy" models (without nacelle headlamp) to adjust the beam.
slacken the two headlamp securing bolts and tilt the head lamp as required
When the required beam has been obtained, re-tighten the two screws.
Fig. 33. lucas battery model P()7E /9

The stop-tail Lamp. To renew the double-filament bulb, remove Ih
two slotted screws securing the plastic lens and withdraw the latter fwm
the lamp body, followed by the double-filament bulb from the blli h
holder. The correct replacement for the stop-tail lamp is a Lucas No. 3M"
6-volt 6/18- watt bulb. This bulb has offset securing pins to prewill
incorrect insertion into the bulb hold er and to ensure that the highe
wattage fi lament is illuminated when the brake pedal is depressed _ Shollid

jllJ.l •

Mrecr·ocid-Ievel device and detachable coble connectors. This battery is (ifted fo mony
1956-59 models

1111 /'1 lype) this should be examined_ If required, disrilled water must

,dJl n l to bring the electrolyte level correct in each cell.
" "ked light must not be used when examining the condition of the
II "I there is a risk of igniting the gas coming from the active materials.
If, P5 0)
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The correct acid-solution-level device on the PU7E/9 battery consists
of a centra l tube with a perforated flange which rests on a ledge in the
filling orifice (see Fig. 33). When topping-up a battery fitted with this
device, pour distilled water around the flange (not down the tube) until no
more drains through into the cell. This happens when the electrolyte
level reaches the bottom of the central tube and so prevents further escape
of the air displaced by topping-up with water. If the tube is then lifted
slightly, the small amount of water in the flange will drain into the cell and
the acid soluti on level will be correct.
Note that the Lucas ML9E, MLZ9E, MK9E and MKZ9E batteries
with translucent casings must not be topped up to the top of the separators.
The correct filling line is moulded in the casing as may be seen in Fig. 34.
The battery must be lifted out of its carrier and distilled water added
until the liquid reaches the coloured "maximum acid level" line.
Where a Lucas 6-volt type PU7E/9 or 12-volt type PUZ5A battery is
fitted, the electrolyte in each cell should be topped-up until it is just level
with the top of the plate separators or just above the plates respectively.
Note that only in the case of the two batteries specified above is it possible
to use a hydrometer to check the specific gravity of the electrolyte (1'280
j·3oo, battery fully charged).
Other Battery Maintenance. About every 1,000 mi les or month ly
(more often in hot climates) remove the cover from the battery and
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T he battery must not be left in a discharged condition. Should the
ll lUehine be out of use for any length of time, have the b~ fully
, k lrged and every two weeks have it given a short refreshing charge, so as
I" prevent any likelihood of the plates becoming permanently su lphated.
Battery Connexions. The red positive (+) terminal of the battery 011
,1/1 models must be earthed to the frame of the motor-cycle (via a 35 ampere
li ll..:-fuse on machines with 12-volt equipment). Accidental earthing of
II,,' ba ttery negative (-) terminal can cause serious damage.
Ir a 650 c.c. model has two 6-volt batteries, the main harness feed wire
""'51 be connected to the negative terminal of one of the two batteries.
I ill: positive terminal of this battery must also be connected to the nega
I, V": terminal of the second battery, the remaining positive wire being
, ,II Ibl:d to the frame via a 35 ampere line-fuse.
Detachable Cable Connectors. When connecting the battery, unscrew
Ille knurled nut and withdraw the collet or cone-shaped insert. Remember
IIII s is not interchangeable with the coJlet in the other terminal. Bare tfJ.e
' lid of the cable about one inch and thread one bared end through the
I II11 rled nut and collet; then bend back the qble strands over the narrow
, li d of the collet and insert the collet and cable into the terminal block.
I 'ghlen the knurled nut to secure the connexion.
Wiring Diagrams for Lucas Electrical Equipment. Many different wiring
is not available in this handbook) cover all
on 1956-69 350, 500 and 650 c.c. pre-unit
. ",1Sl ruction and unit-construction Triumph Twins. Provided that you
" " li n lain the equipment properly and do not allow the wiring harness and
'" leads to become chafed, you are unlikely to have to refer to the appro
I" ", te complex wiring diagram.
Wiring diagrams are included in all Triumph Instruction Manuals,
" \YII\;r's Handbooks and Workshop Manuals and can be referred to ,
1'1"' 11 necessary, in one of these publications obtainable from Triumph
,h', ilers or from the Triumph Engineering Co. Ltd. (see page 120). Note
<1,.,1 separate wiring diagrams can in most cases be obtained by con
, " li ng Joseph Lucas Ltd ., Great Hampton Street, Birmingham, 18. It
"uvisab le to mention full details (including date of manufacture, model
,II.! its engine number) of your Triumph to ensure prompt attention and
,I " ~ IIrplying of the correct wiring diagram.
' '',, !~ra ms (for which space
I 'Il'''~ equipment specified

Fig. 34. The Lucas ML9E or MLZ9E battery

thoroughly clean the top of the latter. Also inspect the battery terminal
and if found corroded, scrape them clean and smear with some petrolcullt
jelly. Remove all vent plugs, check that their vent holes are unobstructed
and that their washers are in sound condition . Renew the rubber washer
if necessary.

THE HORN
II,,· L!lectric horns fitted to Triumph motor-cycles are adjusted to give their
I" ,I performance before being passed out of the works; they give a long
I" d nd of service without attention.
', llIlLlid the action of the horn become uncertain-emitting a choking
", HId only-it is not proof that it has broken down. It is possible the
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trouble is due to some outside source- a discharged battery, a loose
connexion, or short-circuit in the wiring of the horn, or the horn-push
bracket may not be in good electrical contact with the handlebars. Check
these possible sources of trouble, especially if the horn functions very
badly or ceases to operate. If everything is found to be O.K., adjust tbe
horn for possible wear of some of its internal moving parts. When
adjusting and testing the horn do not depress the horn push for more
than a fraction of a second, otherwise the wiring circuit may become
overloaded .
To make a horn adjustment, turn the small serrated adjustment screw
(located near its terminals) ami-clockwise until the horn ceases to sound.
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"' 11I-detachable NGK . This plug differs frolll the others in that the upper
1';11'1 of its central electrode is made of coppeL It is, like the th~'Other
Illllkes referred to, obtainable from most large accessory firms and garages.
For Triumph Twins the following NGK types are suitable: for models
11 00 and TIIOJcast-iron cylinder heads)-B-SH or B-77HC ; for models

A

F

'

r

Fig. 35. An extremely useful Champion tool
Thi$ sparking plug maintenance tool host as may be obs erv ed, a slotted blade (or adj t/sting thl'
earth elecuode(s) , six {eeler gauges {or checking the plug ga p, and a fine file (or cle aning off
glazed electrode deposits and squaring o ff parallel surfaces

D

Then turn the screw clockwise about one-quarter to one-half turn as
required. If the horn still remains dumb or sounds peculiar, have it
examined by a specialist at a Lucas Service Depot.
SPARKING PLUGS

Suitable Sparking Plugs. Always run on a sparking plug suitable for th~
particular machine concerned, and recommended by the engine manu
facturers. Three very reliable types of sparking plugs are the Lodge, the
K.L.G ., and the Champion. Waterproof terminal covers and watertight
plugs corresponding to the standard types are also available if desired.
Engines with light-alloy or cast-iron cylinder heads require 14 mnl
plugs with i in. or} in. reach respectively. Never use long-reach plug,
for short-reach ones. Suitable i in. reach plugs for touring and general us,'
are the Champion N4, the Lodge HLN and the K.L.G. FE-75. All the
above are 14 mm. plugs. Suitable 14 111111. sparking plugs with a } in.
reach are the Champion L7, the Lodge HN and the K.L.G. F-75.
Another make of sparking plug popular in the U. K. and elsewhere, and
used by the winners of 1967 500, 350, 250, 125 c,c, T.T. races is the

Fig. 36. Detachable-type sparking plug (K .L.G .)
dismantled for thorough clean ing
The gland nul B and the internal w ash e r H are shown still in pos ition on the insulation

1110 (alloy head), TIOOS jS, TI20 and TR6SjS-B-8E or B-77EC ; for
III"dels 5T, 5TA, T90 and TlOO (alloy head), TIOOA, TR5 and TR6
II 7E or B-7EC; for models 3TA and 6T- B-7H or B-7HC. Plug types
11.l ving the letter "c" at the end are competition plugs, but these plugs are
. oI ~t\ suitable for touring purposes . They can be subjected to greater
, II gi ne Lp.m. and heat than the standard-type. Both types are most reliable.
( 'orrect Sparking Plug Gap. Difficult starting or occasional misfiring
,.In usually be traced to a dirty or unserviceable sparking plug. The life of
II nnod plug is considerable, but the points of the electrodes gradually burn
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away and eventually the gap becomes too large and it is necessary to
reset the points.
It is advisable to check the plug gap regularly (say every 3,000 miles) and
to adjust the gap on both sparking plugs if burning of the points has
caused the gap to exceed the maximum correct gap. The makers of
Triumphs recommend a gap of O·OJ 8 in.-0·020 in. Check the gap with
a suitable feeler gauge. The gauge should just enter without springing
the points.
When adjusting the plug gap, never attempt to bend or tap the centre
electrode. Use a pair of snipe-nose pliers, or a plug re-gapping tool
(shown in Fig. 35), to bend the outside (earth) electrode(s). Tapping
the earth electrode(s) is not a good method . When the plug has to be
thoroughly cleaned, this should be done as described below, and the
plug re-gapped afterwards.
Plug Examination. When a plug has been removed the condition of the
insulator should be examined. If it is liglrl browl/, it shows that the
mixture strength is correct and that the engine is running at the correct
temperature; if it is dull black, it proves that the plug is running too cold
and, therefore, the carbon is not burned, this being the result of running
on a too-rich mixture or of the engine's being left running with too
liberal a slow-running setting; if the insulator is aslr wlrite, it indicates
that the plug is over-heating, the usual cause being that the mixture is
too weak or that the ignition is retarded too much.
Cleaning a Sparking Plug. If carburation is correct and excessive oil is
not entering the combustion chamber, it should not be necessary to clean,
or get cleaned, sparking plugs thoroughly more often than onee about
every 3,000 miles. When running-in a new or rebored engine, it is advisable
to remove and check the plugs for cleanliness at intervals of about 500
miles.
Quick cleaning of a plug can be done by brushing the points and
slightly rubbing their firing sides with smooth glass-paper. Alternatively the
plug can be cleaned with a proprietary gadget. Thorough cleaning (internal
and external), however, is not possible in this manner.
To Clean K.L.G. and Lodge Plugs yourself. Fig. 36 shows a typical
detachable type (K.L.O.) sparking plug dismantled for thorough cleaning.
To dismantle a detachable-type sparking plug, hold the larger hexagon
of the plug body (D) lightly in a vice or with a suitable spanner. If you U~l'
a vice, be most careful not to exert any pressure on the hexagon faces.
Then with a suitable box spanner applied to the smaller hexagon (B) of
the gland nut, unscrew it until it is separated from the body (D)'. Th,'
• Where a detachable-type sparking plug has been in service for a very
considerable time, the plug may be found extremely difficult to dismantle, in
which case the attempt should be abandoned.
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! '~ n t re electrode (F) with its insulation (comprising the insulated electrode
." scmbly (A» can now be detached from the gland nut. Ta:ke<-eare not to
,lose the internal sealing washer (H).
T o clean the insulation, wipe it clean with a cloth soaked in petrol or
pa raffin. If the insulation is coated with hard carbon deposits, remove
Illl.:se with some fine glass paper, but make no attempt to scrape off the
Ikposits. The internal sealing washer (H) and the surfaces on the in
'" lIl ator, and in the metal body on.which this washer rests, are very impor
lant as they prevent gas leakage through the plug. Therefore wipe them
,"r1y with a rag soaked in petrol or paraffin. Any damage caused while
di smantling will render the plug unserviceable.
.1'0 clean the metal parts (plug body and gland nut) wipe them clean with
petrol, or, if necessary, scrape off the deposits with a small knife, or use a
wire brush. Afterwards rinse the parts in petrol. The gland nut seldom
~c(~ very fouled, but the inside of the plug body may be very dirty, and
Ihe same may apply to the external threads of the plug. Clean and polish
Ihe points of the centre and outside (earth) electrodes shown in Fig. 36 at
(/.') and (G) with some fine glass paper.
Sce that there is no dirt or grit lodged between the body of the plug and
Ihe insulation, and particularly on the internal sealing washer and the
, Il lltacting faces. Smear a little thin oil on the internal washer and make
'",re that it seats properly. When assembling the sparking plug, see that
lire centre electrode and insulation are positioned centrally in the body
bore. If they are not, remove, re-position by rotating assembly (A) a
'I" arter of a turn, and assemble. Do not attempt to force it into position
Il r bend it.
Avoid excessive tightening of the gland nut (8). Finally verify that the
pl ug gap is correct (see page 66).

Cleaning with a Service Unit. To clean a plug quickly and well, take it
equipped with a suitable Service Unit. With this
be cleaned of all deposits in a few minutes, washed,
.lIhjected to a high-pressure air line, and afterwards tested for sparking
"II the garage apparatus at an air pressure of over 100 Ib per sq in. Detach
"hit; and non-detachable plugs can be similarly dealt with.
III the nearest garage
\1ppuratus the plug can

Replacing the Plug. Before replacing a plug, renew the steel washer
II It is worn or flattened, and clean the plug threads with a wire brush .
.;. n;w the plug home by hand as far as possible,_and always use the plug
(lunner for final tightening .
When replacing a sparking plug on a light-alloy cylinder head, smear
lill ' Ihreads with graphite and do not over-tighten or difficulty may be
. \pcrienced in removing the plug after carbon has been deposited around
IIre' threads. Renew both plugs about every 10,000 miles.
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5 General Maintenance: The Motor
cycle

ADJUSTMENT, lubrication and cleaning of the motor-cycle parts are essen
tial to the smooth running of the machine as a whole. For advice on
lubrication and the lighting system, see Chapters 3 and 4.
CLEANING

Cleanliness is Important. Keep your mount nice and clean. Doubtless
it cost quite a sum, and it is well worth careful looking after. With regular
and proper cleaning it will function better, will last longer, maintain its
good looks, and retain a good market value. A dirty motor-cycle is an
eyesore, and remember that dirt hides defects, encourages rusting, and is a
menace when stripping down. Never leave your Triumph Twin soaking
wet overnight. If you have no time for cleaning in wet weather, grease the
machine all over before use. For dirty hands "Swarfega" is excellent.
Cleaning the Engine and Gearbox. See that the cylinder barrel and
cylinder-head fins are kept clean and black (except aluminium-alloy heads).
If the enamel has worn away, paint the fins with some proprietary cylinder
black after thorough cleaning with a stiff brush dipped in paraffin. Note
that rusted fin s, besides looking shabby, cause an appreciable loss in heat
dispersion.
Scour off all filth from the lower part of the engine and gearbOX with
stiff brushes and paraffin. Clean all aluminium alloy and bright surfaces
first with a rag damped in paraffin, assisted by brushes where necessary,
and then with a dry rag.
Cleaning the Enamel. Never attempt to remove mud from the enamelled
parts when dry and caked, as this is likely to damage the surfaces. Soak
the mud off with a hose if available. In the case of a very dirty machine
it may be advisable to paint the surfaces ove r with a cleaning compound
such as " Gunk" before directing a stream of water on to the dirty surfaces.
Be careful not to allow any water to get on the wheel-hub bearings anti
a magneto or distributor and coil, and carburet tor. If a hose is nOI
available, soak the mud and then disperse it with plenty of clean water,
using a sponge and pail. Tar spots can be removed with turpentine.
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Having removed all dirt, dry the enamelled surfaces with a chamois
it.:a lher and afterwards polish them with soft dusters and some,g.Q..od wax
polish or a proprietary polish such as " Karpol" or "Autobrite."
" Dry weather" riders can keep a machine in almost showroom condi
Ijo n merely be rubbing the enamel over with a paraffin-damped rag,
I"Jlowed by a dry, soft duster.
Cleaning the Chromium. Never employ liquid metal polish or paste, as
Ih is will wear down the thin surface. A good chromium-cleani ng com
IIt'und such as "Belco" can, however, safely be used, though not too
Il c4uently. The normal method of removing tarnish (salt deposits) is to
d ea n the surfaces regularly with a damp chamois leather and then polish
Ihem with soft dusters.
To Reduce Tarnishing. During the winter months it is a good plan to

\"I'e over occasionally all chromium surfaces with a soft cloth soaked in a
11l"'prietary anti-tarnish preparation. An example is "Tekall," obtainable
~ -pint and I-pint tins.

III

FORKS AND STEERING HEAD

\l lIintenance of Triumph Telescopic Front Forks. To ensure smooth and
dllcient action of the hydraulically-damped front forks, the only mainten
. III(;C required by you is to: (0) check occasio nally that a/I external nuts
'11d screws are tight ; (b) about every 6,000 miles change the damping
"II in each fork leg. Should substantial leakage occur, however, change
I li e oil earlier. The oi l recommended by the makers is that advised for
, ngi ne lubrication (see page 26), and no topping-up is normally advisable
"I necessary.
At intervals of approximately 20,000 miles a complete overhaul of the
I fl Int forks is generally necessary, and this work is best undertaken by
Ille T riumph Service Department or by an established Triumph dealer
I \I',' Preface).
nraining and Replenishing Fork Legs (1956-57). Drain both legs. Refer
, '''g to Fig. 37, remove the sloping drain plug (2) and washer (1) from the
,'"l side of the fork leg bottom cover-tube (7), just above the wheel spindle,
.'IIU allow all oil to drain off into a suitable receptacle. To facilitate
'i" lck draining of the last drops of oil, operate the forks up and down
,t" ICkly and firmly by means of the handlebars._ When all oil has been
, I,,,ned off from both fork legs, replace and firmly tighten the drain plugs,
,,"I omitting the fibre washers.
On nacelle-equipped models to replenish the fork legs it is necessary to
II move the head lamp rim and li ght-unit assembly (see page 59) from the
II.lcelle so as to expose the two screwed filler-plugs, one from each fork
1"1' Remove these from the stanchion and with an oil pressure can or gun,
'"I ~c:t .l: pint (150 c.c.) of suitable engine oil. Note that in the case of
, - (G. 42 .\O)
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650 c.c. unit-construction models after engine No. DU 5825, and 350 and
500 c.c. models from engine No. H 32465 the engine oil replenishment
necessa ry is 1- pint. For 1968-9 fork details. See page 130.
On models having the Lucas headlamp mounted between brackets
integral with the front forks, and provided with no nacelle, oil replenish
ment can, of course, be effected from the upper ends of the fork legs
after removing the two large chromium-plated nuts.
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1"0 Remove Steering-head Play. This must be done with the motor
• w lc on its central stand, also preferably with a box placed peneath the
· " ,~f ne crankcase to rai se the front wheel well clear of the grounhemove

Checking for Steering Head Play. Check for play every 6,000 miles.*
When adjusting the steering head bearings it is advisable to support the

fig . 37. The bottom end of each fr on t fork leg (1956-67)
1 . Washer
2. Drain plug
3. Aluminium wQsher

5 . One of 2 bolts (or securing 6
6. Wheel-spindle cap
7 . Bottom tube cover (L.H.)

4. Cone and dust cover

machine on the Triumph central stand and also on a box placed underneath
the crankcase, so as to relieve the races of all external influence. To tcst
for play in tile steering head, slacken off the steering damper, and stand al
the nearside of the motor-cycle. Rest the fingers of the right hand on thc
top steeri ng-head race dust cover and wi th the left hand raise and lower the
nose of the front mudguard (see Fig. 38). Any slackness calls for an
immediate adjustment. It is assu med , of course, that there is no slacknes~
in the front mudguard.
An alternative method (an easier one) of checking for steering-head
play is to stand beside the off-side of your mount with the fingers of your
left hand reaching down behind the nacelle (where fitted) and resting 011
the frame and the dust cover of the steering-head top bearing; wi th your
right hand apply the front brake and rock your Triumph slightly back
wards and forwards. With the fingers of your left hand you wi ll then b~
able to feel any steering-head play which may exist and require removal.

* When running-in a new or reconditioned engine, check for play aftr,
covering 500 miles.

fig. 38. One method of checking for steering-head play
This, and on alternative method, ore described ;n the text

,I" ':I ~cr i ng-damper knob and slacken the pinch-bolt at the back of the
· .,1 lop-lug.
f""l:n t ighten down the large sleeve adjuster-nut on the fork stem until
II \Ic\:ri ng-head play is just removed. By swinging the front forks to the
II IlT1d r ight alternately, a suita ble spanner can rea-dily be used for turning
,. nul clockwise as required. Be careful not to over-tighten the nut.
111 :11 making the adjustment, use only two-finger pressure to tighten or
'" ,1 1 it. With the steering-head beari ngs correctly adjusted, the front
, ,I . anJ wheel should be able, under their own weight, to turn freely
I" .", lock to lock without any stiffness or dragging. Should fork movement
I
" ., ky or rough in spite of a most careful adjustment having been made,
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suspect damaged balls and/or bearing races at one or both steering-head
bearings. The only remedy in this case is to renew the faulty parts and the
appropriate Triumph Workshop Manual should be consulted for correct
procedure. Alternatively have the work done by an authorized Triumph
dealer or by the Triumph Service Department.
After removing any existing steering-head play, tighten firmly the
pinch-bolt at the back of the fork top-lug, replace the steering-damper
knob, and finally give the machine a brief road test.

WHEELS, BRAKES, TYRES
Removing the Front Wheel (1956-67 Models). Withdraw the split pin
and pivo t pin, or clevis from the lower end of the brake cable. On the
earlier models TR6, TIDO and TI10 unscrew the nut and remove the bolt
which secures the anchor plate to the fork leg. Remove the two bolt~
which secure each wheel-spindle cap (6, Fig. 37) to the corresponding
bottom tube cover on the fork leg. Slacken the retaining nut at the rear, or
the mudguard and swing the front stand forward. Then withdraw thl:
front wheel from the telescopic forks. If necessary, facilitate its removal
by exerting pressure on the rear of the motor-cycle.
Fitting the Front Wheel (1956-67 Models). Position the front wheel in
the telescopi c forks and swing the front stand backwards. If handy, add
a small weight in front of the parcel grid 0 11 the petrol tank to ensure that
the fork legs rest on the wheel spindle. Hold the wheel-spind le cap'
((6), F ig. 37) in position and screw the cap-securing bolts a few turns into
the front fork bottom tube covers ((7), Fig. 37). Note that the wheel
spindle is recessed at the bolt positions and it may prove necessary to
move the front wheel slightly from side to side before it is possible h.
insert the four cap-securing bolts. At this stage do not fully tighten the
four bolts.
On models with full-width Silver-painted hubs see that the anchor pcg
on the off-side fork leg engages with the channel on the brake anchor platl·.
On the earlier TR6, TIDO and TIlO models insert the brake anchor bolt
and tighten it securely. Bounce forks before tightening end-cap bolts.
Tighten the four spindle cap-securing bolts ((5), Fig. 37) evenly; keep
the space between each cap and fork leg equal in front of and behind the
wheel spindle. Refit the front brake cable to the abutment and insert
the pivot pin and split pin. Check that the handlebar adjustment for the:
front brake is correct (see page 76). With the front stand in its normnl
position tighten the securing nut.
Centralizing Brake Shoes. On all models loosen the nut on the frolll
brake fulcrum-pin and apply strong pressure with the handlebar level
Keep this pressure on the lever while tightening the fulcrum-pin nut. The
two brake shoes should then be properly synchronized.
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The Rear Wheel (Spring Frame Models). The Triumph rear wheel is
"'"lll1ted on journal ball bearings and these bearings have no adjul;Lment.
CI!ily after a very big mileage is it necessary to check for bearing slackness.
',Inckness can be easily checked by placing the motor-cycle on its central
1.111<1 and testing for lateral movement of the rear wheel. If the bearings
,1\ ' in good shape a neg ligible amount of lateral movement should be
,1('Ic;cted. Note that the quickly-detachable wheelan some 350 and 500 C.C.
""'dcls (after engine No. H 32415) have adjustable taper-roller bearings.
ti ll' adjustment is provided on the offside of the hub, the in ner nut
l"'Ing the adjuster and the outer one the lock-nut. With this type of
\ I,,'d there should be a minimum of -.l,,- in. side play measured at the rim.
I here are two basic types of rear wheels fitted to 1956 and later Triumph
I \I II! S: (a) the standard type having the brake drum and sprocket secured
I , ~ !light bolts to the rear hub, and (b) the qUickly-detachable (Q.D.) type
" II"rc the wheel-hub is splined to the brake drum and sprocket and can
iI'l'lufore be quickly detached, leaving the chain-guard, the secondary
,1 1.1111 , brake drum and sprocket in position on the motor-cycle.
lieu ring renewal becomes necessary only after a very big mi leage and
,. '"lI res considerable skil/. You should carefully study the technical
"I VI\;C given in the appropriate Triumph Workshop Manual or, prefer
doly, have the work done by the Triumph Service Department or by an
,1.lhl ished Triumph dealer.
I{cmoving Standard Rear Wheel (All 1956-69 Spring Frame Models).
"Ilow this procedure. First engage a gear to prevent the secondary chain
1I o( ;lli ng o n the gearbox sprocket, and falling off when the chain spring
111 .1 i ~ removed. Remove the spring li nk and withdraw the secondary
11 .1111 from the sprOCket. Disconnect the rear brake torque stay by
, "" .ving the rear nut and loosening the front nut and bolt. Unscrew the
I... d, e adjuster nut and remove the brake rod from the lever arm. If
c'" "'lSary, disconnect the snap connector in the lead to the stop-tail
111'1,1 10 prevent the stop light remaining on accidentally. On all 350 and
,tiel; ,t; . unit-construction models disconnect the speedometer drive cable
"",>I the gearbox.
'. IIW unscrew the two rear-wheel spindle nuts and remove them from the
1;""lIe. Pu ll the rear wheel back in the frame a short distance and dis 
" " 'I~c:: t the chain adjusters from the rear wheel spindle. On all 1956-69
"1," h'ls after disconnecting the chain adjusters loosen the nut near the
'" ' ;li ol lll of the near-side rear Girling suspension unit 9-nd swing the chain
q ,lId upward prior to removi ng the rear wheel. Now remove the rear
/I.", ('rom the spring frame as shown in Fig. 39. Note that if you have
, 1'1 " 1' $tand fitted, you should lower it to steady the motor-cycle during
Ie,. I n;moval. Some tilting of the machine is necessary. Stand on the
' It II 0Il1..: of the motor-cycle and tilt it on to the left leg of the central
"11 01
Reach across the machine and pull the wheel clear of the fork
I

,, 01 ,
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Fitting Standard Rear Wheel (All 1956-69 Spring Frame Models). Tilt
tbe machine to the left and position the wheel between the swinging fork,
but see that the anchor plate stud is properly located in tbe brake torque,
stay hole. Re-position the brake rod to the brake lever; fit the chain
adjusters to the spindle and position the end plates; fit the chain to the
sprocket and replace the connecting link; check the tension of the chain
and adjust as necessary (see pages 78-90).
Screw the nuts on to the spindle and tighten them; fit the rear nut of
the brake torque-stay and tighten both nuts: on 350 and 500 C.c. unit
construction models swing the chain guard downwards and engage it
with the bolt and tighten firmly the securing nut. Finally, spin the wheel
and note tbe operation of the brake pedal and adjust as required . Also
check the wheel alignment. On 350 and 500 C.c. unit-construction models
(and 650 C.c. after DU24875) fit the speedometer cable to the gearbox so
that the squared end engages fully and then tighten t11e cable nut.
Remove Q.D. Rear Wheel (1956-62 Pre-unit-construction, 1958-62
Unit-construction Models). On 350 and 500 c.c. unit-construction models
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Replacing Q.D. Wheel (1956-62 Pre-unit-construction, 1958-62 Unit
Construction Models). Flrst fit a new rubber seal over the hub . s~s ;
Ihen, with the machine tilted over as when dismantling, enter the wheel
between the forks, right the machine and locate the bub splines into the
brake drum splines. Next, fit the collar with the cone-shaped end towards
Ihe hexagon to the spindle, then the chain adjuster with the stud inwards,
rhen the distance piece between the fork and wheel and insert the spindle
through the wheel and screw it into the hub sleeve.
Make sure that on 350 and 500 c.c. unit-construction models the speedo
meter drive is aligned with the cable. Tighten the union nut after engaging
the squared end of the inner cable. Fit the chain adjuster end-plate to the
right-hand adjuster stud and fork end and secure with the nut. Lastly,
check the chain and brake adjustments and the wheel aligl1ll1ent. When
correct, tighten the left-hand wheel nut and then appiy a bar or spanner to
Ihe spindle hexagon and turn until the spindle is tight. Check the brake
lo rgue-stay nnts for tightness.
To Remove Q.D. Rear Wheel (All 1963...{i9 Unit-construction Models).
)n all 350 and 500 c.c., and all later 650 c.c. models first disconnect the

Fig. 40. The front brake adjustment
The adjustment is shown at A and applies to 1956 and IOler models

Fig. 39. Removing rear wheel from spring frame

(and 650 c.c. after DU24875) start by unscrewing the speedometer dri ve
cable from the gearbox. Insert a suitable spanner on, or bar through, thll
hexagon-shaped spindle end (right-hand side) or use a spanner <llIti
unscrew until the spindle can be withdrawn. Then remove the distam'
piece from between the right-hand fork and the wheel.
Ease the wheel to the right-hand side until the hub splines are clear lIr
the brake drum splines; tilt the machine to the left (pull out the pfllr
stand if one is fitted and use as a steady) when the wheel can be removetl
from the right-hand side as shown in Fig. 39.

I"·.dnmeter drive cable by unscrewing it from its drive gearbox. Un
. II'W t he wheel spindle from the offside and drop out the distance piece
JI. I ween the wheel and the fork end. Pull the wheel clear of the splines on
,1,· tl rake drum and remove the wheel. When replacing the wheel there
'" 1, be a slight variation in the fit of the splines at various points. If time
1IIIIi(s, it is advisable to select a position which is neither tight not unduly
"".,,' and to mark this position with a small spot of paint on the brake
1,,11 11 and a corresponding spot on the hub. The wheel can then be
• 01 )' replaced in this position at any future time. If damaged or perished
11\ \V the rubber ring which is fitted over the splines on the wheel and is
• , II 'I' ressed slightly when the spindle is tightened.
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("he adjustment of the rear brake is made by turning the knurled
1llIlmb-nut (Fig. 41) at the rear end of the brake operating rod in-a,.. cLock
" l.li' direction. Spin the wheel after adjusting to make certain that the
l'l :ilte is not binding. On later machines the rear brake pedal is adjustable
1"1 position. This adjustment should be made before making an adjust
1111'11 1 with the knurled thumb nut. With the rear brake correctly adjusted
I III" I"C should be approximately ·i in. free movement of the pedal before
ill l.' brake shoes begin to exert friction.
rhe Tyres. The tyres must be maintained at the correct inflation
1'1 ",slIre if they are to provide safe and comfortable riding, a long life and
RECOMMENDED TYRE PRESSURES
(1956.69 SOLO MODELS)
Tyre Size (Dunlop or Avon)

Inflation pressures

20 Ib
20 Ib
20 Ib
181b

3'25 X 18
Front { 3'25 X 19
3'50 X 18
Rear { 4·00 X 18

per sq
per sq
per sq
persq

in.
in.
in.
in.

MINIMUM TYRE PRESSURES FOR SPECIFIC LOADS

Fig. 41. The rear brake and secondary chain adjustment
on 1956-69 models
The illustration shows the details on 350 and 500 c.c. unit-construction models, but the adjustmcO[s
are similar on al/ 1956-69 machines

To Replace Q.D. Rear Wheel (All 1963-69 Unit-construction Models).
The replacement of the quickly detachable rear wheel is the exact reverse
of the removal procedure. If you do not alter the setting of the off-side
chain adjuster it is not necessary to check wheel alignment.
If both chain adjusters are not adjusted an equal amount it is essential
to check the wheel alignment and then readjust the chain adjusters as
required (see page 80).
Adjusting Both Brakes. The wheels must be raised off the ground.
before making any adjustment, by placing the machine on its stand or
stands as the case may be. Adjustment is usually required every 1,000
miles.
To adjust the brake shoes closer to the brake drum, in the case of the
front brake, turn the knurled thumb-nut (A, Fig. 40) in an anti-clockwise
direction. The brake should be set so that when fully applied the lever i~
just clear of the handlebar. If this be done, the rider is able to exert the
maximum amount of grip on the lever. Spin the wheel after making thi,
adjustment to ensure that the brake shoes are not binding on the brake
drum. On all 1963-69 unit-consIruction models an alternative cable
abutment is available to compensate for cable lengths which cannot be
satisfactorily allowed for by normal cable adjustments. See page 130.

Inflation Pressures (Ib per sq in.)
Nominal Tyre
Section (in.)

18

24

28

32

350
400
500

400
450

440
500

20

Load per tyre (lb.)
3·25
3·50
4'00

240
320
400

280
350
430

(By courtesy of The Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd.)

'1lIlllunity from trouble. The pressure should be checked every week, a
1,' li nble pressure gauge being used for the purpose. Suitable pressure
r·lllges are the Holdtite, the Dunlop pencil-type No.6, the Schrader 7750,
II ld the Romac.
Where a pillion passenger is carried it is usually advisable to increase
Iii,' pressure of the front tyre by 4 Jb per sg in. and the pressure of the
" llr tyre by 61b per sq in. Generally speaking, it is advisable to run
II,\! rear tyre at a moderate pressure, consistent witl} good steering. If
I k lyre is too soft the machine will tend to wander, and if too hard,
",di llg will be uncomfortable and the rear wheel will tend to bounce.
I ill: exact tyre pressures recommended depend upon the rider's weight
111<1 the type of machine, and are to some extent a matter for individual
I II' criment.
l ite correct average tyre inflation pressures for 1956-69 Triumph
I II IIl-cylinder models are given above.
These pressures apply to solo
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models and are based on the rider's weight being not more than 170 lb.
Add I lb per sq in. for every 28 Ib increase in weight above 170 Ib, in the
case of the front tyre. Where the rear tyre is concerned, add I lb per sq in.
for every 141b increase in weight above 170 lb. Where an extra load is
carried in the form of a pillion passenger or luggage, determine the actual
load on each tyre (on a weighbridge at a railway station or large transport
depot) and then use the minimum tyre pressures fo r specific loads recom
mended in the accompanying Dunlop table.
The tyres should be examined regularly, particularly after riding over
roads which have been tarred and gritted , and any sharp pieces of stone or
flint should be removed with a pen-knife. If allowed to remain, no immedi
ate danger may be caused, but ultimately they will work right through the
cover and puncture the tube.
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I; correct; to slacken the chain, reverse the order. Lastly, re-tighten the
lump nut, lock-nuts and pivot bolt and see they are absolutely sec~

I

11Je Primary Chain (1958-60 Unit-construction 350, 500 c.c. Models).
t- flldels 3TA and 5TA have a duplex chain bedded-down during produc
IIlI n at Coventry, and no subsequent adjustment is provided or necessary.
The Primary Chain (1960-67 Unit-construction 350, 500 and 650 c.c.
'\Jlldcls). The primary chain is not adjustable as the engine mainshaft

Balanced Front Wheels. On many models from a bout 1963 onwards
the front wheel is balanced (by weights), complete with the tube and
tyre, before leaving Coventry. On these models after removing the fronl
tyre, make sure that it is subsequently replaced in its original position,
with the balancing spot level with the valve. If you fit a new tyre, remove
the balance weights and re-balance the wheel (after checking that the
brake shoes are not binding) by positioning the weights until the fronl
wheel remai ns static when turned to any positi on.
CHAIN MAINTENANCE

Badly adjusted chains are a frequent cause of harsh running and excessive
wear. It is therefore of great importance to see that the primary and
secondary chains are correctly adjusted (check tension every 1,000 miles)
and properly lubricated. Lubrication has already been dealt with in
Chapter 3. On (I 956-69) "swinging arm" spring fram e models the correel
primary tension is 1 in. The correct secondary chain tension is i in. with
the machine off its stand or 1{ in. with the machine Oil its stOlid. Chain
"tension" means the total up and down chain deflection obtained with the
fingers, vertically near the chain centre, with the chain in its tightesl
posi tion.

Fig. 42. Primary chain adjustment on all 1956-62
pre-un it-construction 500 and 650 c.c. models
gearbOX centres are fixed. Provisio n is, however, made for taking up
Il lI in wear with a rubber-faced slipper blade posit ioned below the chain
I1111 10m run as may be seen in Figs . 18, 19. To feel the free movement of
JIll" cha in remove the top inspection plug from the oil-balh chain case and
ill .Nt a finger.
Wh ile your finger is still inserted inside the case be careful not to move
II". chain by using the kickstarter pedal. To reduce chain slackness
111 '1 1 place a drip-tray beneath the oil-bath chain case and remove the oil
tI!o lin plug (see Figs. 18, 19) from the uottom of the chain case (adjacent to
II ". .:cntral stand L.H. lug). Then with a suitable conventional-type
I I\!wdriver (see Fig. 43), tighten as required the slotted adjuster nut on
IIILI

Primary Chain Adjustment (1956-62 Pre-unit-construction 500 and
650 c.c. Models). The gearbox pivot secures the gearbox to the lower
frame and must be slackened before adjusting the prima ry chain. Slacken
the securing nut of the gearbox clamping bolt (see Fig. 42) which alsn
positions the adjuster.* To tighten the primary chain, slacken off the
front lock-nut a few turns and tighten up the rear lock-nut until the tension

* All later type pre-un it-construction models have a duplicale adjustmelll
on the nearside of the gearbox. In this case the easiest method of adjustinll
the primary chain tension is to slacken ofr both adj uster lock-nuts on the len
adjuster and then use the rigi11 adjuster for actual chain retensioning.
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the rear end of the tensioner. After obtaining the correct chain tension
remove the screwdriver, replace the drain plug and replenish the oil-bath
chain case with the recommended type and amount of oil (see page 35).
Secondary Chain Adjustment (Swinging-arm Models). This adjustment
can be carried out with the machine off the stand.
Slacken off both wheel nuts and the brake anchor nut. The adjusters
are on the wheel spindle and the swinging-fork end lugs (see Fig. 41).
To tighten the secondary chain, turn the adjuster nuts clockwise all equal
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To clean and re-grease the secondary chain may take a little time, but it
,q well worth while doing the job properly. Take off this chainatm brush
lifT all external dirt with a wire brush. To remove dirt and old grease from
Ihe joints, soak the chain in a paraffin bath and move it about until it is
Ih o rougWy clean, then rinse it in clean paraffin and hang it up to drain
.lI l d dry. After drying, re-Iubricate it by immersing it in a bath of grease
which has been melted over a pan of boiling water and allow it to remain
lor five to ten minutes, and during this period it should be moved about
Ireely so that the grease penetrates into the bearings. When the grease has
'(loled to its normal state take the chain out of the bath, wipe off all surplus
J)rcase and replace the chain on the machine. Fitting the spring clip
1.lst ener on the connecting link is simple, provided the rider remembers
Ihis- the fastener is like a fish in shape--a fish swims nose first and the
In stener must be fitted so that the nose (the closed end) always proceeds in
Ihc forward direction when the motor-cycle is running.
T he owner is advised to clean and re-grease the secondary chain at the
heginning of the winter, halfway through the winter and at the beginning
"'- the summer.

FRAME AND SIDECAR HINTS

~: ~

,
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Fig. 43. Adjusting primary-chain tensioner (All 1959-69
unit-construction 350, 500 and 650 c.c. models)
(From Triumph Workshop Manual)

number o/Iurns until the correct tension is secured ; to slacken, reverse th,
order and push the wheel forward against the adjuster end plates. Finally.
tighten the adjuster lock-nuts and wheel spindle nuts (also brake anchor
nut).
Always depress the rear brake pedal to centralize the brake plate and
maintain pressure on it while you tighten the near-side spindle nu\.
Afterwards check the brake adjustment and wheel alignment.
Cleaning Chains. The owner should, of course, see that both chains arc
properly lubricated but, in addition, the secondary chain should 111.1
removed at intervals and cleaned thoroughly and re-greased .

The " Swinging-arm" Frame. The swinging fork is pivoted to the main
":I me by a ground hollow spindle. Two phosphor-bronze bushes are
l'n::ssed into the fork bridge lug to provide a bearing surface on which the
Illrk. swings. The spindle is a light drive fit into the frame lug and a working
,,1 in the fork bushes. To retain the spindle in position, a rod is passed
Illrough the hollow in the spindle and at each end a retainer cap is made
( .Iptive by nuts screwed on the rod ends. A spacing washer is fitted between
'he bridge lug and the frame lug on the right-hand side, so as to obtain the
d l!arance which may be up to 0·015 in. when new. Shims 0/0,003 in. and

11'( 105 in. are available 10 lake up excessive clearance.
rhe life of the bearing bushes is approximately 20,000 miles under
Iwrage running conditions. To replace the bushes is an operation of a
lI illj or type and, therefore, the Owner is advised to put the work in the.
I,ill,ds of a Triumph Dealer.
Girliog Hydraulic SuspenSion Units. These units are completely self
. " fl la ined and are known under the type number SB4. They are sealed on
,·.\cmbly and cannot be adjusted. 1969 models have exposed springs.
If trouble Occurs after a big mileage the complete units should be.
" 'lil rned to the nearest Girling service agent whose address can be obtained
1111111 your local Triumph authorized dealer.
.'> hould you have additional weight on the rear of your Triumph, such
I' :1 heavy pillion passenger or pannier equipment with luggage, the
II'l lis ing fork member will pOSition itself above the horizontal. The effect
I·r rillS is to reduce the springing potential. To remedy this condition, you
"",rld increase tbe poundage in each Girting suspension damper unit
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by turning the spring abutment cam (see Fig. 44) with the C spanner
in the tool-kit to second or third positions. The adjustment is best made
with the machine on its central stand.
Wheel Alignment (Solo Models). To ensure good steering and to
prevent uneven tyre wear and a skidding tendency it is essential always to
keep the motor-cycle front and rear wheels in true alignment. Their
alignment should remain satisfactory, provided you turn both chain
tension adjuster nuts (see Fig. 41) exactly the same number of turns when
adjusting the tension of the secondary chain.

Fig. 44. Girling hydraulic suspension unit adjustment
On the left is shown [he {lrst position for Q light load, in the centre the second position for
foad, and on the right the third position for a heavy load

medium
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r he front and rear tyres of all 1956-67 Triumph Twins are not of the
size (see page 71) and therefore to check the wheel alignment it is
11(;cessary to place two straight-edges or battens (about five feet long,
I inches wide, and 1 inch thick) alongside both wheels, one on each ~of
rlie motor-cycle, with the latter off its central stand. When the straight
, "ges contact the rear tyre at two points on both sides of the wheel, the
.dlgnment of the front and rear wheels is correct if the front tyre is found
I .; be parallel with and midway between both the straight-edges. Adjust
wh.x l alignment, if necessary, by means of the two tension-adjuster nuts
I" r the secondary chain.
~lI m e

Wheel Alignment (Sidecar Outfits). First check the alignment of the
Il1o!or-cycle front and rear wheels as just described. Then, with the side
'.Ir outfit on a level, smooth surface, position (about 4 in. above the
,:1" ulld) the two previously-mentioned straight-edges alongside the rear
Il'n: of the motor-cycle and the sidecar tyre as shown in Fig. 47. Check the
dll rcrcnce between distances A and B. The "toe-in" of the sidecar wheel is
101 rect if A is about i in. less than B. Should " toe-in" be found incorrect,
"I i ll ~t the sidecar fixings as required.
rile motor-cycle itself should lean out about 1 in. out of the vertical
IQwu rds the off-side. This alignment can be checked as indicated in Fig. 45
Ity ultaching a plumb line to the near-side of the -handlebars and taking
11I('Jl ~ urements between the plumb line and the vertical centre-line of the
\~ " ~el. Distance C should be 1 in. more than distanc'~. D, and if necessary
Iilll telescopic arms of the sidecar chassis should be adjusted accordingly_
h regards " toe-in," fitting a sidecar, and dealing with its maintenance,
Ilways observe precisely the sidecar-maker's instructions.
Attaching a Sidecar. Note that stronger telescopic front-fork springs
required for a sidecar outfit than for a solo modeL If you attach a
Ioicca r to a Triumph bought for solo use, take the motor-cycle to a
! ) ill mph dealer and get him to fit heavy-duty springs to the telescopic
1' ''I1I -forks . Do not attempt to fit the springs yourself. If you own a
I du mph Twin fitted with rear panels, it may also be necessary to have
IlIll ger front-fork legs fitted.
II "

THE GEARBOX AND CLUTCH

- - B - '
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Fig. 45. Showing (left) wheel alignment check for sidecar "toe-in", and
(right) dimensional check for motor-cycle "lean out"
The "toe#;n" is, of course, [he difference between distances A and B; the " lean-out" is tin:
difference between disronces C and D. For checking the former. two straigh t-edges are required .
and for checking th e latter a plumb fine is needed
(From Triumph Workshop Manual)

lin' Gearbox (1956-69 Models). The gearbox is of Triumph design and
II hlll ufacture. It has four speeds and is very strongly made. Very little
il l"Jllion is normally reqwred, but it is essential to keep the gearbox
I' !"P0rly lubricated (see page 33). Check that the clamping-bolt nuts are
I!'h l (pre-urut-construction). Should serious gearbox -trouble develop
" , best to take the machine or gearbOX to a Triumph dealer who under
, d,c, repairs. Provided that the machine is handled properly, however,
,,, box trouble rarely develOps. Special gears are obtainable for those
Ih' wish to indulge in racing, but racing requirements are beyond the
" I'C of this handbook which deals with touring models.
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Clutch Adjustment (All 1956-62 500 and 650 c.c. Pre-unit-construction
Twins). There should always be a free movement in the clutch cable of
about k in. Without this free movement the clutch is liable to slip, and
rapid wear of the plate inserts will inevitably occur.
Where an adjustment is necessary, screw in the adjuster inside the
gearbOX inspection cover (see Fig. 42) until there is ,'-Ii in. free movemenl
at the end of the operating lever. Then adjust the cable at the lug on top
of the gearbOX to give the required t in. free movement at the handlebars.

heavy loading. Only the recommended grade of oil should be used, because
if a heavier one be used, the clutch plates will not separate properly when
disengaged and this causes difficult and noisy gear-selection when the foot
c:hange pedal is used. Always operate the kickstarter a few timolkwith the
clutch withdrawn before starting the engine. This makes certain that the
plates separate freely when a gear selection is made.
The shock-absorber unit is strongly constructed and is designed to give
many thousands of miles of service.

Clutch Adjustment (1958--67 350, 500 and 650 c.c. Unit-construction
Twins). Loosen the knurled finger adjustment at the handlebar lever (se.·
Fig. 2). Then loosen the lock-nut in the centre of the clutch pressure plate
and screw in the adjuster until the pressure plate just starts to lift. After
wards screw it back olle full tum. If the gear change pedal is stiff, slacken
the adjuster a little more until it becomes free. Now tighten the lock-nut.
Finally turn the knurled finger-adjustment until there is approximately -} in.
free movement in the clutch cable. If the oil-bath chain-case cover has nol
been removed, you can obtain access to the slotted adjustment screw and
lock-nut (see Figs. 18, 19) in the centre of the clutch pressure-plate by
removing the slotted cap from the outside of the chain-case cover.

To Remove and Replace Oil-bath Chain-case Cover (1956-62 Pre
unit-construction 500 and 650 c.c. Models and 1958 Unit-construction
350 and 500 c.c. Models). First remove the near-side exhaust pipe and
silencer as a unit; also remove the near-side footrest. Slacken as required,
or remove, the knurled adjuster nut on the rear end of the brake-operating
rod, and swing the brake pedal downwards until it clears the oil-bath
chain case cover. On some pre-unit-construction models it may be found
necessary to remove the pedal from its shaft.
Place a suitable drip-tray beneath the oil-bath chain case, remove the
drain plug and allow all oil to drain off. Then remove the screws which
secure the chain-case cover and withdraw the cover. When doing this on
models fitted with an alternator, be very careful not to damage or fray
the stator windings or electrical leads (see Fig. 24).
Before replacing the oil-bath chain-case c(,)ver on 1956--62 pre-unit
construction 500 and 650 c.c. models, check and if necessary adjust the
tension of the primary chain (see page 78). Grease the paper gasket and
then fit it to the face of the chain-case cover. Offer up the latter to the
inner half of the chain case and secure by means of the screws provided.
Tighten all of these screws evenly and in a diagonal order, working from
(he centre. Then remove the oil-filler plug and replenish the oil-bath
chain case with i pint of suitable oil (see page 35).
Replace the near-side footrest and f1fmly tighten its securing nut.
Also replace the brake pedal, if removed, and/or connect the rod which
operates the brake to the brake-cam lever by means of the knurled ad
juster nut. Afterwards adjust the rear brake as described on page 76.
Finally replace as a unit the near-side exhaust pipe and silencer. Make
sure that this unit is firmly secured to the engine and motor-cycle.

Clutch and Shock-absorber Unit (1956-69 Models). The clutch on all
1956-67 models is of the multi-plate type incorporating a transmission

Fig. 46. Exploded view of clutch and shock-absorber unit
fitted to many 350, 500 and 650 c.c. Triumph Twins
The arrangement shown is basically the same (or 01/ 1956-69 models. but there ore some variation.
On most 1958-62 350 and 500 c .c. unit-construction models and 0111956-62 pre-unit construction
500 and 650 c.c. models 4 dutch springs are fitted . The lost-mentioned also have" single type (I
clutch sprocket and 5 driv';ng plates (with bonded friction moterial). The first-mentioned hO\l
4 driying plates instead of the 6 illustrated

(Triumph Engineering Co. Ltd.)

shock-absorber. The pressure on the plates is exerted by four or
equally disposed springs, which can be adjusted by screwing in or out
four slotted nuts which secure them. It is important to see that the
level in the chain case is maintained correctly as the clutch is designed
operate in oil; otherwise the inserts may burn and disintegrate

To Remove and Replace Oil-bath Chain-Case Cover (1959-69 Unit
construction 350, 500 and 650 c.c. Models). Remove the near-side exhaust
pipe and silencer as a unit. If your motor-cycle has twin exhaust pipes
and silencers fitted, slacken the near-side finned-clip _bolt, the silencer-clip
holt and the nut which secures the near-side exhaust-pipe bracket beneath
the crankcase. Should the end of the exhaust pipe be a tight fit in the
..:xhaust port, free it by tapping the curve of the pipe forwards, using a
rubber or hide mallet.
Screw out the knurled adjuster nut on the rod which operates the
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rear-brake until the pedal clears the chain-case cover. Also unscrew the
nut which secures the near-side footrest and remove the footrest. On
650 c.c. models having the footrest bolted to the motor-cycle frame
beneath the power unit, tap the footrest sharply downwards to free it
from its locking taper.
Lay a drip -tray beneath the chain-case cover and remove the oil drain
plug and fibre washer (see Fig. 18 or 19), adjacent to the central stand lug,
and allow all oil to drain from the chain case. Next unscrew and remove
the slotted chain-tensioner adjuster (on 350 and 500 c.c. models), also the
two domed nuts and copper washers (on 650 c.c. models) and unscrew
the ten or eight (650 c.c. models) recessed screws which secure the chain
case cover. Finally withdraw the cover and remove its paper gasket.
Replace the oil-bath chain-case cover in the reverse order of removal.
On 350 and 500 c.c. mod els after replacing the slotted chain-tensioner
adjuster, adjust correctly the tension of the primary chain (see page 79).
Prior to fitting the cover always renew the paper gasket and smear some
grease (no t jointing compound) on the joint inner surface. This will
facilitate correct gasket positioning during assembly. Tighten the two
domed nuts (where provided) and the ten or eight recessed screws securing
the chain-case cover firmly and in a diagonal order, working from the
centre. Finally replace the oil drain plug and fibre washer and pour in
through the oil filler-plug hole (see Fig. 18 or 19) the correct amount of
recommended oil (see page 35); this is ·i pint for 350 and 500 c.c. models
and ,} pint for 650 c.c. models.
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made from a piece of }2 in. diameter wire by bending it to form a hook at
one end.
__
No further dismantling of the clutch should be necessary if there is no
evidence of the shock-absorber rubbers having worn badly and it is

Fig . 47. Unscrewing clutch nuts which adjust the pressure-springs
on a un it-construction model
(From Triumph Workshop Manual)

Removing Clutch Plates (All 1956-69 M odels). As may be understood
by reference to Fig. 46 and its caption, the design and general arrangement
of the clutch and shock-absorber assembly is the same on all pre-unit
construction and unit-construction models, except for some variations in
the number of clutch springs and driving and driven plates fitted.
Note that the three or four clutch pressure-plate springs are located in
position, and the adjuster nu ts prevented from turning, by location "pips"
on the spring-pressure adjuster nuts and inside the cups containing the
springs, on all later unit-construction models. •
Assuming that the cover has already been removed from the oil-bath
chain case (see page 85), remove the clutch plates in the following manner.
First remove the external spring-pressure adjuster nuts ; insert a narrow
screwdriver under the head of each nut to hold the spring away from the
" pip" while unscrewing the slotted nut by means of the special key or
screwdriver (Part No. D364) provided in the tool-kit, or alternatively
with the type of screwdriver shown in Fig. 47.
After removing the three or four adjuster nuts, withdraw the pressure
springs, followed by the ex ternal pressure-plate complete with spring
cups. The dri ving (i.e. the bonded friction) plates and the driven (plain
steel) plates can then be wi thdrawn from the clutch housing. Removal or
the clutch plates can be assisted by 'lleans of two narrow hook-tool~

Ili tended to replace the existing driving plates or fit service relined friction
plates.
Mai ntenance of Shock-absorber Unit. When the cover of the oil-bath
' hain case, and also the dutch plates, have been removed as previously
'kscribed, the shock-absorber unit is rendered accessible. This unit
i IHnprises a housing, a paddle or spider, shock-absorbing rubbers, and
'" 110 1' and outer cover plates. To remove the shock-absorbing rubbers it is
",n necessary to remove the complete shock-a bsorber unit. They can be
" moved for inspection and renewal (where necessary) in the following
,liunner.
l nscrew the 3 or 4 screws which secure the outer cover-plate of the
"11, 1 and lever out th is plate with a suitable tool. Then prise out wi th a
1,.lrp-pointed tool the smaller rebound-rubbers, an d afterward s withdraw
" "'Iarg er drive ru bbers. The existing rubbers should be replaced if there
I ,Ill Y definite evidence of cracking or punctures. Note that even slight
"III I,·tures are likely to cause the rubbers to disintegrate ultimately,
Ih"reby ruining smooth transmission. If in any doubt, fit a complete new
I Ilr rubbers .
Wilen fitting existing Or new rubbers to the shock-absorber unit first
If' ·tl l the larger drive-rubbers. Then fit the smaller rebound-rubbers
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using a broad-bladed screwdriver as shown in Fig. 48 to hold the spider
while inserting the rubbers. On some shock-absorber units it may be
necessary to lever the spider arms with a small tommy-bar to assist assembly
of these rubbers. Do not use oil or grease to facilitate rubber assembly,
because th is is liable to reduce their effective working life.
Apply some Triumph "Loctite" to the threads of the 3 or 4 screws

Fig. 48. Fitt ing the rebound rubbers to the shock-absorber unit
The large drive rubbers have already been fitted
(From Triumph Workshop Manual)

which secure the outer cover-plate prior to firmly tightening down the
cover-plate, and when doing this always use a screwdriver whose blade
engages the full depth of each screw slot.
Inspecting Clutch Plates and Springs. First thoroughly clean all com
ponents in paraffin. Then examine the driving (bonded friction) plates for
wear and general condition. The segments of new plates should protrude
3'0 in. on both sides of each plate and the fitting of service relined plates is
not necessary unless the segments have become badly burned or until the
reduction in the overall thickness of each friction plate exceeds 0·030 in.
(0·75 mm).
Check that the driving-plate tags are a good fit in the clutch housing
recesses and that no excessive slackness exists. The driven (plain steel)
plates must be absolutely flat and have no scored surfaces. They have a
bonderized finish and should never be polished.
Assembling Clutch Plates and Springs (All Models). Assemble the plates
in the reverse order of removal, fitting first a driving (bonded friction)
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plate, then a driven (plain steel) plate and so on until all the plates are
assembled in the clutch housing. Make sure that the clutch pu~d is in
position before fitting the outer pressure-plate complete with spring cups.
Then fit the pressure springs into the cups and secure the pressure plate
and clutch springs by fitting the 3 or 4 spring-pressure adjuster nuts;
Iighten these slotted nuts '~o that the threaded ends of the clutch pins are
flush with their outer faces.
It is essential that the external pressure-plate spillS Indy and without
lin)' "wobble". To check that such is the case, select neutral, sit astride
our Triumph, disengage t,he,dutch , and while turning the engine over
With the kick-starter, observe- t,he rotation of the pressure plate closely,
relative to the clutch housIng ., Tfihere is any sign of uneven rotation and
"wobble", note the position of the " high spot" and tighten the nearest
.Idjuster nut(s) about half a turn at a time'until dead true rotation occurs.
When tightening each adjuster nut, use a narrow screwdriver to hold the
'Iutch pressure-spring away fr.om the nut "pip" as shown in F(g. 47.
Finally attend to clutch adjustment (see page 84), replace the cover on
Ihe oil-bath chain case (see page 85) and replenish the latter with suitable
I Iii (lee page 35).
Spares and Repairs. The Triumph Engineering Co. Ltd., who started
Illllk ing Triumph motor-cycles in 1904 and in 1·5!65 captured the world's
~ I'ee d record by obtaining a recorded speed on a 650 c.c. Triumph
Iluneville 120 of no less than 224.57 m.p.h., are justly proud of the
wPrk manship and design of their Triumph twins. However, everything
111 this world depreciates and requires renewal or repair! Sooner or later
Vl)llr Triumph will need spares or repairs, or perhaps a major overhaul.
Nnte the brief advice given on page 120.
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each overhead rocker adjuster-pin as required. If your engine has type

6 General Maintenance: The Engine

(a) camshafts, observe the following instructions (I) and (2):·'''':I.f it has

lype (b) camshafts, use instructions (I) and (3) only.

@

THIS chapter deals with some important aspects of engine maintenance
such as valve clearance adjustment, valve timing, ignition timing, decar
bonizing, etc. For detailed information on carburettor tuning and
maintenance, engine lubrication and the ignition system, see Chapters
2 to 4.
VALVE CLEARANCES

On all engines every 3,000-4,000 miles check and If necessary adjust the
inlet and exhaust valve clearances with the engine cold. The maintenance
of correct valve clearances is essential to obtain maximum power output,
smooth and quiet running, and to prevent the valves and their seats
quickly becoming pitted or damaged. Feeler gauges cannot be used for
checking the clearances.
1956- 62 500 and 650 c.c. Pre-unit-construction Models. The engines
of these Triumph Twins have either: (a) camshafts of ramp-cam form
requiring inlet and exhaust valve clearances of 0·010 in. (0'25 mm), or
(b) high-lift camshafts requiring inlet and exhaust valve clearances of
0·002 in. (0'05 mm) and 0·004 in. (0·010 mm) respectively.
The actual val ve-c1earance adjustment, as well as the clearances,
varies to some extent accord ing to whether the engine has the type
(a) or type (b) camshafts referred to above. Note that all engines or
machines such as 6T and Tl1 0 (after engine Dll193) with type (a) cam
shafts can be readily identified ; they have a maker's symbol as shown in
Fig. 49, adjacent to the engine Serial No. The valve clea rances of all
engines should be checked and adjusted as described below, after first
removing the four inspection caps and washers from the rocker-boxes.
To position the valves, first remove the sparking plugs, then turn the
engine by the kickstarter until the left exhaust valve is fully open, as this
makes sure that the right exhaust valve tappet is making contact with
the base of the cam, and the valve clearance at the right exhaust rockl:'r
should be set correctly. Afterwards the engine must be turned until the
right exhaust valve is fully open and the valve clearance at the left exhaust
rocker should be checked and adjusted. A similar sequence should be:
used for checking and adjusting the inlet valve clearances.
Two spanners (see Fig. 49) are provided in the tool-kit for adjustin/:
90

Fig. 49. Valve clearance adjustment on 1956-62 500 and 650 c.c.

pre-un it-construction models
On the right is the m aker's symbol (adjacent

to [he engine seriol No.), on [he L.H. side of the
t /lmkcose just below [he cylinder-block flonge. indicoting an 'e(}gine fitted with ramp-com form
, amsho(ts (referred to as type (a) in {he text} . This symbol is 0150 found on 0111958-66 3TA, STA
'1 " !f;nes except the 1966 5TA engine and 1956-62 6 T and T11 0 models from eng ine No. 011193

1 Slacken the rocker adjuster-pin lock-nut and screw down the adjuster
until it just contacts the valve tip.
When the adjuster contacts the valve tip, hold the adju ster firmly
with the spa nner and tighten up the lock-nut with the other spanner,
then grip the rocker adjuster between the thumb and forefinger and
move the rocker sideways to test for freedom of movement and test
the up-and-down movement where the clearance between the adjuster
and valve tip should be just perceptible.
2 So that 0·010 in. (0'25 mm) clearance may be obtained, first take
note of the position of the squared end of the adjuster and with both
spanners in position, slacken the lock-nut slightly, but do not move the
adjuster. Then slacken off the adjuster one flat (one quarter oj a turn)
and, maintai ning it in the new position, re-tighten the lock-nut. Use
the same procedure for each valve clearance adjustment.
3 Estimate the correct valve clearance by first adjusting the overhead
rocker adjuster-pin as described in preceeding instructions (I). Then
to obtain the correct exhaust valve clearance (0'004 in .), slacken the
adjuster-pin half a fiat (one-eighth of a turn). This may possibly cause
a very slightly excessive exhaust-valve clearance, but this is faJ
better than a slightly insufficient clearance. To adjust the inlet valve
clearance, slightly slacken off the adjuster-pin so that when holding
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the overhead rocker between the thumb and forefi nger, and moving
it up and down, a distinct "click" is aud ible when the adjuster-pin
hits the tip of the valve.

1958-69 350 and 500 c.c. Unit-construction Models. Fi rst remove both
sparking plugs (to free engine compression) and also remove the ' four
slotted inspection caps and their washers fr om the rocker-boxes to give

i~

Fig. 50 . Val ve clearance adjustment on 1958- 69 350 a nd 500 c.c.
unit-construction models

access to the overhead rocker adjuster-pins and lock-nuts. Then slacken
these lock-nuts, engage top gea r and proceed to check a nd if necessary
adjust the in let and exhaust valve clearances in this order. T wo spanners
(see Fig. 50) are provided for dealing with the sq uare- headed adj uster-pins
and their lock-nuts.
Inlet-valve Clearances. Turn the rear wheel forwards until the R .H .
inlet valve is fully open. In this position the tappet actuating the L.H.
inlet valve rests on the base circle di ameter of the cam form. Then check
and if necessary adjust the clearance for the left in let va lve, turning the
rocker adjuster-pin as necessa ry to obtain the correct clearance in accord
ance with the fo llowingOn model 3TA the requi red inlet-valve clearance is 0·010 in . (0'25 mm).
To ge t this clearance, set the rocker adju ster-pin so that there is no vertical
clearance between the L.H. rocker pi n and the tip of the inlet valve.
Then screw back the adju ster-pin one flat (one-quarter of a turn) and hold
it in this position with the key-spanner while tighte ning the lock-nut.
On models 5TA, T90, TIOOA and nOOS/S the co rrect inlet-valve
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d l.):lrance is 0·002 in. (0'05 mm). T his is equi va le nt to the slightest
,'crceptible movement of the overhead rocker accompanied by a faint
'd ick" on taking up the clearance between the adjustei'!-pin and valve tip
I,y moving the r ocke r wit h the fingers,
As soo n as you have o btai ned the correct clearance for the left inlet
va lve, again turn the rear wheel forwards un til the L.R. inle t valve opens
I, illy. Th en check a nd if necessary adjust the cleara nce for the righ t
,"I ~ t valve, using the same procedure as for the other valve.
',,-x haust-valve Clearances. H aving dealt with inlet-va lve clearances,
d c~d wit h th ose for the exhaust valves in a simi la r manner, startin g with
II I~ left ex haust valve. No te the followingOn model 3TA the clearance required for bot h valves is O'OJO in.
111·25 mm), the same as for the model 3T A inlet va lves. T he method of
,ul justment is the same.
On models 5TA, T 90, TIIOA an d TIOOSIS the two exha ust 'valves both
" '(Iuire a clearance of 0·004 in . (O'OJO mm). First adju st the R.H. over
I'l::ld rocker adjuster-pin to give a nil clearance and then screw it back
Iiolf a flat (one-eighth of a turn). While tighte ni ng the lock-nut hold the
,djLlster- pin in this position .

1963-69650 c.c. Unit-constructiori' :rwins. On 650 c.c. uni t-constru ction
Iwins there are four adjusters on the o,rerhead rockers wh ich are accessible
iI ' er rem oving the four inspection caps fro m the rocker boxes. Always
I lIl'ck valve clearances with engine cold. F or Models 6T , TR6, TI JO and
1'1 20 the correct inlet and exhaust valve cleara nces are 0·002 in. and 0·004
III. respectively. To ensure the correct piston position in order to check
" li ve clearance it is best to place the Tri umph o n its centre stand, engage
I"mlh gea r and rem ove the sparking plugs. See page 90 re 6T and Til O.
The correct procedure for checking inlet va lve clearance is as follows.
,late the rea r wheel until one of the inlet overhead rockers moves down
\\ ,II'ds, thus opening the valve. When thi s valve is fully open the operating
" 'Io'(;hanism of the other inlet valve will be sea ted on the base of the cam .
III.; valve clearance can now be checked wi th a "cranked" feeler gauge
lI,d adjusted if necessary, usi ng the two tools shown in Fig . 51 and sup
Idied in the tool kit. With a valve clearance of 0·002 in . only the slightes t
p, rceptible movement of the overhead rocker ca n be made with the fi ngers
,'lid only a faint click can be heard when the clearance is taken up. After
.,djusting the valve clearance for one inlet va lve rotate the rear wheel unti l
Il uJ valve just dealt with is full y open and proceed to check the val ve c1ear
\l 1I ~C and if necessary make an adjustment for the other inlet va lve. See
1",1l both rocker adjuster-pin lock-nuts are fir mly re-tightened, aga in check
111\; valve clearances and afterwa rd s replace the two inspection caps. See
the fi bre washers are in good condition and the inspection caps tight.
Afte r checking and if necessary adjusting the inlet valve clearances deal
wllh the clearances fo r both exhaust valves. The correct procedure is the
', .'111e as for checking the inlet valve clearances, i.e. open o ne valve fully

I"
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while you check the clearance for the other valve. To obtain a valve
clearance of 0·004 in. loosen each lock-nut and adjust the rocker adjuster
pin to give a clearance of nil. Then turn back the adjuster one eighth of a
turn (half a flat) on the squared adjuster. Hold the adjuster in this posi
tion while tightening the lock-nut. Deal with the exhaust valve similarly.
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To check the valve timing (not dealt with in detail in this maintenance
handbook because of the rare occasions when it becomes ~sary), it is
:ssential to fit a degree timing disc to the crankshaft to determine accur
ulely the amount of opening and closing of the inlet and exhaust valves.
I'he correct procedure to use is fully described in the appropriate Triumph
Instruction Manual or Workshop Manual. Where a valve-timing diagram
is included, never use its valve opening and closing in degree figures of
cra nkshaft rotation (before and afler T.D.C. and B.D. C.), but refer to the
degree figures recommended on the appropriate Technical Dala page for
I'Iu.'cking the timing with a 0'020 in. (0'5 mm) valve clearance. This will
prevent the valve timing being incorrectly checked and the engine after
wards behaving erratically.
Where a Triumph Twin is to be used for sporting events or racing,
rnaxi mum engine performance is required and you should adjust the valve
lirning and check it as described in the special "Tuning" Bulletin obtain
"hie from the Triumph Engineering Co. Ltd.
TIle Marking of the Timing Gears. The camwheels, intermediate gear,
II1d the engine pinion, as previously mentioned, are all conveniently

Fig. 51. Valve clearance adjustment on 1963-69 unit-construction 650 c.c.
engines
Applies to Models 6T. TR6 and T120

After making each valve clearance adjustment it is important to check
that the rocker adjuster-pin lock-nut is firmly tightened. FinaUy replace
the rocker inspection caps and tighten them firmly. If the fibre washers
have deteriorated, renew them.
VALVE TIMING
Punch marks are impressed adjacent to certain teeth on the crankshaft
pinion intermediate gear, and camwheels to enable the owner to restore the
valve timing correctly in the event of the camwheels being removed.
Removal is, however, rarely necessary. Never attempt to alter the maker'S
valve timing. It is the best obtainable!

Checking for Correct Valve Timing. Provided that the maker's marks
on and between teeth of the timing gears are correctly aligned (see Figs.
52, 53), it should not normally be necessary to check the valve timing of a
Triumph used for touring purposes. However, if a machine is used for
high speed racing or sprinting events on special fuels , or the teeth of the
timing gears have become badly worn after a very big mileage, or the
timing-gear marks have for some reason been altered, checking for
correct valve timing becomes recessary, and possibly re-timing, afterwards.

I ,g. 52. Showing correct alignment of timing gear marks for 1956-62
500 c.c. pre-u nit-construction models ST. 5TA, and T100, and all
1958-69 350 and 500 c.c . u nit-construction models
Nf,, !!

~hot on most earlier engines the inlet and exhaust comwheefs hove their single dOL marks
punched on their lee rh per ipheries instead of on the camwheel bosses as show n ab ove

(From Triumph W orkshop Manual)
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marked. Each camwheel has one dot mark. The engine pinion also has
one dot mark. The intermediate gear has dot and dash marks and these
require for all normal touring purposes alignment with ·the dot marks on
the camwheels and crankshaft pinion as indicated in Figs. 52, 53. Note
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'mu st" and you experience any difficulty, you should consult the appro
pria te Triumph Instruction Manual, Owner's Ha!l<;!j:>ook or Workshop
Mun ual. It is impossible for the author to delve
into full details
,01' retiming the ignition on 1956-69 power units, but some advice on
,1 1I.!cking the timing may prove helpful. Never attempt to alter the
Illuker's recommended timing given in the two accompanying tables.
1\(!l iming fortunately is seldom necessary.

nere

Checking Timing (1956-67 Engines). This can be done for either cylinder.
1·lrst remove the overhead-rocker inspection caps and both sparking
10011gs. Then engage top gear and slowly rotate the rear wheel in its normal
,llI cction for travel. Watch the valve operation in the L.H. or R.H.
MAGNETO-IGNITION TIMINGS FOR 1956-59 ENGINES
contac[~

("bo wing correct di stance of L.H. piston before T.D.C. when the contacts of the
breaker for the L.H. cylinder commence to open)
Model

Igni[ion on
full advance

Note the (ol/owing di fferences: on all 1956-62 pre-unit-construction models the single dOL on the
crankshaft pinion requires alignment wich twin dots on the inte rmediote geor instead of with the
twin dash marks show n above . In the cose of the inlet camwheel the single dot mark requires
alignment with the sh ort dash mark on the intermediate gear (as shown) for the 1963-6 unit
construction M odel 6T; but for all other 1956-69 pre-unit-construction and unit-construction
models (excluding Model 6T) {he cam whee/ dot mark aligns with the long dash mark adjacent to
the dot mark or sho rt dash mark. on the in.termediate geor
(From Tri umph Workshop /\1anua/)

that the intermediate gear has a prime number of teeth and consequently
the timing marks align only every 94th revolution during t:rankshaft
rotati on.
IGNITION TIMING
Checking the ignition timing, if it becomes suspect, is a simple matter,
but retiming the ignition after removing the contact-breaker, disturbing
its drive or undertaking considerable dismantling is not always so easy.
especially on certain models. However, retiming on all recent 350, 500
and 650 c.c. Triumphs is greatly facilitated as a locating peg in the exhaust
camshaft engages a slot in the contact-breaker base.
Correct retiming procedure varies considerably on 1956· 69 pre-unit
construction and unit-construction models and if retiming becomes a

Aq in . before
T.O.C.

TR6
g~

T100

Tll0

in. before ~ in. before ~ ~ in. before

T, O.C.

T.O.C.

T.O.C.

T120

if'. in.

before

T.O.C.

"Iinder. When the illiet valve closes, gently rotate the rear wheel until the
1'" lon in the cylinder to be dealt with is at the top of its stroke (top-dead
•,·Illre or T.D.C.). The T.D .C. position can be accurately determined
I, \, inserting a timing stick or rod through the sparking-plug hole and
"f"nvi ng when no movement occurs on slightly rocking the rear wheel
I" lind fro. When you find the true T.D.C. position of the piston, mark
d'e lowest position of the timing stick or rod visible at its entry into the
, ylillder head, and sc ratch OJ write another mark (see the accompanying
r.,hles for the appropriate fraction of an inch) above the first mark. Insert
,I,,· timing stick or rod into the sparking plug hole, preferably using a
.r';l nble guide, or better still a proprietaJY T.D.C. indicator, and then
"'Hlle the rear wheel backwards until the piston has descended about one
"h·h; then reverse the engine rotation and slowly bring the piston up to
rloc required distance, as indicated by the upper mark exactly taking up
d... position of the first mark. This will eliminate any error due to back
1" ,.11 in the timing geaJs.
Rcmove the distributor or contact-breaker cover and fully advance the
"'oIllual ignition lever, if provided, on t-he handlebars. Where an auto
" ul ie timing device is fitted (to contact breaker), wedge the unit lightly
I,·.!inst the spring into the fully advanced position. Then check that the
, ",,(acts of the contact-breaker (see Figs. 23, 26-8) for the cylinder being
oI" .iI( with are just breaking. To verify the exact point of contact opening,
.11 1' li n appropriate feeler gauge (about 0·0015 in.), or a cellophane slip,
I" lween the contacts and observe if either can readily be withdrawn
c

Fig. 53. Showing correct alignment of timing gear marks for 1956-69
650 c.c. pre-unit-construction and unit-construction models

TR5
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""crarbonizing is a straightforward and fairly simple job. Gasket sets are
,vll ilable for all Triumph Twins, and before commencing decarboniZing
L" ' t the correct set for your Own particular model.
__

COIL-IGNITION TIMINGS FOR 1956-67 ENGINES

I~cmoving
Cylinder Head (All 1956-62 500 and 650 c.c.
Models). Dismantle as foJlows

(Showing cotrect distance of R.H. piston before T.O.C. when (he contacts of the contact
breaker (or the R.H. cylinder begin to open). See also page 127.

IIUII
Model

Piston position befo ..e T.O.C. with ignition fully advanced

3TA and STA

no
Tl00A
'r100SjS
rR6 and T120

in. B.T.D.C., except on 650 c.c. 6T engines numbered DU'101-S824
when timing should be d4 in. B.T.D.C.
At T.O.C. except on engines after serial No. H 32465 when the timing
should be 0'010 in. B.T.D.C.
l\\ in. B.T.D.C. except ofeer engine No. H 32465 when the timing
should be 0'060 in. B.T.D.C.
1",\ in. B.T.D.C., or /.) in. B.T.D.C. where energy-transfer ignieion is
specified
t.}.\ in. B.T.D.C. or ld in. B.T.D.C. with an energy-cransfer ignition
system. After engine No. H 32465 the timing should be 0·060 in.
B.T.D.C.
..,,1'1. in. B.T.D.C. up to engine No. DU 5824, and },~ in. B.T.D.C. on all
later [ype touring engines

abvisable to check that the contact-breaker gap is correct with the contacts
fulty open (see pages 46, 50, 53, 54 or 126).
DECARBONIZING AND GRINDING-IN VALVES

The removal of carbon deposits is necessary only when the engine show~
definite signs of requiring decarbonizing. The necessity for decarbonizing
is indicated by a gradual falling off in power (especially on hills), a tendency
for "pinking" (injurious to the engine), some loss of compression, rather
noisy running, a somewhat "woolly"' exhaust, more difficult starting, and a
tendency for the sparking plugs to become dirty quickly. Under normal
i-unning conditions the engine will probably run at least 10,000 milc~
between the decarbonizing periods. Valve grinding can conveniently b~
done when decarbonizing, and the valves and their seats should alway'
then be inspected.
Note that it is entirely unnecessary to remove the cylinder block each
time the eng ine is decarbonized. The makers strongly advise that till'
cylinder block is not disturbed unless it is proposed to fit new piston ring'
or do some other work on the engine which requires that the cylinder block
be removed. Unless the piston rings are in bad condition, and enginc
compression has much deteriorated , the renewal of the piston rings i
quite Llnnecessary and the engine will rLln more sm oothly and give betll"1
service if the rings are not touched.
Prior to stripping down the engine for a top overhaul, clean the par i
about to be removed thoroLlghly, using paraffin or a proprietary degreasil H'
agent. Also obtain two boxes, one for the cylinder head and associalr.;d
parts, and the o ther for nuts, washers, etc. This will avoid waste of time
-;earching for lost parts dLlring the assembly of the engine. If care is takc" ,

Pre-unit-construc_

Pell'O! Tank: tllrn off the petrol tap or taps and disconnect the petrol
I",}t:s. Loosen the nllt securing the front of the strap which holds the tank
III place and then remove the rear cross-bolt. The tank and its four rubber
l"dTers can now be withdrawn.

~lo]
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(without moving the contacts) with the L.H. or R.B. piston the correct
distance before T.D.C. Before checking the ignition timing it is always

I::rhaust System: slacken the exhaust-pipe finned clip bOlts, remove the
l" IlC to bracket bolts, the silencer steady to frame nuts and the silencer
""lIgcr bolts. Remove each pipe and silencer as an assembly. (On models
I I{ S a nd TR6 the branch-pipe clip bolt should also be slackened and the
"'~ ' r-si de pipe and silencer taken off first.)
lio'que Stays: detach the torque stays after removing the two securing
'''li s and frame bolts (Model Tl20). They comprise a flat plate supporting
1111' carburettor float chamber. Remove the plate, float chamber, and
J" Ilul pipes as a unit.
Mec/rica! equipment: disconnect the h. t. leads and remove the sparking

l d' Jg ~.

, '(lruurett or-Amal: remove the air filter connexion and remove the
" , ,, flange nuts. Withdraw the carburettor from the fixing studs and
I ii It 10 the frame. If it is desired to clean the unit, unscrew the knurled
''' il; securing the throttle and air slides and take away the mixing chamber "
....ll1bly. Carefully tie the slide assembly to the frame, out of harm's
i-'flrhurettor-S.u.: remove the air filter connexion and vent pipe from
cnr burettor. Unscrew the flange nuts and disconnect the throttle
" "~ at the carburettor body when the carburettor can be removed.
Il/Jcker Feed Pipe: unscrew the acorn nuts securing the rocker oil-feed
' '' I'' banjos to the rocker spindles and then ease the pipe off the spindles.
"'Lick er Drain Pipe (Model 6T): slacken the adaptor bolts at the push
." ~()vers and remove the adaptor bolts at the cylinder head.
Ilf".ker-boxes: after removing the four inspection caps from the two
" kcr-boxes, remove the six nuts (four on MOdel 6T) securing the rocker
. ,~\ 10 the cylinder head. Their removal is essen/ial to prevent damaging
I" ',)'li nder-head lugs. Next remove the four small bolts and unscrew the
"" ce ntral cyJinder-head bolts. To enable these bolts to be lifted past
I" I.lp tube of the frame, raise each rocker-box as far as possible and tilt
,,' either side as required. Withdraw each rocker-box and its gasket
" ." , Ihe cylinder head.
H"

I'fil/der Head: unscrew the remaining four holding-down bolts, when
" J.head can be lifted off the block, complete with push-rod cover

! tl tl

I'II ,II-rods and Covers: remOVe.
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Push-rod Cover Tubes: positIOn these after renewing their rubber
washers. Note that the locating discs must have their~w;h-rod holes
"cross the machine.
Cy linder Head: renew the gasket unless the old one is ill perfect condi
li on, and then position the cylinder head on the cylinder block. Insert the
four outer bolts which secure the head and tighten these finger-tight
'>nly. If you fit a used gasket, first anneal it.
IIle! Rocker-box: rent'w the gasket if necessary and stick it to the
locker-box face after smearing the latter with some grease. Lay the two
Inlet push-rods on the corresponding tappets and slowly turn the engine
forwards until both tappets have descended as far as possible. Hold the
Inlet rocker-box slightly above the cylinder head and insert the torque
, lay bolts singly while tilting the rocker-box. Carefully engage the arms

'u
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Fig . 54. Exploded view of pre-un it-construction 500 or 650 c.c.
engine
Except (or slight differences the 1962 engine illustrated is the same on 1956-62 models ST, 6f,
T100. T110, TnO, TR5, TR6 and TR6SfS. A key co the numbered pam is opposite

(By courtesy of lhe Triumph Engineering Co., Ltd.)

To Replace Cylinder Head (All 1956-62 500 and 650 c.c. Pre-unit
construction Models). The following is a brief summary of the corl'
assembly procedure

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42 .
43.
44.
45.
46 .
47.

Cylinder block
Cylinder base washe r
Cylinder head
Cylinder head gasket
Short bolt
Medium length bolt
Long bolt
Inlet manifold studs
Valve
Valve guide
Valve inner spring
Valve outer spring
Valve collar
Valve spring cup
Valve spring cotler
Crankcase halves
Cylinder-base stud
Cylinder-bose stud (dowel)
Nut (or stud
Nut (or stud
Cylinder-base stud dowel
Magneto to crankcase stud
Nu, (or stud
Oil hmction block stud
Nut (or stud
Oil junction block dowel
Timing cover dowel
Oil pump studs
Nut (or stud
Oil (lIter
Filter cover joint washer
Filter cover
Filter cover stud
Studs (or nulS
Oil pump body
Oil pump (eeder plunger
Oil pump scavenge plunger
Oil pump slider block
Oil pump non-return valve balls
Oil pump valve spring
Oil pump plug
Oil pump washer
Oil pressure release valve body
Release valve piston
Release valve cap
Washer (or 43
Cap washer

, -(G·42S0)

48. Main spring
49. Oil-pressure indicator shaft
50. Rubber tube
51. Auxiliary spring
52. Sha(, nut
53. Timing cover
54. . Timing cover plug
55. ~hort screw
56 . long screw
57. Intt::rmediate wheel spindle
58. Tappets
59. Guide block
60. Lock screw
61. Push-rods
62. Cover tube
63. Lower washer
64. Upper washer
65. Inlet rocker box
66. Exhaust rocker-box
67. Rocker-box gasket
68. Rocker-box stud
69. Nut (or stud
70. Inspection cap
71. Cap washer
72. Rocker-box bolts
73. R.H. valve rocker
74. L.H. valve rocker
75. Rocker balf pin
76. Valve clearance adjuster-pin
77. Lock·nut
78. Thrust washer
79. Thrust washer
80. Spring washer
81. Rocker spindle
82. Spindle seal
83. Dome nut
84. Oil drain pipe (or in let rockers (1956- 60)
85. Oil drain pipe for exhaust rockers (1956

60)
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.

Adaptor (head to pipe)
Washer
Adaptor (pipe 84 to cove r-tube 62)
Washer
Torque stay nut
Pipes and block (oil tank to engine)
Oil pipe block washer
Oil pipe connexion (rubber)
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of the overhead inlet-rockers with the push-rod end s and lower the rocker
box on to the face of the cylinder head. Screw down its securing bolt~.
Insert the two short bolts and replace the three nuts (two on Model 6T).
Rock er Drain Pipe (Model 6T): fit the adaptors with annealed copper
washers, and tighten the adaptor bolts carefully without using excessiw
force.
Exhaust Rocker-box: Assemble as previously described for the inlel
rocker -box.
Cylinder Head Securing Bolts: tighten these bolts fll"mly in a diagoml '
order, commencing with the four central bolts. The correct torqut'
loading is 18 Ib/ft. Also tighten firmly the two short rocker-box bolts and
the three nuts (two on Model 6D. Finally check that the four push-roth
are correctly fitted and engaged by observing the action of each valve a,
the engine is turned by means of the kick-starter. Replace both sparkin!,
plugs and connect the two h.t. lead s.
Valve Clearances: adjust these as described on page 90 and then fit an!!
tighten the four rocker-box inspection caps.
Torque Stays: replace these and tighten their fixings.
Carbureltor-Amal: if this has been dismantled and re-assembled ,
verify that the throttle and air slides move freely, and replace the car
burettor (see page 19). On all engines fit a rubber " 0" ring seal in the
groove provided on the face of the carburet tor flange. Also on all enginc~
having a light-alloy head fit a new gasket (a paper washer) and insulatinc
block (see Fig. 7). Offer up the carburettor to the induction manifold anti
tighten its two flange nuts firmly but alternately. Afterwards again check
the slides for free movement. If sticking occurs, suspect some distortion 01
the carburettor flange or excessive tightening of its securing nuts. Finally
re-connect the air filter (where fitted).
Carbureltor-S.U.: on a 1956-8 Model 6T fit the flange washer,
assemble the S.U. carburettor to the inlet manifold, and connect up th~
air filter and vent pipe. Replace and tighten firmly but evenly the tWI'
carburettor flange nuts; finally assemble the throttle cable to the body ••,
the carburettor and check for proper functioning.
Rocker Feed and Drain Pipes: replace the overhead-rocker feed pipe.
Fit new copper washers and when tightening the acorn nuts securing th"
pipe banjos to the rocker spindles, apply a spanner to the fiats on the
banjos to prevent the latter turning . On Model 6T assemble the rochr
drain pipe and firmly tighten the adaptor bolts.
Petrol Tank: after correctly positioning the three small and one large
rubber buffers, fit the tank to the frame . When doing this, see that il
does not trap any control cables or the overhead-rocker feed pipe. Rt'
place the rear cross-bolt and tighten the front securing nut just enough III
hold the tank on its rubber buffers. Tighten the tank-securing strap, bUl
avoid excessive tightening; very slight movement of the tank is permissible
Finally assemble and connect the petrol pipes, being careful not to ovel
stress the unions.
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Exhaust System: replace each exhaust pipe and sile~ as a unit and
",;r k.e sure that all bracket bolts, silencer-steady nuts ana hanger bolts
.11''': very firmly tightened.
,t iter Assembly: start up your engine and allow it to warm up at a
"I"derate speed . If necessary, make a carburettor slow-running adjust
,lIc l1l (see pages 13, 23). After allowing the engine to cool right down,
\ heck all external bolts and nuts for tightness.
Removing Cylinder Head (All 1958-65 350 and 500 c.c. Unit-construc

11'1ll models to Engine No. H 40527). The following dismantling procedure
1"

Ilccessary
I'e/rol Tank: turn off the petrol tap and disconnect the pipe at its

l ip, . 55. Hinged twinseat raised (all 350, 500 and 650 C.c. unit-constructio n
models
Ilt/\ gi ves access to the oil ta nk fi ller-cop, (he batte ry and tool tra y (tool bag on recent models)

it ;5 also necessary preliminary

to

pe'tro/ rank removal wh en decarbonjzing

""il>l1. Raise the twinseat (see Fig. 55) to obtain access to the rear bolt,
,II 1.1 remove the two bolts and nuts which secure the petrol tank to the

IL lme. Now remove the petrol tank.
:'xlialls/ Sy stem: slacken the finned clips. Also remove the small bolts
1, 0 m the supporting stays and silencer hanger bolts. Remove each pipe
.\l id silencer as an assembly.
,Imal Carburellor: remove the air filter connexion and unscrew the
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two flange nuts. Withdraw the carburettor from the fixing studs and tit
it to the frame. Should you desire to clean the instrument (see page 18).
unscrew the knurled ring securing the thro ttle and air slides and take away
the mixing chamber assembly. Carefully tie the slide assembly to the
frame so that it is out of the way.
Torque Stays: remove the engine torque stays.
Rocker Oil Feed Pipes: remove the acorn nuts and long bolts which
secure the oil feed pipes to the rocker-box.
Rocker Boxes: unscrew the four nuts which secure the rocker-boxes to
the cylinder head beJore removing the Jour Phillips screws and the four
long bolts which also secure the cylinder head to the cylinder block. Lift
out the push-rods.
The Cylinder Head: unscrew the four short cylinder head-to-block
bolts, lift the cylinder head a little way, and then lift the push-rod cover
tubes and swing their upper ends outwards in order to lift off the cylindcr
head.
To Replace Cylinder Head (All 1958-65 350 and 500 c.c. Unit-construc·
tion Models to Engine No. H 40527). Assemble the unit as followsCylinder Head: fit new rubber washers inside the bottom of the push-roll
cover tubes. Place them over the tappet blocks but not fully homc.
Anneal the cylinder-head gasket by heating to cherry red and plunging il
into cold water. Fit new silicone rubber washers in the groove in the
cylinder head and place the head in position, swinging the tops o f the
push-rod cover tubes outwards to place the head in position. Make sure
that the push-rod cover tubes are pressed well down and that their upper
ends are seating properly in the grooves in the cylinder head. Fit the foUl
short outer cylinder-head bolts and washers and screw them down finger .
tighl.
inlel Rocker Box: place the push-rods in position with the cupped ends
uppermost and make sure that they are located in the tappets. Grease the
joint washer and place it on the rocker box, over the studs. Place the rocker
box in position and make sure that the rockers engage with the push-rods.
Secure the rocker box with the Phillips screws and two nuts.
Exhaust Rocker-box: use a similar assembly procedure as for the inlcl
rocker-box. Now insert the four long cylinder-head bolts and washeer
(torque stay bolts in the front) and tighten down the eight cylinder-heall
bolts, starting from the inner bo lts and working diagonally across th~
cylinder head.
Rocker Oil Feed Pipes: fit the long bolts and acorn nuts, complete with
annealed copper washers at the bolt heads, under the banjo union and
under the nul.
Torque Stays: replace and secure the torque stays.
Arnal Carburettor: check that the throttle slide works freely in the
carburettor. Fit a new "0" ring to the carburettor, and a paper washer
and the insulating block to the manifold. Tighten the nuts evenly.
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Valve Clearances: adjust the valve clearances as described on page 92,
d ll d

replace the inspection caps with new jOint washers.- -

Plllg Leads: replace the sparking plug leads. The lead from the front
"I" the distributor connects to the Tight sparking plug, and the lead from

Ihc rear of the di stributor to the left sparking plug.
£."(hallst System: replace the exhaust pipes and silencers.
Petrol Tank: replace the petrol tank and re-connect the petrol pipe to
Il a! lap and carburettor float chamber.

!~.Jl

Fig. 56. Exploded view of unit-construction 350,500 or 650 C.c. engine
/ 1111

~cmerQf design of the 1963 engine shown is, except (or slight differences, the sa me for 1958-68

nillt/t' is 3TA. STA, T100A and T90, and T100S /S. Nate, however, that on all 650 c.c. engines

(JI)ped ends of the push-rods engage ball ends of the tappets. The oil (eed pip e to the overhead
j 0'. Ic~r- boxes. the kick-starter components and the (oat gear-change mechanism are not shown.
11t69 500 c,c. engines ha ve a baJJ-journal main bearing for the crankshaft tim ing side ; this enables
I/ If'l main oil sup ply to be (ed directly in to the timing side of the cranksha(t instead 0(, as on earlier
, " ~i')f~s. through ducts drilled in the plain-bearing bu~h. All 1968-9 eng ines have tougher ~teel
oI,,/'/ll ofts and Stelfite-tipped inlet valve ~tems to ensure greater durability, Some other 1968-9
engine modification s are briefly referred to in th e Preface
!

o
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Testing: start up the engine, remove the oil tank filler cap (see Fig. 55)
and place a fUlger over the hole in the return pipe for a few seconds to
divert extra oil to the rocker gear. Run the engine for 5-10 minutes, allow
it to cool, and check the nuts and bolts for tightness. Do not overtighten
by using extra-long spanners. The leverage afforded by the spanners
provided in the tool-kit is quite sufficient.
Removing Cylinder Head (All 1965- 69 350 and 1965-7 500 c.c. Unit
Construction Models from Engine No. H 40528; and all 1963-69 650 c.c.
Unit-construction Models from Engine No. DU 101). The following in
structions should be observedPetrol Tank: first disconnect the leads from the battery terminals.
Turn off both petrol taps and disconnect the petrol pipes after unscrewing
their union nuts. Hold the unions with a spanner to prevent damage.
Next raise the twinseat (see Fig. 55) and remove the tank support bolts.
On 1965-66 350 and 500 c.c. models after detaching the locking win.'
from the four bolts, unscrew and remove the latter. On 1967-9 350,
500 c.c. models , and 1963-69 650 c.c. machines, unscrew and remove thl'
single rear bolt and after detaChing the locking wire from the two fronl
bolts, remove these bolts also.
Withdraw the petrol tank and its mounting rubbers at the front and
rear. On all models provided with a nacelle top-unit, if the tank: fouls Iha
underside of the nacelle cover during a removal attempt, remove the two
rear securing-screws from the latter in order to pro vide sufficient clearan,
for tank remova l.
The Ex haust System: loosen each exhaust pipe finned-clip bolt and Ih
silencer-clip bolt. Also loosen the exhaust pipe and silencer bracket nu l
then remove the complete exhaust system, tapping each pipe away frlllR
the exhaust port, if necessary, with a suitable mallet.
If your mount has a Siamese-type exhaust system it is necessary fir, . ,
loosen the left-to-right exhaust-pipe junction clip, and then tap the IU
exhaust pipe until it is freed. The L.H. exhaust pipe can then be WIt!
drawn .
Ignition Coils alld Cables: di sconnect the h.t. cables and the will
harness from the L.H. and R.H . ignition coils and remove the lattcr.
do this it is necessary to remove the top and bottom coil mounting-hell
and the distance-pieces. On 650 c.c. engines remove the two torque \ 1
secured to the rocker-boxes by four nuts and by mounting bolts II
distance-pieces at the front and rear.
Rocker Feed Pipe: unscrew the two domed nuts securing the oil I
pipe for the overhead rocker spindles. On 350 and 500 c.c. engine, wI'
draw the centrally-mounted oil-feed bolts. Be careful not to bend Ih
feed pipe excessively and thereby cause a fracture.
Rocker-boxes: remove all four rocker-box slotted inspection cal'
their filter washers. Then unscrew the two nuts from the studs lil lel"
the underneath of the exhaust rocker-box. On 350 and 500 c.c. l'n
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also remove the two Phillips screws from the top of each roCker-box,
loosen all eight cylinder-head securing bolts (see Fig. 58) i7i'a--remove the
four central ones. On 650 c.c. engines remove the exhaust rocker-box two
ou ter securing bolts and, as in the case of 350 and 500 c.c. engines, remove
Ibe four central cylinder-head bolts (see Fig. 59).
The exhaust rocker-box and its gasket are now free to be removed, and
:It t his stage the rocker-box may rise slightly because of an exhaust valve

, 'I!, 57. On 1963-69 650 c.c. engines the two nuts shown arrowed may be
rather djfficult to remove
,on

'h" 350 and 500 c.c. unit-construc,ion models the nuts ind<eated above are no, so con(lned
(From Triumph Workshop Manual)

I" li lt; being compressed, Remove the inlet rocker-box similarly, but note
11.11 ,) /1 650 c.c. engines the nuts securing the inlet rocker-box shOWn
"" ,wl:d in Fig. 57 may be rather difficult to remove because of the limited
l'Il '> between them and the top of the cylinder head. The remedy is to
I." , ."I! these nuts slightly and then remove them later by lifting the rocker
", .I ~ required immediately prior to the actual removal of the rocker-box.
Iii' ,'nreful not to lose any of the six plain washers located beneath each
I III, IInderside rocker-box securing nuts. These washers are apt to adhere
,I ll I:ylinder-head flanges.
1"/1" rods: after removing both rocker-boxes withdraw the four inlet
,. 1

I'\ha ust push-rods.

Each must be subsequently replaced in its

':" ",11 pOsition, and the four push-rods should therefore be laid aside in

' I, " ma nner that each can be identified for position on the engine to
'1 11, ,'l' rrect re-assembly. A 1969 push-rod Cover tUbe is shown in Fig. 66.
1,,/, ,; C'arbureftor: disconnect the air filter(s) if prOvided . If a single
01,," " I/o r is fitted, this instrument should be completely removed or (if
''' '' ily is poor) disconnected from the induction manifold by remov
oill 'drb urettor-Range securing nuts and spring washers.

!O8
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Where two carburettors are provided (as on Model TI20), remove both
carburettors from the cylinder head prior to head removal after removing
the carburettor-ftange securing nuts and spring washers. Position the
carburettor(s) well clear of the cylinder head . Alternatively remove both
carburettor(s) from the cylinder head and motor-cycle after withdrawing
the throttle and air slides to which the control cables are attached.
The Cylinder Head: unscrew the remaining four cylinder-head securing
bolts (five on 650 c.c. engines), a turn at a time (to maintain even pressure)
and then carefully withdraw the cylinder head from the cylinder block.
When doing this in the case of a few single-cylinder models where (because
of poor accessibility) the carburettor has previously only been disconnected
from the manifold, remove the instrument completely while simultaneously
moving forward and withdrawing the cylinder head. Do /1ot remove the
ind uction manifold.
Finally, remove the two push-rod cover tubes. If their oil seals are
worn or have in any way deteriorated, their renewal is called for prior to
subsequent assembly.
To Replace Cylinder Head (All 1965-69 350 and 1965-7 500 c.c. Unit
construction Models from Engine No. H 40528; and all 1963-9 650 c.c. Unit
construction Models from Engine No. DU 101). Assemble the cylinder
head as followsGaskets: with a soft-metal scraper clean the faces for the two cylinder
head /rocker-box jOints and have available two new gaskets. The copper
cylinder-head gasket should also either be renewed or reconditioned by
heating it to a cherry red and plunging it into cold water. With some
fine-grade emery cloth remove all scale from the cylinder head gasket
prior to annealing it.
Cylinder Head and Rocker-boxes: grease the large gasket for the:
cylinder head and after thoroughly cleaning the head and cylinder block
joint faces, carefully position the gaSket on the block. When doing this
make sure that the eight bolt holes (nine on 650 c.c. engines) are accur·
ately aligned. Next locate the two push-rod cover tubes (complete with
top and bottom oil seals) on the tappet guide-blocks. Then gently lower
the cylinder head on to the cylinder block.
Replace and tighten finger-tight the four outer cylinder-head bolts amI
on 650 c.c. engines also fit and tighten the central bolt (see Figs. 58 and 51)1
Replace the four inlet and exhaust push-rods in their original pOSitions, ami
then proceed to fit the two rocker-boxes. When fitting the push-rod~
grease their bottom ends slightly and carefully position all four push-rod
individually, making sure that their bottom cups or ball-ends (on 3 .~ O
and 500 c.c. engines) fully engage the corresponding tappet ball-ends
cups respecti vely.
Slowly rotate the engine (with sparkjng plugs removed) until both
inlet push-rods are level with each other and right down; then fit th
inlet rocker-box and its new gasket to the cylinder head. When doin

n,
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this make quite sure that cupped upper ends of the four"p,LLsh-rods fully
engage the ball-ended adjuster screws on the overhead rocker-arms.
On all engines replace the four central cylinder-head through bolts.
Tighten these bolts finger-tight only. Then on 350 and 500 C.c. engines

Ig. 58.

Recommended tightening and loosening sequence for cylinder

Il cad and rocker-box securing bolts (350 c.e. and pre-1968 500 c.c. unit
construction models)
011 1968-9 500 c ,c. Triumph twins a different cylinder head, as fitted co the 500 c.c, Day tona
OI ilJdeJ T100T, is provided. The removal and fiaing
this head which has large-size inlet valves
is deale with as (or 1967 500 c,c, engines,
JIJ

or

'.!;rew the two outer Phillips screws into the top of the inlet rocker-box
\I so replace and screw home two underside retaining nuts and plain
washers (see Fig. 57) . Assemble the exhaust rocker-box as just described
!or the inlet rocker-box. Before finally clamping down both rocker-boxes
v~rify that the valves are functioning properly by slow engine rotation.
Fi rst tighten down firmly the four central bolts (double-ended bolts on
11 ~O c.c. engines) which secure the cylinder head as well as the two rocker
Ill/xes. Fully tighten the eight or nine cylinder-head securing bolts in the
<> ',/ ucnce shown in Fig. 58 Or 59 according to whether your engine capacity
,,150,500 or 650 c.C. After finally tightening down the cylinder head and
I LIcker-box assembly, adjust the valve clearances (see page 92) and tighten
.I"wn securely the four rocker-box inspection caps, not omitting to replace
rl ll 'ir I1bre washers. Replace both the sparkjng plugs after checking their
,." I's and cleaning them.
{/"cker Oil Feed Pipe: connect up the oil feed pipe for the overhead
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rockers and rocker spindles. On 350 and 500 c.c. engines replace and
tighten the centrally-mounted oil-feed bolts, and on all engines tighten
firmly the two domed nuts which secure the pipe. When replacing the
pipe be most careful not to bend it excessively, and fit new copper washers
(or annealed old ones) over the ends of the rocker spindles.
Amal Carburettor: replace the carburettor(s) and see that the flange
securing nuts are evenly and firmly tightened, not omitting to replace the

Fig. 59. Recommended tightening and loosening sequence for cylinder
head. rocker-box securing bolts (pre-1968 650 c.c. unit-construction)
(From Triumph Workshop Manual)

spring washers. If the throttle and air slides were previously removed,
replace them and check for their free movement in the mi xing chamber(s).
Finally reconnect the air filter(s), where provided (see page 20).
Torque Stays: replace the torque stay(s) and do not forget to replace
the distance-pieces. On 350 and 500 c.c. engines tighten firmly the two
nuts and the mounting bolt securing the single torque-stay, and on 650 C.c.
engines tighten securely the four nuts and mounting bolts.
Ignition Coils alld Cables: replace the twin ignition-coils and secure
them with their top and bottom mounting bolts after replacing the
distance-pieces. Reconnect the wiring harness correctly to the L.H. amI
R.H. ignition coils, and connect the h.t. leads to the correct sparking
plugs.
The Exhaust System: replace both exhaust pipes and silencers and
firmly secure the whole exhaust system by fully tightening the finned-clip
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bolts and exhaust pipe and silencer bracket nuts. If a->&amese-type
exhaust system is provided on your model, make sure that you tighten
firmly the left-to-right pipe junction-clip after replacing the L.H . exhaust
pipe. To make sure that a tight-fitting exhaust pipe does go right home
into the exhaust port, it is advisable to give the curve of the pipe a few
slight biffs witb a mallet.
Petrol Tank: with the twinseat raised, position the tank-mounting
rubbers and the petrol tank itself. Any damaged rubbers should be
renewed. Screw home and tighten the four tank-support bolts (three
provided on 650 c.c. models). Lock the four bolts (the two front bolts
nn 650 c.c. models) by re-threading the locking wire through their heads.
If the two rear screws have previously been removed from a nacelle top
unit to facilitate tank removal, see that these screws are replaced and
lirmly tightened.
A Final Check: warm up your engine at normal tick-over speed and
make a slow-running carburettor adjustment if necessary (see page 13).
Allow your engine and yourself to cool off and then check all external nuts
:md bolts for tightness.
Removing the Carbon. Care and thoro'ughness in decarbonizing well
repays the labour expended and, after all, YO\! are preparing the engine for
about another 10,000 miles' running without'-complaining!
On most 1956 and later engines the cyiinder head as well as the pistons
are made of light alloy and it is inadvisable to remove carbon deposits
from their comparatively soft surfaces with a screwdriver or any other
Iype of steel implement. Instead, use a blunt aluminium scraper (pro
prietary or home-made), or else a piece of lead solder flattened at one end.
When removing carbon deposits from the cylinder-head combustion
I,; hambers always take great care not to damage the valve seats.
It is safest to keep the four valves temporarily in position prior to
Illspecting tbe seats and valve faces and grinding-in the valves if necessary.
Remove all traces of carbon from the interior surfaces and do not forget
Ihe ports (especially tbeexbaust ports) and the sparking plug boles. Carbon
\'"rms less easily on a polished surface and it is a good plan to polish
Ihe combustion chamber surfaces of a cast-iron head with some fine
emery cloth, but this should be done before the valves are removed,
Illd afterwards all traces of abrasive must be cleaned away with a rag
.l l1 d paraffin. On no account use emery c/oth where an aluminium-alloy
Iwad is used. Also take special care not to use excessive pressure with
I he scraper and thereby deeply scratch the combustion chamber walls.
The pistons are both made of a light-alloy and are therefore vulnerable
In careless decarbonizing. Carefully clean away the carbon deposits from
lite piston crowns. When removing the carbon each piston should, of
, ,'urse, be placed at T.D.C. On 110 account use emery cloth or any
.dlrasive to polish the piston crowns. If abrasive particles get past the
l Op p iston rings no end of damage may be caused to the cylinder bores.
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Some novices are apt to overlook this vital point. If the pistons are not
removed (rarely necessary) and the cylinder block is left undisturbed
(normally recommended), do not remove the slight carbon ring deposits
on the piston crown circumferences." They form an excellent oil seal and
can cause no harm, provided the deposits are not thick. As is the case with
a light-alloy cylinder head, be particularly careful not to scratch the
piston crowns deeply when chipping off the carbon. By holding the
scraper at a suitable angle, using the right type of scraper, a nd not using
excessi ve force, this can be avoided. After removing all traces of carbon,
clean both piston crowns with a clean rag damped in paraffin, and cover up
the mOllths of the cylinder bores.
To Remove the Valves. As has already been mentioned on page 98,
the valves should all be removed and inspected when decarbonizing. A
--~ -.--------
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After turning the tommy bar or wing nut of the compressor several
turns, loosen the split collet by delivering a sharp tap..with a hammer on
the forked end of the tool. The split collet halves can then be eased away
with a narrow screwdriver or similar tool. Release the valve spring
compressor and withdraw the top collar, the inner and outer valve springs
and the valve itself. Deal with each of the four valves similarly, and
be careful not to mix up the valves. They must be replaced exactly as
removed. The inlet and exhaust valves are marked "IN" and "EX" to
assist correct replacement and should be marked for correct position by
you.
Examining Valve Springs. After a considerable mileage the valve
springs lose their tension, and their length decreases. If a new duplex
spring is available, check the free length of each inner and outer spring
with the corresponding lengths of the new duplex valve spring. If a valve
spring is found unsatisfactory it is the best policy to replace all four
duplex springs with a new set. They are not expensive, but are most
important.
Insert each valve stem in its guide and check for play by attempting to
move the valve sideways. If there is much wear and scuffing, replace the

o
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Fig. 60. Two useful proprietary tools for the valves
Ab ove is shown a sturdy valve spring compressor. and be low a suction ty pe valve grinding tOO

Fig. 61. Valve, valve gUide and duplex-spring assembly shown dismantled
(all engines)
On all 650 C.c. unit-construction engines the bottom cup for the duplex valve spring is of sligh tly
different type, and the spring cirC/ip (or the valve guide is omitted
(From Triumph Workshop Manual)

close examination of the valve seats should also be made. To remove the
valves it is desirable to use a good val ve spring compressor such as the
tool shown in Fig. 60. It can be obtained from a Triumph dealer or an
accessory firm. Compress the valve spring with the spring compressor,
with the forked end of the tool contacting the valve spring top collar.

valve. A new valve will, of course, require to be ground-in. A valve stem
often wears more than its guide, and a distinct shoulder may be felt near
the neck of the valve. In this case fitting a new valve will probably remedy
slackness without fitting a new valve guide.

• It is also not advisable to disturb any slight carbon rings found inside and
near the tops of the cylinder bores. To maintain the slight carbon ri 1
referred to, when decarbonizing each piston crown it is a good plan to I
an old piston ring on the top of the piston when in the T.O.C. position.

Grinding-in the Valves. Use the suction tool shown in Fig. 60 or
alternatively a metal grinding-in tool which can be secured to the tip of the
valve stems. To grind-in a valve (see that it is the correct one), holding
the cylinder head firmly on a bench or table, clean both the valve seat and
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the valve face. Smear with a piece of rag or the finger tip a thin film of
fine carborundum grinding paste (coarse at first if handling a valve seat
and valve face which are badly pitted) on the bevelled valve face. Replace
the valve in its guide minus the valve spring. Be careful not to interchange
the inlet and exhaust valves (see page 113).
When grinding-in a valve, a light pressure on the grinding tool is re
quired and care must be taken not to rock the valve, particularly if the
valve guide is slightly worn. Rotate the valve about a third ofa turn in one
direction and then an equal amount in the opposite direction, pausing
every few oscillations to raise the valve from its seat and turn about
180 degrees. Cease grinding-in when no "cut" can be felt (and the valve
begins to "sing") and put some more grinding paste on the bevelled edge
of the valve face if, after cleaning the valve in paraffin, some pitting is still
visible.
Proceed with grinding-in until both the valve bevelled face and seat
have a matt metallic surface uniformly over an appreciable width (line
contact is not sufficient) and there are no pitting maries left on the valve
or its seating after wiping the paste off. * Note that excessive grinding-in
after a good seating has been effected, or in any circumstances, can lead to
the valve becoming " pocketed" which causes an appreciable decline in the
power output of the engine. Always take a cylinder head with very badly
pitted valve seats to a Triumph dealer for valve seat refacing. Before
making a final examination of the valve and its seating, thoroughly clean
them both with a paraffin- or petrol-soaked rag to ensure that there is no
trace of abrasive left. Afterwards put the rag in the dustbin.
Refitting the Valves. After grinding-in the valves, assemble them in their
initial positions in the cylinder head. Valve stem end-caps are not pro
vided. See that all parts are quite clean, and fit each valve in the following
manner. Smear the valve stem with some engine oil and insert the valve
stem in its guide and, holding the valve head against its seat, turn the
cylinder head on its side, replace the lower spring cup over the valve guide,
next the duplex val ve spring, and finally the outer collar. Now, with the
valve spring compressor, compress the valve spring until the split collet can
be fitted into the outer collar and around the valve stem groove. Make
sure that the collet beds down properly. The application of a little grease
to the inside of a split collet helps it to stick on the valve stem until the
duplex spring is released by removing the pressure exerted by the valve
spring compressor tool. After releasing the tool, tap the stem head of the
valve smartly to ensure correct bedding down of the split collet.
• A recommended and highly efficient method of checking that there is a
perfect and unifor m seal between a valve face and its cylinder-head seat is to
remove all grinding paste, clean the contacting surfaces with paraffin and then
apply a smear of "Engineer's" marking blue to the valve seat. One complete
valve turn should leave an unbroken ring of marking blue on the valve seat.
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Removing the Cylinder Block (All Engines). Where cylinder block
removal is necessary (not often advised), unscrew the eight nuts which hold
it to the crankcase studs. Also secure the tappets in the cylinder block by
pressing a rubber wedge between the tappets (~ig. 65). With both of
the pistons positioned at T.D .C., gently lift the cylinder block off the
two pistons. Before removing the block completely it is a good plan to
raise the block some distance and then place a clean cloth over the mouth
of the crankcase. This will prevent any dirt or piece of broken piston ring
(or a tappet acidentally freed) entering the crankcase. It is extremely
difficult to extract dirt or pieces of metal from the crankcase. When the
cylinder block is removed test the connecting-rods for vertical play at B.D.C.
After removing the cylinder block and its washer or gasket (which
should be renewed unless perfect) from the crankcase face, do not without
good reason remove the rubber wedge previously inserted between each
pair of tappets. If the tappets are accidentally or deliberately removed, it
is important to be able subsequently to identify each individual tappet to
ensure its later replacement in its original position in its original tappet
guide block. Any interchange is liable to cause excessive tappet and cam
wear and also reduce engine efficiency.
Examining and Removing the Piston Rings. The piston rings are respon
sible for maintaining good compression. They must therefore be full of
spring, free in their grooves, and set with their gaps opposite to each other
(i .e., at 120 degrees in the case of the three-ring pistons provided on the
twin-cylinder engines). If all tluee rings are bright all the way round, they
are obviously being nicely polished and satisfactorily contact the cylinder
bores, and should be left alone. If the rings are discoloured at some
points they are not malcing good contact with the bores, thereby causing
gas to blow past them. Possibly some rings are stuck in their grooves
with burnt oil and will function correctly if the piston ring grooves are
cleaned. Should the rings be scored, are vertically loose in their grooves,
or have lost their proper tension and gap, renewal of the rings concerned
should be effected.
Piston rings are made of cast-iron and are small in section. They must
therefore always be handled with extreme care. The bottom ring on each
piston is a scraper ring and this is particularly vulnerable to damage.
Piston rings cannot safely be opened out wider than will enable them to
slip over the crowns of the pistons. Excessively wide opening out of any
piston ring will cause it to snap immediately. To remove or replace used
rings, or fit new piston rings, it is best to insert small strips of sheet-metal
(about i in. wide and 2 in. long) in the manner shown in Fig. 62. Be
careful to note the order in which piston rings are removed so as to ensure
their being correctly replaced. When fitting piston rings, thoroughly clean
the grooves into which they fit, as any deposit left at the back of new rings
forces them out and makes them too tight a fit. Paraffin will usually
loosen stuck rings.
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When renewing the piston rings, always fit rings supplied by a Triumph
dealer or a firm handling Triumph spares. Piston rings are made to
extremely fine limits. It is particularly important to note that on all
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On all late 1963-69 350, 500 and 650 C.C. unit-COl1l\!!uction engines both
compression rings have tapered faces marked "TOP" and all rings except
bottom (slotted) scraper rings must therefore be fitted as indicated in
Fig. 63 .
Before fitting used piston rings do not forget to scrape off all carbon
from the backs of the rings and from the ends of the rings. Also clean out
the oil drain holes in the scraper-ring grooves. To clean the piston ring
grooves it is a good plan to use an old broken ring and insert the broken
end into the groove and work it round the circumference.
Checking the Gap of New Piston Rings. Before fitting a new piston ring,
check its gap in the lowest part of the cylinder block bore. For checking
purposes the piston ring should lie square to the bore. To ensure this,
place the bottom of the piston skirt on to the ring and ease it about ~. in.
down the bore. With a feeler gauge check the gap.

Fig. 62. A safe method of removing and fitting piston rings
Note the slotted scraper ring below the two compression rings. This ring is very fragile. Some

rings are marked on one face "TOP" (see text)

engines the second compression ring (i.e. the centre ring) has the word
"TOP" etched on one face as shown in Fig. 63 . This ring must always
face towards the piston crown . The face is tapered, hence the importance of
the ring being correctly fitted on all 1956-69 engines.

Fig. 63. Where only one taper-faced piston ring is provided. it must always
be fitted like this

Correct Ring Gaps. The correct gap for the two compression rings
(new) on all 1956-62 500 and 650 c.c. pre-unit construction models is
0·010 in.-0·014 in. For the same engines the correct gap for the single
,
scraper ring (new) is 0·007 in.-O·OIO in.
On all 1958-69 350 c.c. unit-construction models the correct gap for the
two compression rings and single scraper ring (new) is 0·008 in.-O·Oll in.
I n the case of all 1958-69 500 and 650 c.c. unit-construction models the
correct gap for the two compression rings and single scraper ring (new) is
0·010 in .-O·014 in.
Incorrect Clearances. Never fit new piston rings with insufficient gaps
or side clearance in the piston grooves. The gap of a new compression or
scraper ring if found less than the minimum recommended gap referred
to above, should be increased as required by clamping the ring between
two wooden blocks in a vice and very carefully filing one of its diagonal
ends. As regards excessive ring gap, it is advisable to fit new piston rings
when the gap of used rings exceeds the recommended maximum gap for
new rings by 0·005 in.-O·006 in.
If a new piston ring has insufficient vertical side-clearance in the corres
ponding piston groove, rub down one side of the ring (not that marked
"TOP") on a sheet of fine carborundum paper, laid on a piece of plate
glass or other dead smooth surface, using a semi-rotary motion. Continue
until the ring is a free fit in its piston groove, with minimum clearance.
Oversize Pistons and Rings. An increase in the diameter of the upper
part of the cylinder bore through wear exceeding 0·005 in. (0'13 mm)
indicates that a reb ore by a competent engineering firm is necessary.
Pistons O'OlD in., 0·020 in., 0·030 in. and 0·040 in. oversize to suit are
obtainable from the Triumph Engineering Co. Ltd.
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Removing the Pistons (All Engines). Piston removal is seldom necessary
or advisable. The following is the procedure to use for removing each
piston. Remove both circlips from the piston bosses after first checking
that the mouth of the crankcase is completely covered with a cloth. Each
circlip must be renewed after removal. This is important. To remove each
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home until its end abuts the circlip already fitted. Then fit the remaining
new circlip. Make sure that both circlips are fully bedded down in the

piston grooves. Lubricate the piston rings and ~ition the rings so that
their gaps are correctly positioned (see page 115).

Fig. 64. Using a proprietary tool for pressing the gudgeon-pin in or out
of a piston
The type of tool shown (0 Terry) hos three alternative pressure pads to suit differenr diameter
gudgeon-pins and is suitable (or 0111956-69 350. 500 and 650 c.c, Triumph engines. Alternativefy
use the Triumph service tool Z72 or warm the pis [On and usp. n suitable drift
(From Triumph Workshop Manual)

circlip, use a small screwdriver or a pointed instrument such as the tang
end of a file.
The gudgeon-pin is a fairly tight fit in the piston bosses (especially
on a new engine). After removing both circlips use a proprietary tool
such as that shown in Fig. 64 for pressing out the gudgeon-pin. Alterna
tively use a suitable diameter drift and light hammer to knock out the
pin. If this method is used it is essential to support the piston firmly on
the side opposite that where the hammer is applied. Failure to provide
good support can cause an excessive side-stress to be imposed on the
connecting-rod. Should any difficulty be expelienced in removing a
gudgeon-pin, warm the piston by wrapping a cloth round the piston after
immersing the cloth in hot water and wringing it out. This also applies to
replacing pistons as described in the next paragraph. To ensure their
replacement (essential) in their original positions on their original con
necting-rods, scribe in the appropriate position inside each piston the
abbreviation "LF" or "RF."
Replacing the Pistons. When replacing a piston see that you fit it to the
correct connecting-rod the right way round. Oil the small-end bush of the
connecting-rod and position the piston with one new circlip fitted. From
the opposite side press or tap the gudgeon-pin (which should also be oiled)

Fig. 65. lowering the cylinder block over the two pistons
Note the rubber wedge inserted between the tappets to prevent the tappets (oiling into the crankca se.
Also note the two clips fitted around the piswn rings
(Triumph Engineering Co., Ltd.)

Re-fitting the Cylinder Block. Grease the washer for the cylinder block
face. If not perfect, fit a new washer. It is assumed that both pistons are
near B.D.C. and that the inlet and exhaust tappets are in position in the
tappet blocks. Place a rubber wedge (see Fig. 65) between each pair of
tappet stems to prevent the tappets falling into the crankcase when fitting
the cylinder block. Oil both cylinder block bores thoroughly, especially
at their upper ends and then carefully lower the cylinder block over the
pistons, which should have piston ring clips fitted as shown in Fig. 65,
until the piston rings slide up into the two cylinder block bores.
While holding the cylinder block squarely, get an assistant to turn the
engine over slowly so as to slide the two pistons up into the cylinder block
bores. As the pistons enter the bores, the piston ring clips will fall clear
and can be withdrawn over the connecting-rods. Guide the cylinder block
over the crankcase studs and then remove the rubber wedges from the two
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pairs of tappets. Replace the eight spring washers and nuts securing the
cylinder block to the crankcase studs, and tighten the nuts firmly and in a
diagonal order. Tighten them all finger-tight first.
In conclusion, here are two important points to remember during
final assembly: (a) when you lower the cylinder block on the crankcase
face always make quite sure that · it is properly located over the two
crankcase dowels; (b) when securing the cylinder block of a 650 c.c.
unit-construction engine, see that the four smaller nuts are fitted to the
four central crankcase studs.
Spares and Repairs. The author wou ld emphasize that the contents
of this handbook do not include detailed instructions for complete
stripping-down and major overhaul, work which necessa rily requires some
workshop facilities, special Triumph Service Tools and considerable
mechanical knowledge and aptitude. If, however, you have suitable facili 
ties, skill and time to undertake such work, you are strongly advised
first to refer to the detailed procedure described in the appropriate Triumph
Workshop Manual. These are three excellent publications any of which
can be obtained from your nearest Triumph spares dealer (not from the
makers). If in any doubt about your abililty to tackle a major overhaul
job, get thi s done by the Triumph Service Department or by a firm
specia lizing in Triumph overhaul and repairs.
Some useful addresses can often be obtained by perusi ng the Classi
fied Advertisement pages of Motor Cycle, a weekly paper published at
Is. This paper also has a technical queries Dept. at its offices in Dorset
House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1. A stamped, addressed envelope
must be enclosed for reply.
In the U.K. there are now over 200 established dealers holdings com
prehensive stocks of gen uine Triumph spares, and an up-to-date list of
them can be o btained by return on application to The Triumph Engineer
ing Co. Limited, Meriden Works, Allesley, Coventry (Phone: 067/62/3331).

---

Appendix: General Maintenance
(1968-9 Models T90, TIOOS/S, TR6, T120)

THIS appendix covers general maintenance required for the above
mentioned Triumph twins, other than appropriate inst ru ctions already
included for those models in the preceding six cha pters. Most of the
basic 1968-9 Triumph modificat ions have already been outlined in the
Preface and it remains to deal with the maintenance aspect of those
modifications not already covered in this handbook.
THE ENGINE

Lubrication. On all three 1969 models the oil tank filler-cap has an
integral dipstick; maintain as far as possi ble the contents of the tank at
the level indicated "Full" on this dipstick.

Figs. 66, 67. Two new features in the 1969 lubrication system
AI11969 models have oiJ seals (shown arrowed) for each push-rod cover tube. and a switch (shown
right) at the front of the timing cose regulates Q red oil-pressure warning light in the shell of the

(By counesy

Lucas head/amp
Cyclen-London)

of "Motor
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To minimize the risk of oil leakage from the push-rod cover tubes, on
the 1969 engines each of the two-piece telescopic cover-tubes has two
oil seals (Fig. 66). The upper joint is made a sliding fit to allow for cylinder
and cylinder-head expansion when warming up the engine. After covering
a considerable mileage renew the two oil seals if they show signs of
deterioration.
A major modification featured in the 1969 lubrication system is a red
oil-pressure warning light (with Lucas 281 bulb), illustrated in Fig. 71;
its actuating switch is located on the offside at the front of the timing
case as shown in Fig. 67. Always keep the oil pressure well above 7 lb.
per sq. in. which is the danger limit (see page 29).
Lubricate the Lucas type 6CA contact-breaker and centrifugal auto
matic-advance mechanism every 3,000 miles as described on page 126.
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The final test of a perfect slow-running adjustment is to "rev" the
engine up and down sharply several times with the m~hine stationary
and also while riding with first gear engaged. If the adjustment is perfect,
the exhaust note should be nice and criSp and there should be no "flat
spots" or "spitting back" when the throttle twist-grip is sharply turned.
Acceleration should be quick and smooth. If twin carburettors are
provided (e.g. on model T120), some synchronizing may be required

The Amal "Concentric" Carburettor(s). The "concentric", Series 600
or 900, fitted (singly or in pairs) to all 1968-9 Triumph twins, differs
appreciably in detail design and layout from the "monobloc" instrument
fitted to most pre-1968 models. Its basic design, functioning and main
tenance are, however, very similar in both instances.
As may be observed by comparing Figs. 4 and 68, the primary design
modifications are the provision of a detachable and vertical float-chamber
with top petrol feed, and the use of a different pilot-jet layout. Because
the float-chamber is vertical, jet removal is impossible without first
removing the float-chamber unit.
Tuning "Concentric" Carburettor(s). The general advice given on
pages 12-16 for the Amal "monobloc" instrument applies also to the
Series 600 or 900 "concentric" instrument provided on the 1968-9
Triumph twin range, except in regard to minor differences necessitated by
the above-mentioned design modifications. Maintenance and tuning are
little affected.
Never, except for very special reasons, alter the maker's carburettor
settings given in the accompanying table. Confine your tuning, where
AMAL CARBURETTOR SETTINGS FOR 1968-9 MODELS
Triumph Model

T90 (348 c.c.)
T100S (490 c.c.)
TR6 (649 c.c.)
T120 (649 c.c.)

Mai n Jet Size

140
190
230

220

Throttle Valve

3t
3t
4
3

Needle Position
2
2
M;ddle
M;ddle

necessary, to effecting a good slow-running adjustment by making a
combined adjustment of the pilot air-adjusting screw and the throttle
stop, using the general procedure described on page 13. If a thorough sIow
running adjustment does not effect a smooth tick-over at moderate
speed. consider one or more of the possible causes suggested on page 15.

Fig. 68. Sectional view through mixing chamber and float chamber of
Amal "Concentric" carburettor (Series 600 or 900)
Key

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mixing chamber cop
Rewrn spring (or 3
Air valve
Float spindle
Float·charnber needle
Seating for 5

7. Filter gauze
8. Banjo
9. Securing bolt (or B
10. Coble adjuster (air valve)

11 . Cable adjuster (throttle valve)
12. Lock-nut (or 11
13. Mix ing-chamber
14. Return spring for throttle valve
15. jet-needle spring clip
1 6. Pilot by-pass
17. Pilot outlet
1B. Float chamber (vertical and detachable)
19. Float (or 18
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(see page 14) to ensure that both the throttle valves have a simultaneous
and identical movement in their mixing chambers.
Dismantling "Concentric" Carburettor(s). Carburettor removal from
the engine in the case of a "concentric" instrument differs little from
"monob[oc" carburettor removal (see page 16) except that the petrol
feed-pipe banjo securing bolt is located as shown at (9) in Fig. 68, and it
is necessary to remove two screws in order to detach the mixing-chamber
cap (I).
Dismantling a " concentric" Series 600 or 900 Amal carburettor also
differs only in minor detail from the procedure required for a "mono bloc"
instrument. A most useful Service tool can be obtained from any Amal
spares stockist for a few Shillings. This tool has a box spanner and tommy
bar for main jet removal; the tommy-bar bas cross-slot screwdriver ends,
one being angled for float chamber removal.
First remove tbe mixing-chamber cap (secured by two screws) and
withdraw the throttle and air slides (valves) from the mixing chamber
shown at (13) in Fig. 68 . Then remove tbe spring Clip (15) securing tbe
tapered jet-needle to the tbrottle slide, compress tbe latter's return spring
(14), and slide the cable nipple from tbe base of the air slide (3).
To remove the vertical and detachable type float cbamber (18) from the
body of the carburettor, unscrew and remove the two cross-slot screws
and withdraw the complete unit which bouses the binged concentric
float (19), its forked arm , pivot and float-chamber needle (5). After
removing the float-chamber unit the main and pilot jets can, if desired,
be removed forthwitb. The former has no jet cover-nut as on tbe "mono
bloc" instrument. The main-jet bolder and the needle jet can now also be
removed.
Note that it is preferable to remove the main jet witb tbe previously
mentioned Service tool and to remove tbe pilot jet by means of a small
electrical screwdriver. Also note that rubber "0" rings are provided for
the carburettor attacbment flange and also for the sbanks of the throttle
stop and pilot air-adjusting screws. Complete dismantling should prove
quite straightforward.
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table on page 122) and that this clip lies flat against the inside base of the
throttle valve.
CABLE ADJUSTERS

Inspecting "Concentric" Carburettor Components. Observe tbe general
advice given on pages 18-19 for tbe "monobloc" instrument.
Assembling "Concentric" Carburettor(s). Assemble a carburettor
(see Fig. 68) in tbe reverse order of dismantling. When doing this note
tbe following points. Do not again use any paper, fibre or rubber washers
unless such wasbers are found to be in peJ!ect condition.
When replacing the throttle valve in the carburettor mixing-chamber
make sure tbat the jet needle engages properly with the needle jet. Make
quite certain that the lower end of the jet needle actually enters the jet
tube; also that tbe spring clip engages the correct jet-needle groove (see

Fig. 69. Exploded view of Amal "Concentric" carburettor
(By Courtesy

of B.SA

Motor Cycles Ltd)

Note that with the latest borse-sboe sbaped spring clip used to secure
the jet needle to the throttle valve it is possible to connect the cable nipple
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socket in the throttle valve and then hold up the spring clip with the
fingers and slip the jet needle into position with the needle-clip attached.
Then release the spring to ensure that its lower end is holding the needle
clip flat against the inside base of the throttle valve.
When replacing the detachable float-chamber (see Fig. 68) check that
the ends of the float hinge-pin are properly seated in their sockets and not
partly resting on the flange face. If the end of a hinge-pin stands proud of
its socket and rests on the flange, severe subsequent flooding is likely and
the carburettor body and/or float-chamber may become damaged.
Also see that the extension of the float grips the neck of the float needle
properly. Be careful to fit the float-chamber gasket the right way round to
ensure correct alignment of its two rear holes with the jet passages in the
float-chamber casting. Faulty replacement of this gasket is likely to cause
some flooding.
When attaching a " concentric" carburettor to the induction manifold
of a Triumph twin make sure that a new "0" ring is pressed fully home
into the flange groove all round and that it does not overlap anywhere.
AIter fitting the carburettor-flange gasket and positioning the carburettor
flange over the manifold securing studs, tighten down absolutely evenly
the flange securing nu ts.
Contact-breaker Maintenance (Lucas Type 6CA). The type 6CA contact
breaker unit fitted to all 1968-9 350, 500, 650 c.c. Triumph twins is
housed behind the circular Chromium-plated cover secured by two
screws to the timing-case cover. Details of the exhaust-camshaft driven
unit which, of course, has two separate pairs of contacts are shown in
Fig. 70. The maintenance required comprises: occasionally checking the
gaps between the contacts, cleaning the contacts when necessary, and
some minor lubrication.
Some initial settling-down of the nylon heels of the moving contacts
occurs and it is therefore necessary to check both contact-breaker gaps
after covering 500 miles on a new machine or one having a new or re
conditioned contact-breaker unit. Subsequently check the gaps about
every 3,000 miles. AIter checking the gaps, and also at regular intervals
of about 3,000 miles, apply three drops of engine oil (see page 26) to each
lubricating wick. These wicks are initially lubricated by the makers with
Shell Retinax A.
To check the contact-breaker gaps, rotate the engine slowly forward,
using the kick-starter, until the scribe mark on the operating cam aligns
with the nylon heel of one pair of contacts. Then with appropriate feeler
gauges check the gap which should be 0·015 in. If the gap is found to
be outside the limits 0·014 in.-0·016 in., slacken the slotted nut which
secures the stationary contact and move the contact until the gap is
found to be correct; afterwards tighten the slotted nut. Now further rotate
the engine forward until the second pair of contacts just begin to open
and adjust the gap similarly.
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Inspect the contact-breaker contacts about every 3,000 miles and
closely examine them for signs of burning and/oT''pitting. Clean the
contacts with very fine emery cloth after removing them from their base

-~~G
Pillar bolt
::-~
Eccentric screVl--7fL~ - - __ _
Secondary bracket
screw

!ll}!{ij/ JUm"/!,'
W!()'
~~~
4_

I

'\\

Contact eccentric
adjusting screw
Contact locking
screw

Black/ Yellow
Fig. 70. Showing details of

Luc~.s

type 6CA contact-breaker unit

This unit supersedes the Lucos type 4CA u~i~ fitted prior to 1968 and shown in Fig. 28
(Triumph Engineering Co. Ltd .)

plate. During their replacement make quite sure that all the insulating
washers are correctly repositioned . Carefully adjust and check the gap
between the contacts and then deal with the second pair of contacts in a
similar manner.
When cleaning the contacts and adjusting their gaps place a few drops
of clean engine oil (see page 26) on the centrifugal automatic-advance
mechanism, also one or two drops on the felt pad responsible for cam
lubrication. To minimize the risk of corrosion it is advisable also to apply
two drops of engine oil to the spindle which supports the cam. A final
word: be most careful never to allow any oil to get on the four contacts of
the contact-breaker.
Contact-breaker Removal. If occasion is had to remove the contact
breaker unit shown in Fig. 70 it is necessary to remove the central bolt
securing the unit to the exhaust camshaft and then to extract the unit,
using extractor tool D782 screwed into the end of the hollow spindle.
During the replacement of the contact-breaker unit it is essential to
locate it correctly relative to the exhaust camshaft. The latter is provided
with a pin, and a slot in the tapered end of the auto-advance spindle acts
as a location .
Setting the Ignition Timing. On all 1968-9350, 500, 650 c.c. engines the
ignition timing is correctly set when the contacts of the contact-breaker
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conunence to open with the crankshaft crank positioned 38 degrees
before top-dead-centre (T.D .C.) and the contact-breaker in the fully
advanced position .
For timing purposes two alternative methods have been provided for
setting the engine in the 38 degrees fully advanced position. The first
method utilizes service tools D653 and D654. By rotating the engine
forward gently with the service tool fitted in place of the blanking plug
at the top rear of the crankcase, slight hand pressure on the plunger will
enable this to locate with a slot cut in the flywheel for this purpose.
On later engines the flywheel has two slots; one indicates T.D.C. and
the other 38 degrees before T.D.C. When setting the timing as just referred
to, check with a sparking plug removed that the pistons are not at T .D.C.,
otherwise the wrong slot in the flywheel is being used . The T.D.C. plug
is for degree plate use only .
The second ignition setting method necessitates removal of the circular
plate at the forward end of the oil-bath primary chaincase. Through the
aperture you can observe the timing marking on the rotor casting and
this aligns with a pointer on the chaincase at the edge of the aperture
(on later machines). Positioning the rotor marking in line with the pointer
again gives the 38 degree timing position .
To facilitate engine rotation, remove both sparking plugs. Adjust both
pairs of contacts so that their gaps are correct (see page 65) . Now set
the engine at 38 degrees B.T.D.C. with the contact-breaker unit turned
clockwise to the fully advanced position.
Check the left-hand contacts (black and yellow lead) which should be
just beginning to open. If they are not, loosen both the pillar bolts (see
Fig. 70) and turn the contact-breaker main back-plate. Turn clockwise
if the contacts open too early and vice versa. When correct, lock up the
back-plate, remove the flywheel locating plunger, if used, and rotate the
engine over slowly through 360 degrees, i.e. one complete revolution.
Again set the engine at 38 degrees B.T.D.C., check that the cam is still
in the fully advanced position, and then check that the second pair of
contacts (black and white lead) is just commencing to open. Should some
discrepancy exist, slacken the secondary back-plate top and bottom
screws (see Fig. 70) and with the eccentric adjuster screw move the back
plate as required to obtain the COHect point of opening.
Decarbonizing and Valve Grinding. The instructions given on pages
106-120 for 1965-67 models apply also to the con'esponding 1968-69
unit-construction models except for a few very minor differences. The
1968-9 500 c.c. engines all have a slightly modified cylinder head with
larger inlet valves; this head is similar to that provided on Model TIOOT
(not covered in this handbook), but the procedure for removing and fitting
this head (including the correct sequence for tightening the securing bolts)
is exactly the same as for the other 1967 500 c.c . engines.
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APPENDIX: GENERAL MAINTENANCE

THE MOTOR-CYCLE

The 1968-9 Control Layout. A nacelle is omitted on all 1968-9 Triumph
twins, a separate Lucas headlamp bracketed tci the front forks replacing
the combined nacelle/head lamp unit. As may be observed in Fig. 71, the
lighting and ignition switches have been transferred to the top of the
hp,adlamp shell and the near-side headlamp mounting bracket respectively.
The Lighting and Ignition Switches. The three-position lighting switch,
hitherto of the rotary type, is on 1968-9 models a toggle-type Lucas No.
575A. This later switch has no markings. From the " OFF" position (on
the left) move the toggle lever right to the first notch to switch the parking
AMMETER
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OIL PRESSURE

WARNING lIGHT 

tREO)

. HI SEAM
- - WARNING LIGHT
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BRAKE
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I

,
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J
AIR
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Fig. 71. The handlebar control layout on all 1968-9 models showing the
new lighting and ignition switch positions
The steering damper . provided on many mode's. ;5 not shown. A tachometer (r.p .m. indicator)
is not standard equipment on the smaller capacity models, but ;s obtainable as an extra

lights on and further to the second notch to obtain full iJiumination from
the headlamp. If a switch fault is suspected, test that the switch itself is
at fault by substituting a new switch.
The ignition switch on the near-side headlamp bracket is operated by
a key. To switch on the ignition, tum the key clockwise. Make a written
note of the ignition switch and parking-lock key serial numbers in case
you should accidentally lose either of these two important keys. The new
Lucas type S45 ignition switch incorp9rates no emergency start position
and the engine will start up with the igniton switched on even if the
battery is "flat". The warning light remains on so long as the ignition is
switched on, irrespective of whether the engine is running or not. It will
remind you to switch off the ignition when leaving the machine with the
engine stopped, and thereby prevent any unnecessary and wasteful dis
charge from the battery .
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THE BOOK OF THE TRIUMPH TWINS

Other Items of Electrical Equipment. The alternator is a Lucas type
RM19. This was fitted prior to 1968 (see page 47). The rectifier and Zener
diode are also unchanged and the brief maintenance advice given on
pages 56 and 57 respectively applies to the 1968-9 equipment.
Batteries provided on all 1968-9 Triumph twins are 12-volt Lucas
units, type PUZ5A, and for maintenance instructions refer to the appro
priate paragraphs on pages 61-63. Lucas type MA12 twin ignition coils
supply the H.T. current. The minor maintenance required is outlined on
page 51. Resistance H.T. cables are fitted as standard to eliminate the
need for fitting supressors. Because of their design these cables must be
replaced complete with terminal ends as a unit when renewal is required.
Stop-light Switches. All 1968-9 models have stop-light switches em
bodied on the front-brake cable. On 1969 650 c.c. models the rear
brake also has a stop-light switch incorporated on the secondary chain
guard and actuated by the rear brake rod. In both cases the stop-light
switches are sealed units, but the rear-brake switch can be adjusted as
required.
Brake Adjustment. The Instfuctions given on pages 76-77 apply to
all 1968-9 models. Note, however, that a twin-leading shoe front brake
is provided on all 1968 650 c.c. models and on all 1969350, 500 and 650 c.c.
Triumph twins. Some occasional adjustment of the external linkage rod
becomes necessary.
Triumph Telescopic Front Forks. Shuttle-valve damping is included in
the slightly modified 1968-9 fork assembly, but the maintenance instruc
tions (see page 69) for pfe-1968 ffont forks are not affected by the new
modifications.
Steering Head Adjustment. This is not affected by the Slightly modified
telescopic front forks. For appropriate instructions refer to pages 70-72.
Wheel Removal and Fitting. Instructions applicable to 1968-9 front
wheels are those given on page 72 fOf the 1956-67 models. Those applicable
to the 1968-9 quickly-detachable reaf wheels are as described on pages
75-76 for the 1963-7 Q.D. wheels.

Index
AIRcontrol lever, I, 12
filter, 20-2
valve, inspecting, 18
Alternator, 47-8, 55
Ammeter, 4, 43, 44
BATTERY maintenance, 61-4
Brakeadjustment, 76, 180
lubrication, 39
pedal, 5, 77
shoes, centralizing, 72
Brushgear, dynamo, 44
Bulbs, lamp, 58-61
CABLE connexions, battery, 63
Cables, high-tension, removing, 47,
53
CarburettorAmal, 10-20, 122-6
assembling, 19
dismantling, 16-8
flange, 18
jet block, 18
jet-needle clip, 18
needle-jet, 18
settings, 12, 14, 122
S.U ., 23
tuning, 12- 16
working of, 10-12
Chainadjustment, 78-80
lubrication , 35-9
Cleaning
carburettor, 18
chains, 80
chromium, 69
contact-breaker contacts, 55
crankcase filter, 30
distributor, 50
enamel, 68
engine and gearbox , 68
magneto contacts, 46
sparking plugs, 66
Clutch
adjustment, 84
lubrication, 35
plates and springs, 86, 88
Commutator, dynamo, 44

Contact-breaker
gaps, 51-=4~126
lubrication, 50, 51
magneto, 46
Control layout, 1-6, 129
Cylinder-block
removing, 115
replacing, 119
Cylihder-head
removing, 99-109
replacing, 100, 104, 108
DECARBONIZING, 98-111
Distributor, cleaning, 50
Dry sump system, 24
Dynamo output control, 43
EMERGENCY starting, 8, 47, 54
Enamel, cleaning, 68
Energy-transfer system, 53
FJ.LTER
crankcase, 30
oil tank, 29
petrol, 12
Float chamber, inspecting, 18
Foot controls, 4
Footrests, 5
Front forks, replenishing, 69, 130
Fuse, live, 58
GEARBOXlubricants, recommended, 35
topping-up, 33
trouble, 83
Gear-change lever, 5
Greases , recommended, 39
Grease-gun, use of, 39
Gudgeon-pin removal, 118
HAND LEBARS, 6
Headlamp beam , setting, 60
Headlamps, 58
'High-tension pick-Up, 46
Horn, 63
IGNITIONcoils, 50, 57
cut-out button, 2
switch. 4, 7, 48, 56
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INDEX

IGNlTlON (COlZld,)
Pipes, oil, 32
timing, 96-8
PistonInduction manifold, 17, 19
removal, 118
rings, 115-17
LAMPS, Lucas, 58-61
Pistons, fitting , 118
Lighting switch, 3, 56
oversize, II 7
LubricationPrimary chain adjustment, 78-80
brake, 39
chart, 42
REAR suspension units, 40, 83
clutch, 35
Rectifier, Lucas, 48, 56
contact-breaker, 50, 51
Running-in, 8
control levers and cables, 41
Rusted parts, easing, 42
dipper switch, 41
dynamo, 43, 44
SECONDARY chain , 38, 80
front forks, 69, 130
Shock-absorber, unit, 84-7
gearbox, 33
Sidecarhub bearings, 44
attaching, 83
magneto, 44-5
lubrication, 42
oil-bath chain case, 35-8, 84
wheel alignment, 83
overhead rockers, 33
Slow-running adjustment, 13 , 15, 22
rear suspension , 40
Sparking plugs, 64, 65
secondary chain, 38
Speedometer, 2, 9, 41
sidecar chassis, 42
Starting engine, 6-8
speedometer cable, 41
Steering-head
steering head, 41
lubrication , 41
Lucas lighting and ignition, 47-58
play, 70-2
Stop-tail lamp , 60
MAGNETO maintenance, 44-7
"Swinging ann " , 40,81
MoT certificate, 9
Synchronizing twin carburettors, 14
OIL-bath chain-case cover, 85
OilTARNISHING , 69
changing, engine, 29
Throttle-valve , inspecting, I R
gearbox, 35
Tick-over, engine, 13,22
circulation, checking, 28
Timing gear markings, 95, 96
pipes, 32
Tyre pressures, recommended, 77
pressure, gauge, 29
'indicator, 4
VALvE
release valve , 30-3
clearances, 90-4
pump, 25,32
spring compressor, 112
-ecommendations, 28
timing, 94-8
tank filter, cleaning, 29
Va lves, 112-14
topping-up, 28
Voltage control, automatic, 43
PETROLconsumption, excessive, 15
filter, 12, 19
tank, removing, 99, 103, 106
taps, 6
Pillion passenger, 77
Pilot, bulb, 59
jet, obstructed, 15

WHEEL
alignment , 82-3
front , balanced, 72, 78
rear, quickly-detachable, 72-6
standard, 73-4
Wiring diagrams, 63
Workshop manuals, 120

